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ABSTRACT
The Lines Between the Lines: Stage Directions as Fluid, Affective Collaborations between
Theatre Texts and Theatre Makers
by
Bess Rowen
Advisor: Annette J. Saddik
This project contends that certain kinds of stage directions can affectively engage the
bodies of actors, and the imaginations of directors and designers, resulting in a collaboratively
created performance of a given theatre text. As opposed to more literary treatments of stage
directions, this project contends that theories of embodiment, especially affect theory, is a useful
lens through which to explore the range of potential performances present in various stage
directions. By analyzing the ways in which stage directions allow for more agency than has
traditionally been considered in theatre scholarship, I seek to encourage theatre makers and
scholars alike to explore the potential contained in these historically marginalized portions of
theatrical texts. I focus on the work of six English-language playwrights who are known for their
creative uses of stage directions: Eugene O’Neill, Tennessee Williams, Brian Friel, Lisa
D’Amour, Sarah Ruhl, and Branden Jacobs-Jenkins. Through analyzing the oeuvres of these six
playwrights, I have identified five different tactical uses of stage directions that require
collaboration from the future theatre makers who will encounter these play texts in order to
supply various active and enacted portions of the plays. Although the Method, and other
prevalent acting techniques in the United States, have encouraged actors to disregard stage
directions, the kinds of stage directions analyzed in this project are written in a variety of ways
that challenge that dismissal, ultimately reorienting actors towards these unspoken pieces of text.
In this sense, Spoken Stage Directions, Affective Stage Directions, Choreographic Stage
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Directions, Multivalent Stage Directions, and Impossible Stage Directions all performatively
affect the actors, directors, and designers encountering them, allowing for a wide range of
potential performances. This process is also inherently queer, as expressed via Sara Ahmed’s
concepts from Queer Phenomenology, where Ahmed theorize that queer orientation is a process
of physical and ideological reorientation. As stage directions are marginalized portions of texts,
privileging them is a process of queering, and one which requires a physical and mental
reorientation towards the play scripts being discussed. This project begins the work of a more
theatrical approach to the analysis of stage directions, and is meant to be of use not only to
theatre scholars, but also the practical theatre makers who will encounter these texts.
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To Sarah Ruhl,

who once wrote me the following stage directions:
A young woman
sits down at her
desk. She writes
a brilliant
thesis, very
quickly…
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Introduction
“A primal moment”
For a moment,
Lane and Virginia experience
a primal moment during which they
are seven and nine years old,
inside the mind, respectively.
They are mad.
Then they return quite naturally
to language, as adults do.1
These italicized lines between the spoken lines of dialogue in Sarah Ruhl’s The Clean
House are a part of what the actors playing Lane and Virginia must interpret to play their roles.
How might this “primal moment” look in performance? The fact that the characters are returned
to respective childhood ages before returning to language underlines the fact that this moment is
nonverbal and psychologically informative. They do not speak angry words to each other, but
rather defer to a silent standoff that seemingly has a history in their relationship. The fact that the
characters are sisters gives a further context to these words, and their words of dialogue further
reveal a somewhat complicated relationship between the women. What kind of seven and nine
year olds were Lane and Virginia? Is this ghosting of their prior relationship a continuation of the
power dynamics of the dialogue spoken in the moments before, or is it a distinct shift? However
the actors, and their director, choose to interpret this momentary scene, it is a part of the journey
Ruhl has provided for the actors to undertake in the manner in which they see fit.
1

Sarah Ruhl, The Clean House in The Clean House and Other Plays (New York: Theatre
Communications Group, 2006), 30.
1

This simplistic statement forms the basis of the pages that follow: that the lines of text
that comprise stage directions are lines for the actor and director to study and interpret. And yet,
the actor does not, and cannot, interact with these words as they would their lines of dialogue. If
these words were spoken aloud, then the audience would have a verbatim understanding of the
nuances of the situation Ruhl describes, but, in their silent form, the range of performances and
possible interpretations of this moment expands. Although language itself can be interpreted in a
variety of different ways – through tone, and bodily comportment – the reading of silent bodies
is further complicated by individual modes of expression, cultural norms and gestures, and, in
fact, the differences between bodies and bodily experiences. No two actors will perform a piece
of dialogue in the same way, but the range of performances for a passage of stage directions such
as Ruhl’s scene above is a topic that has not been taken up by scholars of Theatre and
Performance. In this project, I will examine the ways in which certain kinds of stage directions
encourage, and even rely upon, bodily collaboration from the actor(s) in order to generate
meaning in a play’s production. This project identifies and examines a taxonomy of stage
directions not only to draw attention to the often undervalued realm of stage directions, but also
to model some ways in which engaging with these parts of the script could provide new avenues
of creative discourse for both theatre makers and scholars. While production teams often
consider stage directions optional, scholars often examine them alongside spoken dialogue as if
both kinds of text function in the same way, and are conveyed similarly on stage. This work aims
to trouble both of those assumptions. I am particularly interested in how stage directions serve as
performative acts that affectively engage actor’s bodies in fluid, physical ways. I contend that
this collaboration enables each production of the same play to perform portions of the play in
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ways that are performances of the playwright’s written text, while also being unique culturally
and temporally bound contributions to the play’s embodied history.
Ruhl’s stage directions above provide an excellent example of stage directions that serve
as performances in suspension, words meant to be subsumed by the bodies that will perform
them. As the last line points out, this is a piece of text meant to be translated so fully to two
bodies that the words themselves do not need to be spoken. The liminality of this kind of text is
therefore encapsulated in this one stage direction: language written as a bridge to embodied
performance through its transformation, leaving room for a variety of performative possibilities.
These stage directions are words specifically designed to be translated from their written form
onto the bodies of actors or the nonverbal components of language – mood, tone, affect. Lane
and Virginia return to language, but they are certainly still communicating during this stage
direction. As precise as Ruhl’s language is about the events occurring at this moment, this level
of detail does not easily translate into an equally specific movement or series of movements. This
is due to the fact that Ruhl is not describing movements, props, or costumes here, but instead is
prompting an actor and director emotionally, encouraging them to interpret these moments with
the same kind of emotional intelligence they would use for dialogue. Ruhl, and other Englishlanguage playwrights such as Eugene O’Neill, Tennessee Williams, Brian Friel, Branden JacobsJenkins, and Lisa D’Amour, have often written stage directions that are pieces of dialogue for the
body, lines between the lines. While dialogue consists of text to be spoken, stage directions
consist of texts to be enacted – they are words meant to be “spoken” by the body.
In order to understand the nuances and complexities of how stage directions function as
physical language, I explore several different ways in which stage directions are used to engage
an actor’s entire body in the process of making meaning out of the lines between the lines. To
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account for the varieties of stage direction usage that are not properly covered by noting the
subject of the text alone, I have identified five different categories of stage directions: spoken,
affective, choreographic, multivalent, and impossible. These types function in different ways in
terms of how they allow playwrights to collaborate with the future bodies of actors by
performatively affecting actors’ bodies through collaborations across the text, queering and
destabilizing any notions that stage directions are simply excess text that can be ignored, as I will
explain more thoroughly momentarily. These unusual uses of stage directions play a large part in
creating some of the most explicitly theatrical moments in live performances: the gestures,
nonverbal expressions, and affects that keep theatregoers returning to see production after
production of the same play, or even multiple performances of the same production of a play.
Due to the culturally specific interpretations of these kinds of texts, and the extensive and
important questions brought about by issues of linguistic translation, this project focuses on six
English-language playwrights who are known for their extensive stage directions. These
playwrights, who are all from either the United States or Great Britain/Ireland,2 provide an
opportunity for me to closely study the linguistic and cultural specificities of English-language
playwriting from the twentieth-century forward. Although other instances of these stage
directions do appear before that time, and in various other languages and countries of origin, this
focus on the playwrights and their oeuvres allows me to analyze a variety of stage direction
usage over time in order to see what factors have remained constant and what has shifted in the
course of the playwrights’ careers.
Not all stage direction fit into these five categories. For a large portion of theatre history,
stage directions have been used more as a technical record of past performance as opposed to an
2

Brian Friel was born in the Republic of Ireland, but founded The Field Day Theatre Company,
an important theatre in Northern Ireland. He is claimed by both countries as a national
playwright.
4

extension of the creative mode of the playwright. Beginning just before the turn of the twentieth
century, figures such as George Bernard Shaw began to change this by including key details
about the play in the stage directions. The kinds of stage directions this dissertation will analyze
are ones constructed to answer the questions of “how?” and “why?” instead of “what?” in terms
of performance. In fact, in answering these kinds of questions, stage directions become integral
parts of understanding the style of the playwright and play through the mood, tone, and affect
conveyed in their words. In this way, stage directions become almost more important than their
dialogical counterparts in conveying the mood of a play. Yet they have rarely been considered in
this way.
In order to analyze how certain stage directions function in ways that have not yet been
examined, I employ performativity theory to account for the transition from words to actions,
affect theory to discuss how emotions and mood moves bodies, and queer theory to focus on how
alternate orientations towards attitudes, spaces, and words on the page can ultimately shift actors’
experiences of plays. Although performativity and affect are both concepts that have been used in
similar ways in other projects, my use of queer theory requires further framing. My reasoning
follows Sara Ahmed’s words in Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others, where she
describes a queer orientation as that which, “by seeing the world ‘slantwise’ allow[s] other
objects to come into view. Such an orientation might be one that does not overcome what is ‘off
line,’ and hence acts out of line with others.”3 My work will take a queer orientation to these
texts by focusing on moments that are inherently out of line with others in the script, and bring
these off-line stage directions into view. I believe there is a portion of the script that has been
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Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Objects, Orientations, Others, (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2006), 107.
5

overlooked historically, and I am interested in brushing theatre history against the grain by
highlighting these marginalized pieces of text and privileging them in my analysis.
My use of queer theory is in no way accidental, and I take the power disparity between
dialogue and stage directions seriously. Many stage directions can be viewed as following
Annamarie Jagose’s contention that, “queer is ‘a zone of possibilities’ always inflected by a sense
of potentiality that it cannot yet quite articulate.”4 In other words, queerness is crucially linked to
sexual orientation and practice, but the concept can also be understood as an orientation towards
ideas. This has a particular resonance in terms of theatre and performance analyses. As David
Savran writes in A Queer Sort of Materialism,
an explicitly queer dramaturgy is a reminder that ‘queer’ is a performative designation,
one that privileges doing over being, action over intention. Queerness, in other words, is
constituted in and through its practice. It is less a fixed attribute of a given text or
performance than a transient disturbance produced between and among text, actor,
director, and spectator. It might be said to be an effect of knowledge, or lack of it, in
relation to dissident sexual desires and identities.5
Stage directions are words that express possible “doings” and potential spatialized embodiments.
In more literal uses of the term, queer plays from God of Vengeance to Tea and Sympathy to Stop
Kiss, have relied on stage directions to flesh out desires that could not always be spoken on
stage. My argument is that this technique, present in plays where the subtext had a reason to be
hidden, can also be seen to function in plays where there is no such desire specified. Some of the
plays discussed in this project are explicitly queer, but even those that fall outside of that
designation are queer in their championing of unspoken subtext as a quintessential part of their
4

Annamarie Jagose, Queer Theory: An Introduction (New York: New York University Press,
1996), 2. Here Jagose borrows the term “zone of possibilities” from literary critic Lee Edelman.
5
David Savran, A Queer Sort of Materialism (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2003), 58-59.
6

plots. Furthermore, the stage directions in this process rely on a process of reorienting the actors
who will inhabit them, as they encourage a non-normative manner of dealing with stage
directions overall. The actor’s own desires, ideally respected and shaped by a director, help
create the meaning of these pieces of text, which is not only the words on the page, but also
whatever meaning is felt by an actor and, perhaps, by an audience.
Trajectory of Scholarship
Shaw is often hailed as the first playwright to change the stage directions from something
written down in a prompt book to often fanciful and rich descriptions of the set, characters, and
subtext. Historically, the role and function of stage directions have transformed as playwriting
practices have changed. For example, the technical specifications for props and movement were
often embedded in the spoken text from Greek and Roman times through Shakespeare’s works.
The Winter’s Tale’s famous “Exit, pursued by a bear” is a much beloved stage direction to be
sure, but the exact authorship of this and other stage directions in Shakespeare’s works is hard to
determine.6 Prompt books and early stage managers controlled the domain of stage directions for
much of history, but towards the end of the nineteenth century this formula shifted considerably. 7
Shaw and his contemporaries during the second half of the nineteenth century began to
experiment more and more with form in terms of both dialogue and stage directions.8 This new
6

Building on Linda McJannet’s work, Michela Calore concludes in her 2001 article that “it is
impossible to discern with any certainty the exact origin and function of some of the most
obscure and unusual stage directions encountered in the texts under consideration. In his analysis
of the extant theatrical manuscripts, Long has observed that in Shakespeare’s day a playbook was
the result of ‘a cooperative venture’ between playwrights and theater personnel.” Michela Calore,
“‘Enter out’: Perplexing Signals in Some Elizabethan Stage Directions,” Medieval and
Renaissance Drama in England 13 (2001): 131.
7
Linda McJannet, The Voice of Elizabethan Stage Directions: The Evolution of a Theatrical
Code (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1999).
8
William B. Worthen, Print and the Poetics of Modern Drama (New York: Cambridge, 2005),
41.
7

form of writing was particularly encouraged by the rise of the genres of realism and naturalism,
where the description of setting, costumes, props, and physical aspects of the actors themselves
all became more important to the play. It is in this vein that playwrights such as Henrik Ibsen,
Anton Chekhov, and Eugene O’Neill began to write stage directions that seemed to reach out
from the page with the desire to do something more than simply dictate movements.9
It is important to address the fact that not all stage directions come from the playwrights,
and, when they do, they can occasionally consist of a record of a specific performance. One
example of this process is related by Uta Hagen in Respect for Acting, when she tells a story of a
moment in her rehearsal process as Georgie in Clifford Odets’s The Country Girl, when she
reached for her coat,
By accident, the sleeve was inside out, and I had a big struggle with it. It helped the
action of the scene for me so I asked the stage manager (who had to preset the coat on
stage) to make certain that the sleeve was always inverted. In the printed text of the play
Clifford Odets had a description of Georgie snatching her coat from the chair, struggling
with the sleeve, turning red with suppressed rage, yanking the coat over her shoulder,
fighting back tears while accusing Frank of having lied and humiliated her, etc. Why in
the world should another actress be asked to repeat either the adjectives or the sleeve
when she might come up with something of her own?10
This kind of stage direction lineage, one in which the stage direction is found recorded in the
printed script after the performance, is why the author(ity) of all stage directions is questioned. A
print culture in which such stage directions could end up in the final, printed version of a play
also represents a cultural shift occurring at the beginning of the twentieth century.
9

Worthen and McJannet both see many contemporary stage directions as extensive, personal,
and, according to McJannet, even “intrusive,” 152.
10
Uta Hagen, Respect for Acting (New York: Wiley Publishing, 1973), 186.
8

At the same time, the position of the director was coming into a place of greater
prominence, resulting in playwrights writing works with the knowledge that someone else might
one day produce them. It is in this sense once again that stage directions present themselves as
the ultimate theatrical device: the final pieces of advice from playwrights to those who will take
up their creations, meant to allow them to live on without the playwright present. This trend
continued through realism and naturalism to their multiple afterbirths: expressionism, surrealism,
Dadaism, In-yer-face theatre, and many others. Throughout the twentieth century not only were
new forms coming into being, but new production processes were also affecting the composition
and documentation of plays. Stage directions thus became the nexus of these two processes: the
writing and performance concerns surrounding a play script.
Just as theatrical practices of writing stage directions have undergone historical shifts, the
few pieces of scholarship that discuss stage directions also follow certain scholarly trends. As of
this moment, the writing on stage directions can be divided into two major subjects of analysis:
semiotics and, more recently, narrative function. Manfred Jahn, Ryan Claycomb, and Patricia
Suchy all claim that stage directions are a part of the larger narrative function of the script, and
that perhaps they could even be seen as the voice of another character (a narrator) rather than that
of the author. This characterization is certainly possible, and I do not necessarily disagree with
this trajectory or function; yet this interesting revelation about this one function of stage
directions does not make a contribution to the production side of the theatrical equation, nor does
it leave any room for other scholars to engage with this discussion to make more specific points
about what a narrative stage direction means.

9

Conversely, the two authors known primarily for their dealings with stage directions,
Ingarden and Issacharoff,11 treat them as a special kind of literary, semiotic category of text, but
do not account for the bodies of the actors who are expected to perform these lines in a
production context. Ingarden separates stage directions into the primary text (dialogue), which he
calls “Haupttext,” and the secondary text (stage directions), which he calls “Nebentext.” Elaine
Aston and George Savona note the shortcomings of this distinction in their Theatre as SignSystem: A Semiotics of Text and Performance, pointing out that “the Nebentext, subject to
interpretation by the director, designer, actors and technicians, adhered to with varying degrees
of commitment and understanding, on occasion ignored, may or may not survive to inform the
production.”12 Yet Aston and Savona, though technically correct, still do not engage with how the
stage directions might inform a production. Issacharoff comes closer to moving beyond a
question of pure referent by addressing J. L. Austin’s speech-act theory’s vagueness on the issue
of text spoken in performance, although he too falls short in his understanding of live
performance, which he describes in terms of the “disappearance” of didascalia on stage. 13
After all, the stage directions are indeed written for production, even if only for the
production of the play taking place in the reader’s mind. As Richard Hornby writes, “A playscript
11

Roman Ingarden, The Literary Work of Art: An Investigation on the Borderlines of Ontology,
Logic, and Theory of Literature, trans. George G. Grabowicz (Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 1973); Michael Issacharoff “Stage Codes” in Performing Texts, ed. Michael
Issacharoff and Robin F. Jones (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1988), 59-74.
12
Elaine Aston and George Savona, Theatre as Sign-System: A Semiotics of Text and
Performance (New York: Routledge, 1991), 73.
13
Didascalia is another word for stage direction, plural didascalieae. The Oxford Encyclopedia of
Theatre and Performance describes how didascalia, which in Greek means
“teaching/instruction,” originated with Plato and Plutarch where it meant the rehearsal of drama
and then the drama itself, respectively. Later, “Didascalieae provide a considerable amount of
information concerning the chronology of plays and performances, but as the ancient equivalent
of modern stage directions they are a disappointment. In modern semiotic theory didascalia has
assumed the special meaning of the ‘nebentext’—those parts of the dramatic text which are not
spoken by actors” (OETP 372).
10

is a performance in potential. The process by which a text is realized is a transformation, but it is
essentially a transformation into itself. When a playscript is performed, it is not carried over
directly; nor is it altered; it is fulfilled.”14 So far, the discussions of readers in works on the
semiotic side of the discussion by Ingarden, Issacharoff, Aston, Savona, De Toro, Martin Puchner
and even William B. Worthen (who goes further than most in recognizing stage directions as a
serious player in theatrical production) ignore the idea that a “reader” could be reading for an
explicitly theatrical context. All production teams producing a play are (if at all competent)
readers first. As mentioned previously, Ingarden and Issacharoff in particular fall short of
stepping outside of the literary nature of studying these particular aspects of play texts. As
Marvin Carlson writes in Speaking in Tongues: Languages at Play in the Theatre, “To assume, as
Ingarden and traditional theatre semioticians have done, that the side text simply disappears, or is
replaced by nonwritten equivalents in production, however, is to take an overly simple view of
its operations.”15
As the quotations above show, though several others have written about this topic,
Carlson is one of the only theorists to acknowledge that the discussions of stage directions thus
far “[present] a false normalizing of a complex power relationship.”16 Suchy, Jahn, and
Claycomb have also written articles that take up the possibility of a different way of viewing
stage directions, yet no one has yet written a comprehensive exploration of how and why
different kinds of stage directions perform differently. Claycomb builds upon Manfred Jahn’s
idea of playscriptmode – the particular reading mode where one becomes adjusted to navigating
the combination of speaker, stage directions, and dialogue that produce a readable script – to
14

Richard Hornby, Script Into Performance (New York: Applause Books, 1995), 109.
Marvin Carlson, Speaking in Tongues: Languages at Play in the Theatre (New York:
University of Michigan, 2008), 188.
16
Marvin Carlson, “The Status of Stage Directions” Studies in the Literary Imagination (1993),
46.
15
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suggest that dramatic texts present themselves as different kinds of blueprints for performances.
Claycomb further contends that some written texts say, “here’s how you should do this play”
while others say “here’s how you could do this play.”17
Methodology
This project will not definitively answer how to do any play, nor does it seek to tell
playwrights how to write their plays. Rather, the theoretical frameworks I use are chosen because
of their focus on potential. Therefore, in terms of performativity, the “felicity” of these types of
stage directions paradoxically rests on the premise that actors rely on their own immediate and
fresh interpretations, rather than attempt to simply reproduce the same movement or gesture that
they believe the playwright might have imagined.18 When felicitous, this also means that the
stage directions on the page are performatively affecting the actor/reader, the result of which
would be a “body-act” following the speech-act. In other words, if a stage direction is
performative, then any resulting embodied action from the actor is a felicitous result. As
previously mentioned, each category of stage directions I have identified navigates these
complications in its own specific way. Spoken stage directions show a speech-act in direct
relation to a body-act, which sometimes act in unison, sometimes in opposition. Affective and
choreographic stage directions reveal themselves in the emotional and physical bodily acts
performed, respectively. Multivalent stage directions list a series of potential bodily actions that
an actor’s body could encounter in a certain theatrical moment. Finally, impossible stage

17

Ryan Claycomb, “Here’s How You Produce This Play: Towards a Narratology of Dramatic
Texts” Narrative 21 (2013), 159-179.
18
Austin’s word for the “lucky” circumstances that lead to the success of a performative. Austin,
J.L., How to Do Things with Words, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962).
12

directions encourage creativity in bodily representations, by seemingly asking bodies to defy
natural laws of science.19
Though I intend to tease out the hybridity between written and performed drama present
in stage directions, I firmly ground my theorization in the realm of performance and production.
This means that my methodology necessarily reflects my assertion that stage directions present
the essentially embodied component of plays, and that the categories of stage directions I have
identified are various tactics playwrights have used to collaborate with actors’ bodies across the
pages of their scripts over time. In order to track these tactics across plays, I have found
examples of these categories of stage directions in multiple works across the oeuvres of Eugene
O’Neill, Tennessee Williams, Brian Friel, Sarah Ruhl, Lisa D’Amour, and Branden JacobsJenkins so as to form a more coherent narrative of the importance of these lines for the body.
Although Shaw is the forefather of a more expansive use of stage directions, it is O’Neill, and
then Williams, who push them beyond the thick descriptions that characterize Shaw’s main shift
in their usage. Shaw’s importance in this discussion, however, demonstrates that these techniques
exist in English-language playwriting across cultures. While most of my examples are from the
United States, Friel is chronologically the next playwright whose stage directions utilize the
categories I have identified, and his well-known status as an Irish playwright writing in English
makes him Shaw's direct descendant in terms of both his nationality and his creativity with stage
directions. Friel, who was writing as Ireland fought the “talking heads” stereotype of Irish plays,
writes embodiment into his stage directions in a way that defines his work. While O’Neill,
Williams, and Friel might seem to represent more traditional kinds of identities for playwrights
in terms of race, gender, and, in the cases of O’Neill and Friel, sexuality, during the early to
middle part of the twentieth century, Ruhl, D’Amour, and Jacobs-Jenkins represent more recent,
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culturally diverse playwrights. Their only true commonality is that each of them has a reputation
for the nature of their stage directions. Just as I have chosen to focus on the most extreme kinds
of stage directions to more clearly illustrate the power of these liminal moments of the text, using
playwrights whose work has been characterized by these unusual uses of stage directions makes
the importance of analyzing these moments paramount. Of course, one goal of this work is to
show that the relationships between these playwrights, their stage directions, and the actors who
embody them extend beyond these obvious examples into the works of a plethora of other
playwrights.
Writings on performativity, especially those by Judith Butler, who brought the concept of
performativity from words effecting change in bodily status to bodies being able to effect the
same kind of changes on other bodies, are especially useful here. Shoshana Felman’s The
Scandal of the Speaking Body, which details the way that one can write an action such as
seduction, provides excellent examples of bodily analysis drawn from J.L. Austin’s
performativity, will be one large basis for my analysis.20 Austin’s conception of performativity
states that certain words have a function beyond simply imparting information (constative
utterances) in that they enact change (performative utterances). Going back to the premise that I
am interested in stage directions that do not explain “what” (constative stage directions) but
instead say “how” or “why,” these kinds of stage directions performatively change the actor’s
body rather than simply give the actor information about a character. Felman’s text provides a
useful model in that she manages to discuss embodiment in particular plays using performativity
theory by focusing on the connection between the language and action of seduction. My
examples will broaden this model to include other connections between language and physical
20
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actions. Butler’s work on performativity, which concentrates on the effects a body produces on
itself, and others, by performing in a certain way, enables further theorization around the
combination of bodily actions possible in stage directions.
This leads to the other avenue of investigation necessary for examining stage directions
as a collaborative, physical language: theories of embodiment. If the stage directions
performatively affect the bodies that inhabit them, how can this effect be measured or analyzed?
This project is not limited to only those performed stage directions that I have personally
witnessed, nor do I purport to be able to imagine every single possibility an actor’s body could
perform. Therefore, I must rely on theories of embodiment and corporeality to tease out ways in
which I can produce some meaningful analysis that takes bodies into account without fetishizing
either the text on the page or those bodies that have existed on the stage. My work on
embodiment is especially informed by feminist theorists such as Elizabeth Grosz, Judith Butler,
Rebecca Schneider and Susan Bordo, yet my analysis necessarily extends beyond the female
gender.
Chapter Descriptions
Martin Puchner has stated that the main form of stage directions in the present is a result
of a change from the performed drama to the closet drama.21 Although I understand that the
reading aspect of play script production is important to print culture and theatrical production, I
do not think that Puchner’s concepts about closet drama are mutually exclusive to those of
dramatic scripts. Also, though I argue that none of the plays in this project should be classified as
closet dramas, part of the repeated commentary on extreme stage directions is that they are meant
for readers only. A reading audience, it is assumed, would be the only possible public for stage
21
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directions that so defy the technical descriptions used to instruct actors. However, over the past
century there have been several notable examples of playwrights and plays that have decided to
bring stage directions out of the closet and allowed them to take center stage. These spoken stage
directions appear in works from the 1960s, such as the appropriately named Stage Directions by
Israel Horovitz, and Interview Fugue for Eight Actors by Jean-Claude van Itallie, but have more
recently been taken up by playwrights such as Terell Alvin McCraney. McCraney’s
Brother/Sister play cycle has a repeated stylistic trope of characters speaking aloud their physical
actions and other aspects of performance normally relegated to the arena of stage directions.
Beginning with this ultimate mixing of dialogue and stage directions, Chapter 1,
“Coming ‘Out’ of the Closet (Drama): Spoken Stage Directions,” attempts to “out” this supposed
reading audience by showing how speaking these actions aloud reveals the myriad ways in which
a felicitous interpretation could occur. This chapter begins by tracing the history of spoken stage
directions from their earliest iterations – as theatrical soliloquys and asides – through their use in
works from O’Neill, Williams, Friel, Ruhl, D’Amour, and Jacobs-Jenkins. As the nexus of
speech acts and performance acts, spoken stage directions are used for various dramaturgical
purposes in different plays, although these uses generally fall into two main categories:
metatheatrical and psychological. Whereas certain stage directions are spoken out loud to
reference a play within a play, other pieces of dialogue function as the subtext of that character’s
emotional state alongside (silent) stage directions written in the same manner. The dual
performativity of both of these kinds of spoken stage directions share the function of performing
upon actors and audience members in the sense that the speech act creates the meaning for the
actor’s body, grafting the meaning of those spoken words onto the embodied performance of the
actor. This performativity reorients the actor’s embodied experience, in that speaking the words
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aloud creates a performance that reorients the actor’s physical experience of a performance. If
they speak the lines, the lines perform regardless of how the actor actually performs the actions,
mood, or emotions the lines describe. This queer aspect of these moments, underscored by the
appropriate use of terms like “closet” drama, again hearkens back to Ahmed’s concept of queer
phenomenology, which uses a queer orientation to bring other aspects of the plays into view.
Chapter 2, “The Bird I Hope to Catch in the Net of This Play: Affective Stage
Directions,” introduces the first major category of traditional stage directions: the affective stage
direction. These stage directions are moments in which the playwright speaks to the production
team (actor, director, designer) about the mood and affect of a particular moment in the play, or
provides an overarching note for the whole play. As Teresa Brennan states, “The transmission of
affect, whether it is grief, anxiety, or anger, is social or psychological in origin. But the
transmission is also responsible for bodily changes; some are brief changes, as in a whiff of the
room’s atmosphere, some longer lasting. In other words, the transmission of affect, if only for an
instant, alters the biochemistry and neurology of the subject.”22 These stage directions are
designed to performatively move the actor to an emotion, which necessarily affects their bodies,
but the way in which they prompt these changes is by leading the actor to these moments rather
than identifying the end product. These stage directions are performative, acting upon the actor’s
body in such a way that allows the actor to “catch” the written character’s affect. When
felicitous, this process reorients an actor’s embodiment of a character, as the stage directions
assert themselves as important lines of performance to follow. Just as queer desire often resides
in the affective stage directions of a play, shifting the orientations of the lines of spoken dialogue
as well, affective stage directions in general are queer in that their performativity shifts
empowers the often silent, marginalized, and unseen stage directions. This chapter analyzes the
22
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many different ways in which affective stage directions collaboratively engage the actor’s body
in their performance, setting up a method for recognizing such stage directions in a general
manner, while the following chapters discuss certain more specific uses.
For example, whereas general affective stage directions can be thought of as working
from the inside out—emotionally prompting a body to move—choreographic stage directions,
the subject of the following chapter, can be thought of as working from the outside in—
physically prompting a body to create an emotional response. Chapter 3, “The Almost
Recognizable Dance is Made Grotesque: Choreographic Stage Directions,” deals with a more
specific kind of writing for the body. Although the challenges of writing choreography have been
analyzed in Dance Studies, by scholars such as Mark Franko and Susan Leigh Foster,23 theatre
has not fully dealt with these pieces of text quite yet.24 Choreographic stage directions are pieces
of writing that describe the emotional journey of a series of movements, without describing the
physical specificities of what the bodies on stage might perform. Choreographic stage directions
performatively affect the bodies of the actors, moving them to perform actions that create both
physiological responses—raised heartrate, sweating, etc.—as well as emotional ones. While
some plays contain segments of text comprised entirely of stage directions for “dance breaks,”
even a choreographic stage direction that refers to a single gesture results in a performance of the
play in which that movement, or series of movements, is simply part of the play, alongside the
spoken words of dialogue. The performance of the actor is based on that actor and director’s
interpretation of the meaning of the stage directions that occupy that portion of the script on the
page. In other words, these movements are taken as part of “the play,” just as the dialogue is, and
23
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yet the range of possible felicitous performances of the choreographic stage directions contained
in this chapter allows for a much broader range of interpretations than are present in lines of
dialogue written and performed in English. The full meaning of that section of text requires an
embodied performance to be “complete,” and have meaning, and yet that meaning is a sight of
potentiality.
As the chapters progress, the forms of stage directions discussed are open to more
potential interpretations and limited by fewer linguistic and conceptual restrictions. Chapter 4,
“Mrs. Daldry’s First Orgasm Could be Very Quiet, Organic, Awkward, Primal: Multivalent Stage
Directions,” handles those stage directions that allow a wide range of performance potential by
their very formulation. These stage directions are the pinnacle of the discussion of performance
potentiality, as they give the actor a series of possible trajectories for their performance, also
inherently suggesting performance possibilities not listed directly, but in the actor’s imagination.
Multivalent stage directions also use affective prompting, in the sense that the words written are
meant to move the actor’s body down one of several paths, literally and figuratively queering an
actor’s orientation within the text. Which direction should an actor take? Can any two actors
make the exact same choice? Multivalent stage directions also inherently suggest that there are
other possible options that come out of the actor’s imagination entirely, only tangentially
connected to the suggestions made by the playwright.
So far, the previous chapters have dealt with stage directions that are likely to be
recognized as prompting the actor’s performance, but there is another category of stage
directions: those that would be physically or temporally impossible to perform exactly as written
on stage. In Chapter 5, “Sucked Into a Cosmic Pipeline Attached to His Mother’s Hell:
Impossible Stage Directions,” I begin with a discussion of Sarah Bay-Cheng’s article,
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“Translation, Typography, and the Avant-Garde’s Impossible Text,” which contains an excellent
discussion of what a seemingly “impossible text” can do in a play.25 My own analysis starts by
asserting that what Bay-Cheng writes about an abstract drawing and accompanying caption that
serve as a stage direction in Tristan Tzara’s La Coeur à Gaz cannot apply to a wide array of
textual stage directions that seem equally impossible. This stage direction is rendered
“impossible” by its (pictorial) written form, but Bay-Cheng’s analysis shows that the most
challenging stage directions can also perhaps be the most inspiring. By looking at how textual
stage directions that seem impossible because of their content – those that appear to be written
for unreal bodies or worlds where physics do not apply – I reveal the space for innovation and
collaboration these impossible stage directions provide as they performatively move actors in
ways that can only exist in the imagination. The category of impossible stage directions is a
misnomer: impossible stage directions are always affective stage directions. They shift the
actor’s interpretation by writing and drawing a line that the performer cannot technically follow,
which therefore allows the actor and director unlimited possibilities for realizing said stage
direction.
To conclude, I attempt to tie together what I hope to have shown about stage directions in
the myriad forms I have interrogated in this project, and to reveal the power of the embodied
potential that exists in these collaborative engagements. What, if anything, can we say about
these stage directions overall? Identifying these forms of stage directions will hopefully enable
production teams to see some of the stage directions for the playgrounds they are. For scholars,
these forms of stage directions are another kind of tool for our analysis, albeit a different tool
than the dialogue that we have so long quoted and referred to in our analyses. As plays in the
Sarah Bay-Cheng. “Translation, Typography, and the Avant-Garde’s Impossible Text,” in
Theatre Journal 59 (2007): 467-483.
25
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postmodern era, or even the post-postmodern era, continue to find new ways of becoming selfreferential and of subverting genres and structures in new and interesting ways, I am sure that
there will shortly be even newer and more complex forms of stage directions in the future.
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Chapter 1
“The Articles Are Invisible”:1 Spoken Stage Directions
She laughs, mordantly.
Everyone looks at her.
SHE: It says, she laughs, mordantly.
DIRECTOR: I’ve crossed out all the stage directions.2
The lines above are a theatrical inside joke from Sarah Ruhl’s 2014 play Stage Kiss.
Upon closer examination, it becomes clear that the comedic layers contained within these
sentences are a direct result of the subversion of several theatrical norms regarding stage
directions. In order for the joke to work, the actors must perform all of these lines: She must
laugh mordantly, and the other characters must look at her, for her next explanatory line to set-up
the let-down of the Director’s disavowal of stage directions. If the real-life director and actors
ignore the stage directions as the play’s Director says to do, this moment will be ruined
completely. However, the theatrical mechanism which makes the stage direction of “laughs,
mordantly” compulsory also renders the laugh mordant regardless of the actor’s performance. In
other words, She must laugh mordantly here because she says a moment later that she has just
laughed mordantly. Ironically, this means that no matter what kind of laugh She has produced,
her spoken text names the laugh mordant, and so mordant it now becomes. In other words,
because of the spoken line, which here directly references the stage direction, the laughter from a
moment ago is configured as mordant, while the speaking of the line reperforms this action. As
actor and spectator alike experience this double performance of the stage direction in two
1

Tennessee Williams, The Two-Character Play, in The Theatre of Tennessee Williams: Volume V
(New York: New Directions, 1976), 305.
2
Sarah Ruhl, Stage Kiss (New York: Samuel French, 2014), 36.
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different forms, nonverbally and verbally, their experience of the play is shifted. And as the stage
directions come into the spoken portion of the text, both actor and spectator are reoriented to
focus on these often hidden moments, which turn askance the boundaries of the theatrical world,
queering the ways in which this play, and others like it, communicate what occurs in between the
lines.
She’s line is an example of a spoken stage direction: a line of dialogue which matches the
tone, theme, and style of a given playwright’s own stage directions and due to this, stands out
from the rest of the play’s dialogue when spoken aloud. In this example, the characters are
speaking of a play, so the line spoken is clearly referring to a stage direction written in the play
within the play. The line stands out from the dialogue, and cannot be mistaken for common,
casual speech. But it is not a stage direction, per se. It is not silent, italicized text, but rather a
piece of that world that has managed to cross over into the spoken portion of the play. Spoken
stage directions are therefore transposed more directly via language onstage in performance; the
words of dialogue are spoken aloud and are able to be interpreted as language, as opposed to the
words of the stage directions, which are translated to, and must therefore be read from, the
actors’ bodies. Even though language is still open to interpretation when spoken, we are more
used to communicating and interpreting words than reading meaning from bodies alone. Spoken
stage directions turn this concept on its head, or perhaps on its ear, literally turning the way an
actor experiences and performs a play inside out as actor and audience are intended to hear a
normally silent part of the text. Instead of perhaps passing over the lines of the actor’s subtext,
the spoken stage direction draws attention to that hidden world of the play by bringing it out into
the open. A new term will be needed to distinguish spoken stage directions from the unspoken,
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italicized stage directions that also appear in those scripts, so I will be using “standard stage
directions” to describe the latter.3
The form of spoken stage directions has evolved from that of an outburst of
psychological realism, as used by Eugene O’Neill, through metatheatrical and psychological
representations in the work of Tennessee Williams, Brian Friel, Lisa D’Amour, Sarah Ruhl, and
Branden Jacobs-Jenkins. Sometimes spoken stage directions function as a soliloquy, a direct
address to the audience, or even a shared moment between all actors as well as the audience.
Regardless of the character’s audience within the play, spoken stage directions are moments
where performativity queers the way actors move through, and understand, performing a play.
When they are embodied in performance, spoken stage directions remind actor and audience
member alike of the power of spoken words, while their form is a clear window into, and
reference to, the generally unspoken text that exists in most written plays. This queering, this
turning askance of the boundaries of the theatrical world, brings an awareness to the importance
of these generally unspoken lines for the actors’ bodies. As the actors speak these words, the
spoken language performs the feelings and/or actions they describe in a way that both replaces
and supplements that actor’s physical performance of the text. In this moment, the text behind
such embodied acting moments is highlighted. In this way, spoken stage directions are, quite
literally, a different kind of direction for the plays in which they exist, an arrow pointing to a new
path through a text. Spoken stage directions point to standard stage directions, even if they are
not accompanied by any, by showing how these emotional and physical instructions are part of
the script that an actor must perform. Exploring how spoken stage directions function
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performatively to reorient plays is the first step in understanding how some forms of standard
stage directions can ultimately accomplish the same goal.
But what is the theatrical purpose and effect of using such spoken stage directions? In the
example above, the performance would have to include some form of laugh followed by the
spoken lines. As soon as She speaks the lines describing the action she has just performed, her
language becomes a performative speech-act. In J. L. Austin’s terms, a speech-act is neither true
nor false, but instead can either be felicitous (happy) or infelicitous (unhappy). Austin describes
how performativity is precarious, and exists in close relation to “the doctrine of the things that
can be and go wrong on occasion of such [performative] utterances, the doctrine of the
Infelicities.”4 Before any utterance is spoken, the surrounding conditions must be correct in order
for the performative utterance to perform its duty and be felicitous. Austin’s famous example
consists of the “I do” in wedding ceremonies. In order for saying “I do” to result in a legal
marriage, certain criteria must be fulfilled: the persons must legally be able to marry each other
(single, of age, and so on), they must have the necessary paperwork and personnel (an officiate
and a marriage license), they must complete the ceremony correctly and fully (they cannot stop
in the middle and they must say it correctly).5 If these criteria are met, and the performative
utterance is spoken, then it is felicitous, and the speaker’s performative has succeeded. If the
criteria are not met, then the performative is infelicitous; hence actors who are married in plays
are not married in reality, even if they have spoken all of the required performative words.
In Austin’s seminal work of speech-act theory, How to Do Things With Words, he states
that the two criteria for performative utterances are that “A. they do not ‘describe’ or ‘report’ or
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constant6 anything at all, are not ‘true or false’; and B. the uttering of the sentence is, or is a part
of, the doing of an action, which again would not normally be described as, or as ‘just,’ saying
something.”7 Furthermore, Austin states more explicitly that “the performative should be doing
something as opposed to just saying something.”8 It follows then that lines of dialogue that share
the hallmarks, and therefore duties, of stage directions are pieces of text that “do” something to
the actor speaking them and the play in which they are spoken.
This particular example is slightly complicated, however, in that the spoken line of
dialogue is a constative utterance, one that is verifiable: the script says that she laughs mordantly.
However, in this moment, the constative utterance reveals the performative one. This doubling of
the stage direction allows for a comparison by the spectator: did she in fact laugh mordantly? If
She laughs exuberantly instead of mordantly, the audience simply believes the character of She is
a bad actress and was trying to laugh mordantly. It does not say “I just laughed mordantly,” but
rather says something akin to “I was supposed to laugh mordantly, because the script said so.”
An exuberant laugh would be infelicitous, but not “false.” Unless the laugh is left out entirely,
there is little chance of performing the combination of stage direction and spoken line without
the actor and spectator alike linking the spoken line to the interpretation of the performed action.
Spoken stage directions also provide an opportunity to observe two kinds of
performativity side by side. Judith Butler’s interpretation of performativity has taken Austin’s
speech-acts into the embodied world, by theorizing that actions, gestures, and embodiments that
are repeated over time are performative, in that they are both created by repeated performance
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and read by outsiders as indicative of some sort of identity of the performing body.9 As the
performative speech-act is spoken aloud, the words of the standard stage direction and the
spoken stage direction are both acting upon the actor’s body to fabricate the feelings and actions
required. This expectation of action, specified by all facets of the script, can be seen as a parallel
to Butler’s comments about Foucauldian concepts of how subjects respond to laws. Butler writes
that “law is not literally internalized, but incorporated, with the consequence that bodies are
produced which signify that law on and through the body; there the law is manifest as the
essence of their selves.”10 If the word “law” is replaced with “stage directions,” which are rules
for embodiment, then this statement applies to how the Stage Kiss spoken stage direction, and
others like it, behave. The words written and spoken are then signified by the actor’s body and
words in that moment, where the actor’s body becomes those words. The analysis of spoken and
embodied performativity is another key step in understanding how bodies performatively
respond to stage directions actors read but do not perform. Spoken stage directions are simply
moments when the curtain is lifted on these moments and the audiences see this relationship
between body and text. The spoken performativity comes from the explicit nature of spoken
stage directions as speech acts which then must be measured with and/or against the embodied
performativity of the actor’s performance of that spoken text.
Because of this dual performativity, something decidedly queer occurs the moment
spoken stage directions appear: the actor and spectator turn the play askance and look at the
theatrical action from a new vantage point. The term queer, as Annamarie Jagose writes in Queer
Theory: An Introduction, is purposefully difficult to define as “its definitional indeterminacy, its
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elasticity, is one of its constituent characteristics.”11 Despite the slippery nature of the term,
queer will be used in this project as a theoretical lens which draws attention to the power
dynamics that structure “normal” practices, standards, and power structures by observing
situations from the point of view of marginalized components of these systems.12 In other words,
as important figures in acting such as Uta Hagen claim that it is customary for actors to cross out
stage directions and ignore them in favor of an actor’s own impulses, drawing attention to the
stage directions becomes a queer act which challenges the standard power dynamics of the
system of reading and performing play scripts.13
It is notable that dramatic texts intended for reading alone are referred to as “closet
dramas,” whose distinctive feature from their performed counterparts comes in the form of stage
directions. The use of queer theory is not simply coincidental here, as John M. Clum points out
another kind of closet drama in his book Acting Gay: Homosexuality in Modern Drama. Clum
writes about how the history of gay plays, specifically, is a “series of moves back and forth from
the unspoken to the spoken, from the unseen to the seen.”14 The standard stage directions are the
unspoken and the unseen: a hidden, coded language for actors and readers; but spoken stage
directions “out” these queer moments, speaking them and allowing them to be seen. In doing so,
they turn the attention of actors and spectators to the topic of the other normally hidden aspects
of a performance; that if these moments exist, surely there are other lurking in these plays. This
produces a shift in how actors and spectators orient themselves to such plays. As Sara Ahmed
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describes in Queer Phenomenology, “Perception is a way of facing something. I can perceive an
object only insofar as my orientation allows me to see it (it must be near enough to me, which in
turn means that I must be near enough to it), and in seeing it, in this way or that, it becomes an
‘it,’ which means I have already taken an orientation toward it.”15 A spoken stage direction
makes a stage direction an “it” to which both actors and spectators must orient themselves. This
turning of the script allows other objects to come into view, such as all of the standard stage
directions that mirror their spoken counterparts as well as surround them. Their ability to stand
out from the script and do something, by drawing attention to another part of the script that also
does something without being spoken, is what makes spoken stage directions fulfill the second
part of Austin’s description, that performative utterances are not “just” saying something.
Performativity is therefore the conduit to, rather than the endpoint of, discussing the ways
that spoken stage directions function in performance. As the spoken stage directions perform the
actions they’re stating, regardless of whether or not the body stating the words is physically
and/or emotionally following these instructions, the theatrical world is redirected. Spoken stage
directions are the first step in queering the concept of stage directions because they turn the script
around by reorienting the actors and spectators. The concept of queer orientation is again
addressed in Ahmed’s Queer Phenomenology, which has introduced “a model of how bodies
become oriented by how they take up time and space.”16 Not only are bodies affected by space,
but they also affect the space in return.
The pattern of these embodied and spatially present interactions therefore creates larger
phenomena in the world, in this case, specifically the world of theatre production. By shifting
certain stage directions to the spoken portion of the script, these playwrights have altered how
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the actors’ bodies take up time and space. In other words, reorienting the way a script is spoken
and performed reorients the actors’ bodies within the world of the play. If stage directions are
always silent, and can be ignored on stage because only people truly familiar with the written
script would notice their absence, then speaking stage directions makes them present in a way
that draws attention to their prolonged absence in the worldview of theatre practitioners and
audience alike. This is because the transparency that comes with speech found in spoken stage
directions challenges the very concept of what a stage direction is. Part of this effect stems from
the specific spatial concept that is being used to help make meaning when we talk about
directions and orientations. As Ahmed explains,
It is worth noting here the etymology of ‘direction.’ As a word, it so easily loses itself in a
referent: when I think of direction, I think of this or that direction or of going this way or
that way. But direction is not such a simple matter. A direction is also something one
gives. When you tell someone who is lost how to find their way, you give them
directions. Directions are instructions about ‘where,’ but they are also about ‘how’ and
‘what’: directions take us somewhere by the very requirement that we follow a line drawn
in advance. A direction is thus produced over time; a direction is what we are asked to
follow. The etymology of ‘direct’ relates to ‘being straight’ or getting ‘straight to the
point.’ To go directly is to follow a line without a detour, without mediation. Within the
concept of direction is a concept of ‘straightness.’ To follow a line might be a way of
becoming straight, by not deviating at any point.17
This passage is worth quoting at length because it calls to mind several of the words whose
singular meanings can fall away somewhat when used in a theatrical context. Stage directions
are, of course, also inherently directions about how to do something, yet spoken stage directions
17
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do not function in this way. This is where performativity comes into play once again. As stated
previously, performative statements cannot be true or false, nor can they be statements of fact.
Spoken stage directions reorient the plays they inhabit by revealing the supposedly straight lines
the actors are meant to follow. In doing so, they reveal that none of these lines are actually
straight. They are directions that reorient the normative understanding of how a written play
works on stage in this particular time and place. Spoken stage directions are actually queer
because they go straight to the point: in a normative dramatic structure they would be performed
without the performance being spoken about. Spoken stage directions are lines between the lines
that question how a group of words in a play may be called a “line” at all.
According to scholars such as Martin Puchner, the “normative” dramatic structure for some
of the plays discussed in this study has arguably been the closet drama, or a play which is
intended for reading rather than performance. Puchner has stated that the main form of stage
directions in the present is a result of a change from the performed drama to the closet drama. He
writes that “when drama realized itself as reading drama, its stage directions no longer disappear
and thus suddenly take on new significance.”18 As noted earlier, Clum discusses another kind of
closet drama. He particularly references the “closet dramas” written by playwrights such as
Tennessee Williams, and how their repressed portrayals of gay love prove “the theatrical
principle that bodies contain the greatest potential danger for a contemporary audience, and [that]
theater’s power stems from this danger.”19 Though Clum correctly points out the danger of
bodies in terms of what conclusions spectators might draw from their actions: the characters in
these plays cannot be seen to physically desire each other, because seeing two men kiss on stage
forces the audience confront the discomfort of stepping outside of social norms of the time. To
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further this reasoning, this project, and specifically this chapter, will show the “danger” and
confusion that occurs when actors’ bodies are required to speak their usually comfortably hidden
subtext.
It follows that queer theory is a useful tool for analyzing that which has often been hidden
from the audience’s view: text that has been written in a coded way — italicized to indicate its
silence — for directors, actors, and designers to interpret as they may. In order to “out” these
stage directions, this chapter, indeed this project as a whole, will consistently analyze plays in
terms of performance. As such, my premise is that any piece of writing written in the form of a
play is always written for potential performance, even if that potential performance space is the
theatrical imagination. I will therefore discuss all plays as if they have “come out” of the closet
(drama). Spoken stage directions, like all stage directions, are only complete in performance, and
require an actor’s body to reach their fullest potential.
Identifying Spoken Stage Directions
How is a spoken stage direction different from any dialogue that tells actors they must
perform a certain action in order for the line to make sense? The form of the dialogue will either
fit into the dialogue for the rest of the play or it will set itself apart. The latter is a spoken stage
direction. For example, when Ben says to Kenny, “See, you have to jiggle it like this to get it
over the ‘hump,’ see? So you start to open it and you have to go—,”20 in Lisa D’Amour’s
Detroit, it is not a spoken stage direction because it blends in perfectly with the rest of the
exchange the two characters are having. If a line can be mistaken for quotidian dialogue, it is not
drawing attention to the playwright’s unspoken stage directions, and is therefore not a spoken
stage direction. Spoken stage directions are inherently queer disruptions of the normative
20
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theatrical world. Some playwrights are well-known for the rare technique of speaking words
usually reserved for private contemplation by the actor. Arguably, the best examples can be
found in plays such as Stage Directions by Israel Horovitz, Interview Fugue for Eight Actors by
Jean-Claude van Itallie, and, more recently, in virtually all of the plays by Tarell Alvin McCraney
and Lucas Hnath. Although these plays deserve a lengthier discussion of their own, what is
perhaps more interesting is that this technique appears in the work of all six of the playwrights in
this study.
It is no coincidence that the playwrights discussed in this project share a style of writing
that not only includes and incorporates copious stage directions, but also spoken stage directions.
Though the playwrights on which I am focusing are not known specifically for this technique,
the presence of spoken stage directions in all of their oeuvres reveals a connection to standard
stage directions. In trying to identify the ontology of spoken stage directions, I was struck by
their similarities to the functions of soliloquies and asides, after those devices had all but
disappeared since Elizabethan drama. Arguably, they had simply vanished under the surface of
the text, and the kinds of information they provided were instead written into the silent portion of
the script. As they reemerged through writers such as O’Neill, they had a new purpose:
psychological verisimilitude. Though O’Neill is the clear beginning, there is not a single stylistic
trajectory which accounts for the evolution from O’Neill’s earliest usage to the present, but each
playwright’s method for employing spoken stage directions reveals a different facet of this
stylistic device’s queer performativity.
Although theorists before me have extensively charted the ways in which stage directions
can be gleaned from the dialogue of a script, speaking of dialogue as stage directions first
requires a brief overview of the history of how text and paratext have been discussed in tandem.
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Once this historical framework is in place, a more detailed discussion can be undertaken
regarding the theoretical framework of how spoken stage directions function performatively to
reorient scripts. This is best explained through examples from each of the six playwrights, where
I will be focusing on the range of uses of this technique, and what that breadth means for how
spoken stage directions can act as tools of collaboration with the bodies of actors. Many of these
playwrights have multiple tactics for employing spoken stage directions in their work, but I will
only briefly mention the examples that repeat, as my task is less focused on cataloguing than it is
on creating and utilizing theoretical tools for practitioners and scholars alike.
How to Do Things with Stage Directions
In order to understand why the category of spoken stage directions is distinct, a brief
historical and theoretical overview is necessary. As Elaine Aston and George Savona explain in
their 1991 work Theatre as Sign-System: A Semiotics of Text and Performance, stage directions
originally functioned “intra-dialogically.”21 This means that in ancient Greek and Roman theatre
through the Elizabethan period, the stage settings, props, characters, emotions, and physical
comportments were all to be found in the dialogue.22 As Aston and Savona state, “The text itself,
on this view, states the terms of its own staging. It follows that a second register of stage
directions may be perceived within, and extrapolated from, the dialogue itself.”23 Aston and
Savona expand upon Roman Ingarden’s famous classification system which separates the
Haupttext from the Nebentext, or the primary text (dialogue) from the ancillary text (stage
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directions)24 by showing how semiotics can be useful for identifying various tinctures of
dialogue and stage directions.
This work has proven useful in earlier iterations of this project, in which the goal was to
analyze the ways in which playwrights such as Williams blend stage directions and dialogue to
destabilize assumptions of dialogue’s inherent superiority to stage directions.25 However, this
distinction only considers stage directions hidden in dialogue, not vice-versa. Though intradialogic stage directions do provide the actor and director with semiotic information, how that
information appears in staged production should be taken into account. Writing a stage direction
with a parallel piece of dialogue is tactically different than allowing dialogue to do the work
alone. An actor and director would look at an action doubly expressed in stage direction and
dialogue form differently than one that must be extrapolated from the dialogue. This difference is
due in large part to the fact that stage directions are written for actors’ bodies and therefore sound
different from those written for actors’ mouths. Though the mouth is undoubtedly a part of our
body, it is a part much more accustomed to communication than the body as a whole. This is the
intervention I hope to make: to focus on the importance of stage directions for the practical work
of the stage that they are written to do. This chapter is the first step in drawing attention to the
multitudinous ways in which stage directions become an important site for interpretation and
collaboration in an actor’s performance.
Spoken stage directions are a paradoxical, but important, beginning to this discussion.
Though they are indeed spoken aloud, they force an actor and audience to acknowledge that
emotions and movements can, in fact, be scripted as part of a performance. In other words, these
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texts are intra-dialogic stage directions written exactly as if they were extra-dialogic stage
directions, meaning extrapolating stage directions from the dialogue is simply the act of reading
and/or speaking the dialogue. As mentioned previously, this verbal nature makes spoken stage
directions an excellent entry point for thinking about stage directions performatively.
The ways in which spoken stage directions and standard stage directions work in unison
change over time, presumably as playwrights, actors, and directors all become accustomed to
their presence. Although the beginning of the chronology of spoken stage directions follows a
somewhat linear path, that evolution is not the most direct nor the most useful way to discuss this
theatrical device. Therefore, instead of presenting the examples of the ways in which playwrights
have used spoken stage directions in a purely chronological order, I will instead divide the
examples from a variety of plays based on their precise dramaturgical functions. In studying the
work of the six playwrights in this study, there seem to be two main dramatic techniques that
result in spoken stage directions: 1) a psychological mode of writing in which spoken subtext
becomes a stylized device, and 2) a metatheatrical construction where the conceit of a play
within a play allows for explicitly theatrical terms to enter into the spoken portion of the script.
Though the theatrical conceit for these two approaches is quite different, and they are therefore
discussed separately, all of these spoken stage directions function in much the same manner
when it comes to the relationship between spoken stage direction, actors’ bodies, and the plays in
which they occur.
“I’m not enough for you:”26 Spoken Stage Directions as Verbalized Subtext
In order to understand the evolution of the spoken stage direction, we must begin with
another structurally separate form of dialogue: the asides and soliloquies so popular through the
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end of the seventeenth century. The historical record of the soliloquy is covered by books such as
James Hirsh’s Shakespeare and the History of Soliloquies. Hirsh tracks three different kinds of
soliloquies: audience-addressed speech, self-addressed speech, and interior monologue.27 The
order of the categories reflects the general chronological evolution of the form, which is why the
history of the soliloquy comes into the discussion of spoken stage directions, though their
evolution takes the reverse path, beginning with the interior monologue. Hirsh writes of the last
type of soliloquy (the earliest type of spoken stage direction), “This new type of soliloquy that
represented ‘thinking’ rather than speaking was an interior monologue, although it did not
acquire that label for two centuries.”28 The book goes on to discuss how this form experienced a
renaissance at the beginning of the twentieth century, where O’Neill is mentioned specifically for
works such as Strange Interlude.
Picking up where Hirsh left off, this chapter recontextualizes some of the texts categorized
as soliloquies as directly related to the playwrights’ stage directions. In other words, Hirsh’s
argument that soliloquies are “important ingredients in the construction of dramatic
verisimilitude, which in turn reflects and influences how human psychology and behavior are
perceived” is strengthened when one also looks at the way stage directions mirror these
psychological thought processes.29 This understanding of soliloquies is slightly different from
that expressed by The Oxford Encyclopedia of Theatre & Performance, which defines them as
“either ‘conventional’, a function of the theatrical code (the Elizabethan practice), or
‘motivated’, a function of dramatic characterization (the realistic practice). It tends to be (a) an
introspective revelation of character, (b) a reflective commentary on the dramatic action, or (c) a
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deliberation of future action. A soliloquy can be addressed to the audience (Richard III) but it is
more often an interior monologue (Hamlet).”30 Though Hirsh’s history shows a more complex
genealogy, what is clear is that the “traditional” content and form of the soliloquy and the aside
were popular at a time when stage directions were rarely, if ever, written down and, when they
were, noted mainly entrances and exits. When styles of plays and playwriting shifted with the
popularity of realism, and its antecedents, playwrights once again turned to this form of
expression. However, even the spoken stage directions that most resemble soliloquies and asides
also resemble the unspoken portions of the plays they inhabit, the standard stage directions from
which they’ve emerged.
O’Neill was experimenting with form before all but one of the other playwrights in this
project were born, and his spoken stage directions attracted immediate attention. Though spoken
stage directions appear in only four of his fifty plays, their use is easily recognizable. The most
famous example undoubtedly occurs in Strange Interlude. O’Neill biographer Robert M.
Dowling describes the formal innovations in Strange Interlude as “groundbreaking ‘thought
asides,’”31 and elsewhere expands upon this concept by saying that “O’Neill’s method united
Elizabethan soliloquy with twentieth-century psychology: the alternatively called ‘spoken
thoughts, inner monologues, thought asides, double dialogue, poetry of the unconscious,
Freudian chorus, and silences out loud.’”32 Putting aside the fact that the “groundbreaking”
technique of Strange Interlude had actually been used on a much smaller scale four years prior in
Welded, the focus on many of these terms for this technique seem to speak to either audience
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reception or the character’s psychological state. In other words, uniting the soliloquy and
psychology without theorizing the theatrical basis for that intersection leaves one able to analyze
this technique from the point of view of literature or psychology, but does not leave room for
theatre. The exception to this is “silences out loud,” which is, in a strictly theatrical sense, what
spoken stage directions are: scripted silences, or at least scripted nonverbal moments, spoken out
loud. Therefore, I must depart from Hirsh, The Oxford Encyclopedia of Theatre & Performance,
and Dowling by saying that this exchange means something different for the actors in a play that
is also replete with standard stage directions with equally complex emotional narratives.
The strangeness, or the queerness of the interlude, comes from the fact that O’Neill’s
stage directions for the actors are now being spoken out loud practically intact. In fact, the
connection between this technique and communication to actors is ironically revealed by one of
O’Neill’s own asides. As Dowling explains of Strange Interlude,
Everyday speech takes up less than a third of the script; the remainder consists of inner
monologues masked by the superficiality of public speech, and the stage directions are so
intricate that the script reads, intentionally, more like a novel than a play. (During
rehearsal O’Neill groused to Lawrence Langner that “if the actors weren’t so dumb, they
wouldn’t need asides; they’d be able to express the meaning without them.”)33
And though the play might read, to some, as novelistic, in order to assist the “dumb” actors he
had to deal with, O’Neill has given them their subtext in a form they cannot ignore: their
dialogue. And, as he makes clear in that quote, the subtext of the play is actually contained
within it, even if the actors miss it. The actors’ tendency to ignore his stage directions is not
particularly mentioned here, but stage directions are often where O’Neill puts the true “meaning”
of a play. Indeed, even with so many spoken stage directions in Strange Interlude, standard stage
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directions still cover the pages, proving that for O’Neill the spoken stage directions are always an
entry point to an actor and director looking more closely at his other lines of internalized text.
A strong example of this connection to spoken stage directions and standard stage
directions comes from O’Neill’s first use of the technique in his 1923 play Welded, where the
necessity for a term other than “soliloquy” to describe the formal innovations becomes clear. In
the play, Michael Cape, a playwright, and his wife Eleanor navigate Cape’s jealousy about
Eleanor’s friendship with a theatre director named John. The mixed feelings of love, jealousy,
and hatred in Cape and Eleanor’s marriage are the focus of this play. Though the characters work
in the theatre, it is this psychological focus on the nuances of their relationship that calls for
spoken stage directions, rather than any use or mention of a play within a play. Instead, a short
exchange is preceded by the standard stage directions: “Their chairs are side by side, each facing
front, so near that by a slight movement each could touch the other, but during the following
scene they stare straight ahead and remain ahead and remain motionless. They speak, ostensibly
to the other, but showing by their tone it is a thinking aloud to oneself, and neither appears to
hear what the other has said.”34 It is worth noting that the standard stage direction is required for
these spoken stage directions to be understood properly, as the following dialogue spoken as an
actual attempt at communication between characters will result in a very different scene. This
reliance on standard stage directions is an aspect of the form that will shift as production teams
and audiences alike learn to recognize the technique. After the standard stage direction, the two
characters speak the following lines:
CAPE—(after a long pause) More and more frequently. There’s always some knock at
the door, some reminder of the life outside which calls you away from me.
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ELEANOR—It’s so beautiful—and then—suddenly I’m being crushed. I feel a cruel
presence in you paralyzing me, creeping over my body, possessing it so it’s no longer my
body—then grasping at some last inmost thing which makes me me—my soul—
demanding to have that, too! I have to rebel with all my strength—seize any pretext! Just
now at the foot of the stairs—the knock on the door was—liberation. (in anguish) And
yet I love you! It’s because I love you! If I’m destroyed, what is left to love you, what is
left for you to love?
CAPE—I’ve grown inward into our life. But you keep trying to escape as if it were a
prison. You feel the need of what is outside. I’m not enough for you.
ELEANOR—Why is it I can never know you? I try to know you and I can’t. I desire to
take all of you into my heart, but there’s a great alien force— I have that unknown power
in you which would destroy me. (pleadingly)
Haven’t I a right to myself as you have to yourself?
CAPE—You fight against me as if I were your enemy. Every word or action of mine
which affects you, you resent. At every turn you feel your individuality invaded—while
at the same time, you’re jealous of any separateness in me. You demand more and more
while you give less and less. And I have to acquiesce. Have to? Yes, because I can’t live
without you! You realize that! You take advantage of it while you despise me for my
helplessness! (This seems to goad him to desperation.) But look out! I still have the
strength to—! (He turns his head and stares at her challengingly.)
ELEANOR—(as before) You insist that I have no life at all outside you. Even my work
must exist only as an echo of yours. You hate my need of easy, casual associations. You
think that weakness. You hate my friends. You’re jealous of everything and everybody.
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(resentfully) I have to fight. You’re too severe. Your ideal is too inhuman. Why can’t you
understand and be generous—be just! (She turns to meet his eyes, staring back with
resentful accusation. They look at each other in this manner for a long moment.)35
This conversation between Cape and Eleanor fits several aspects of the definition of a soliloquy
from The Oxford Encyclopedia of Theatre & Performance. It is an internal revelation of
character, as expressed by lines such as Eleanor’s admission that she feels like Cape is somehow
controlling her body, as well as a deliberation of future action, such as Cape’s realization that he
must do whatever Eleanor wants, because he cannot live without her. The stage directions also
describe a “thinking aloud to oneself,” which means that they fit Hirsh’s description of interior
monologues as they are not addressed to the audience, and though they are addressed to
“oneself,” they are clearly more of a window into thought than an active negotiation of a
problem.
Perhaps the text of this dialogue could be considered two parallel soliloquies, yet what
does this exchange mean in a play that also contains standard stage directions written in the same
tone? The soliloquies of the past were not preceded by opening stage directions such as those
describing Cape and Eleanor:
His unusual face is a harrowed battlefield of super-sensitiveness, the features at war with
one another—the forehead of a thinker, the eyes of a dreamer, the nose and mouth of a
sensualist. One feels a powerful imagination tinged with somber sadness—a driving force
which can be sympathetic and cruel at the same time. There is something tortured about
him—a passionate tension, a self-protecting, arrogant defiance of life and his own
weakness, a deep need for love as a faith in which to relax.36
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Although there are differences in this play between the standard stage directions and the spoken
stage directions, including the fact that the standard stage directions are written in the third
person, while the spoken stage directions in the first person, there are still a great many
similarities that the two share. The spoken stage directions mirror the brooding tension not just
described by O’Neill’s standard stage directions, but also present in their written tone.
The words of the spoken stage directions also present another clear example of
performativity. No matter how greatly the actors adhere to the spoken stage directions within
their text, the words perform both on the actors speaking them and on any audience who hears
them spoken. There can be no doubt that the words are describing what the characters feel in
these moments, and the speaking of those thoughts and feelings does and performs those
thoughts and feelings. In other words, whether or not the actress playing Eleanor truly feels as if
she is being crushed, the way this scene is structured in the play tells the actor and audience that
this confessional mode of address means this statement ought to be taken as genuine. Therefore,
the actor playing Eleanor is read as feeling as if she is being crushed, and if her performance is
somehow not convincing enough, the spectator will simply take this as a failing of the actress
herself, not an indication that Eleanor is not telling the truth. The words supplement, or, if the
physical performance is infelicitous, replace the embodied action while drawing attention to its
performance. This strange interlude, if you will, queers the play by causing the actors to focus on
a part of the script often left as a silent part of their craft. Suddenly the actors are given the
opportunity to speak the inner lives of their characters as well as embody them, which is a
reminder to notice the times in which the inner lives of their characters are silently scripted by
standard stage directions. The audience, even if that audience is simply the other actor in the
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scene, is also party to this reoriented script, and their focus of the play is also momentarily
shifted.
Indeed, O’Neill’s spoken stage directions all rely on the standard stage directions that
frame them in some way. There is arguably one other spoken stage direction in Welded. At the
end of Act I, Eleanor breaks away from Cape’s clutches and says, “(as if to herself—in a
strangled voice) No! You can’t crush—me!”37 There would be nothing unusual about this line of
dialogue were it not for the standard stage direction that precedes it. This line could be overheard
by Cape, depending on how “as if to herself” is interpreted by the actor playing Eleanor, and its
prime significance in this play is that it doubles this sentiment from the earlier spoken stage
direction by inserting it into a more ambiguous moment of the play. Has Cape heard this? Is
Eleanor speaking to herself aloud, trying to remind herself of her strong convictions? Or is this a
moment where the audience is once again hearing Eleanor’s internal thoughts? However this
moment is interpreted by an actor and director, the importance of that first scene of spoken stage
directions is repeatedly referenced in Welded, as it is in the standard stage directions at the
beginning of Act III, where Cape and Eleanor sit,
side by side as in Act One. A pause. They stare ahead, each frowningly attracted. Then
each, at the same moment, steals a questioning side glance at the other. Their eyes meet,
they look away, then back, they stare at each other with a peculiar dull amazement,
recognition, yet non-recognition. They seem about to speak, then turn away again. Their
faces grow sad, their eyes begin to suffer, their bodies become nervous and purposeless.38
The physical position of the characters in this scene is explicitly meant, to use Marvin Carlson’s
term, to ghost the spoken stage directions scene. As Carlson explains, “ghosting presents the
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identical thing they [audience members] have encountered before, although now in a somewhat
different context.”39 Even though the actors have no spoken stage directions to speak, they have
been made aware of the interior monologues that live inside of Cape and Eleanor, as has the
audience. Therefore, if the standard stage directions are adhered to, and the scene physically
resembles the initial scene of spoken stage directions, then audience and actors alike will be
writing their own interior monologues for these characters based on those earlier spoken stage
directions. Cape and Eleanor’s exchange a moment later confirms what has transpired in this
silent reverie:
ELEANOR—(sadly) It was happy to forget. Let’s not think—yet.
CAPE—(grimly) We’ve begun. (then with a harsh laugh) Thinking explains. It eliminates
the unexplainable—by which we live.40
The thinking that has begun was that which existed in the standard stage direction, but the text of
that thought is absent: not scripted by standard nor spoken stage directions. Instead the silence in
that moment contains an echo, a ghosting of the spoken stage directions at the start of the play,
for both the actors in the scene and the audience. Welded therefore provides a microcosm for
studying the importance and potential of spoken stage directions for drawing actor and audience
attention to the standard stage directions.
Welded is the first of a series of plays including similar spoken stage directions. Not only
Strange Interlude but also 1928’s Dynamo and 1939’s More Stately Mansions have their own
lengths of spoken stage directions following standard stage directions such as “For a moment
after the curtain rises there is an atmosphere of tense quiet in the room, an eavesdropping silence
that waits, holding its breath and straining its ears. Then, as though the meaning of the silence
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were becoming audible, their thoughts are heard.”41 If the performance ignores the standard
stage direction, and the actors let the characters speak to and hear each other, the lines afterwards
will not make sense. This not only serves to show that the dialogue alone, even when it functions
much like stage directions, is not enough for a full performance of a text, but it also, ironically,
shows the freedom inherent in lines of dialogue for the performing body. Having the actor speak
about the emotional or physical life of the character’s body does not ensure that the actor will
necessarily perform them. The actor speaking the spoken stage directions, and the accompanying
director, might choose to fully perform certain aspects of the emotional and/or physical prompts,
or they might not. The use of “may” could also be substituted for “might” in this case, as the
actor could choose to perform or not perform these moments not supplemented by stage
directions.
From an acting perspective, it makes logical sense to act emotionally confessional lines in
a way that at least makes the sentiments described seem genuine, regardless of whether or not
standard stage directions dictate their performance, in order for the line to be felicitous, as Austin
would put it. All spoken stage directions, even if they are not fully performed in an acting sense,
are fully performed in a performative sense. The words perform on the actor’s body, conferring
their meaning on the actor as they are spoken, and creating their meaning through the actor’s
body to any sort of audience. They also become theatrically linked to the actors both
metonymically and metaphorically, so that the conclusion of the connection between the
speaking body and the words spoken is unavoidable. Again, these words “do something” instead
of simply saying something as they are structurally set up by O’Neill to have authority in the
world of the play. Let us recall that whether not Eleanor’s body or voice performs the feeling of
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“being crushed,” the moment those words leave the actor’s mouth, those feelings are attributed to
the character she is performing. In a perfect world, the actor playing Eleanor would perform
these emotions and the words would performatively double their meaning, making the emotional
expression of these lines between the standard dialogue doubly effective.
As Hirsh explains, the resurgence in soliloquies and interior monologues comes about as a
tool of theatrical verisimilitude. Of course, the dramatic conceit of spoken stage directions, as
O’Neill uses them, relies on the willful suspension of disbelief that we the audience can
momentarily see the thoughts of another individual, and that those thoughts are not only
coherent, but poetic. The spoken stage directions in this earliest form therefore serve a dual
purpose in terms of audience reception: they give voice to the unspoken moments of thought
within these characters, but they also draw attention to the fact that unspoken moments of
thought often have scripted components in plays. Even if each and every actor and director does
not “recognize” that these kinds of speech are mirroring the kinds of stage directions O’Neill
prefers, they are still becoming accustomed to thinking of the subtext surrounding actors’ bodies
and emotions in terms of a language that must be performed. This basis in psychological realism
continued to influence spoken stage directions beyond O’Neill’s work.
Sixty years later, Tennessee Williams uses a spoken stage direction in his 1982 play A
House Not Meant to Stand that points to O’Neill as its predecessor. This play includes several
instances of interior monologues, although there is a key difference between O’Neill’s use and
that of Williams. Despite the fact that these spoken stage directions express the characters’
thoughts much the way O’Neill’s do, these instances are also imbued with an awareness of the
audience, as this monologue by Jessie shows:
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[She moves downstage and delivers an ‘interior monologue’ to the audience.] What a
handsome and sexy, what a strapping young man that boy we used to call Pee Wee has
grown into. Now that the children are grown and gone away, I see nothing wrong in
looking at attractive and vigorous young men such as Bruce Lee Jackson or Spud, that
young Irish waiter at the Dock House. [To the audience.] Do you? I always give Spud a
good up and down look and since my rejuvenation, he returns it, and, of course, I slip him
an extra tip as I leave. . .I’m sort of put out with Mary Louise Dean that she’s had him
first, but then she had her rejuvenation first, too.—I didn’t have mine till I saw how hers
turned out.42
This dialogue contains two different kinds of standard stage directions acknowledging the nature
of these spoken stage directions. The first is Williams’s version of O’Neill’s “thinking,” though
even here, Jessie is thinking “to the audience,” while the second breaks out of internal reverie to
ask the audience a direct question. The shift in terminology from “thinking” to “interior
monologue” shows that in the time between O’Neill’s plays from the 1920’s and 1930’s to this
Williams play from the 1980s, actors and directors became sufficiently familiar with this stylistic
device to know how to play an interior monologue. Additionally, the audience to which this
interior monologue would be delivered would also recognize this device, and likely be
comfortable with the concept of being directly addressed. The awareness of their audience is a
large shift from the internal world Cape and Eleanor inhabited, as Jessie speaks directly to the
audience.
It is this shift of recognizing the audience that provides the next phase of spoken stage
directions with the room to further experiment with ways of performatively reorienting the plays
around them. The most extended example comes from The Glass Menagerie, which premiered
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just seven years after O’Neill’s last play with spoken stage directions. The year was 1944 and the
actors were on stage in Chicago, though this memory play is set in the late 1930s and it begins
with Tom Wingfield setting the scene in a rather different space. Tom says,
I am the narrator of the play, and also a character in it. The other characters are my
mother, Amanda, my sister, Laura, and a gentleman caller who appears in the final
scenes. He is the most realistic character in the play, being an emissary from a world of
reality that we were somehow set apart from. But since I have a poet’s weakness for
symbols, I am using this character also as a symbol; he is the long-delayed but always
expected something that we live for.
There is a fifth character in the play who doesn’t appear except in this larger-than-life
photograph over the mantel. This is our father who left us a long time ago. He was a
telephone man who fell in love with long distances; he gave up his job with the telephone
company and skipped the light fantastic out of town. . .43
Tom’s dialogue describes the characters in the play, the style, the mood, and even an important
aspect of the scenery, his father’s picture, which is also described as a symbol of another
character in the play. This is the first of at least sixteen plays written throughout Williams’s
career that use spoken stage directions for realistic and metatheatrical purposes.44
Tom’s opening monologue in The Glass Menagerie is not an interior monologue. It is
clearly addressed to the audience, and though Tom does mention aspects of himself in the text,
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his “poet’s weakness for symbols,” for example, the stated purpose of his speech is not to give
the audience the information about himself, but instead to inform them of the cultural context of
the story which he is aware he is telling to an audience. Williams also wrote standard stage
directions at the opening of the play, describing the set and the characters, but the spoken stage
directions provide much more information. Whereas O’Neill’s usage of spoken stage directions
was a private utterance, still contained within the imaginary fourth wall of a closed room,
Williams’s first spoken stage directions shatter the fourth wall and reveal not only aspects of the
inner lives of characters other than the narrator, but also the outer world that surrounds them. We
have now moved from Hirsh’s interior monologue form of soliloquy to the much earlier
audience-addressed variety.
While O’Neill’s spoken stage directions draw parallels and attention to the emotional
subtext in his standard stage directions, Williams’s spoken stage directions draw the attention of
actor, director, and audience alike to the existence of the kinds of standard stage directions that
instruct the production team about how the physical world of the play should appear as well as
how the characters move about in it. Tom’s monologue is performative in a slightly different way
than O’Neill’s spoken stage directions were: regardless of whether or not the characters and set
resemble anything Tom has described, saying that all of these objects, events, and people are his
memory’s version of what occurred means that they cannot be true or false, and that even if a
production does not stage everything that Tom says, those objects, events, and people are
performatively configured by Tom’s words. While O’Neill’s words were instances of characters
speaking about themselves, here a character speaks about an entire world of a play. Tom is the
narrator and a character in the play because he says so; it only remains for the actor embodying
Tom to make these roles seem plausible in production.
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This performativity means that every production of The Glass Menagerie is in fact forced
to make a decision about how much authority to allow Tom to have. His spoken stage directions
either felicitously describe the world he is about to step into, or infelicitously provide a stark
contrast to the world of the play. The latter was the technique used in John Tiffany’s 2013
Broadway production of The Glass Menagerie, where Tom’s spoken stage directions never
seemed to conjure events into being.45 For example, there was no photograph of the Wingfield
patriarch in Tiffany’s production. What does this tell the actor, in this case, Zachary Quinto, and
the audience about Tiffany’s conception of Tom? Is Tom lying? Is he delusional? This production
was an example of what happens if a director ignores not only the information in the spoken
stage directions, but also in the standard stage directions. The result of that approach is a
different play, although one in which aspects of the mood remained present, in which Tom’s
memory is faulty and he is unable to use his words to bring his story to life for himself and the
audience. On the contrary, if the production has provided actors and a set which allow Tom’s
spoken stage directions to be felicitous, then Williams has managed to queer the theatrical
system so that the audience’s experience of the play is much like the actor’s first reading, where
words imaginatively spring people, objects, and events into being. An audience member is
introduced to the set and the characters as an embodied version of the paratextual elements of a
cast of characters and description of time and place that precede the dialogue in the script form
of a play.
This disconnect between Williams’s written text and Tiffany’s production extended to the
performed actions on stage, as was highlighted in the altered ending of the play, where Laura was
swallowed back into the couch from which she had initially entered the play without blowing out
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her candles. Laura’s final stage directions, “Laura bends over the candles. […] She blows the
candles out,”46 her final action and therefore her final “line,” were cut from the play. This
omission also rendered Tom’s accompanying line “Blow out your candles, Laura—and so
goodbye…”47 strangely powerless. Laura’s exit is never indicated in the text, and the addition of
this moment changes the meaning of Tom’s spoken goodbye. As Williams has written it, Tom is
the one who leaves Laura blowing out her candles, she does not remove herself from his
presence. Additionally, Tom’s statement that Laura should blow out her candles is left unheeded.
Is this also meant to question Tom’s memory and/or authority?
While Williams’s narrator establishes that spoken stage directions can describe and
performatively create a physical and social context for a play, Irish dramatist Brian Friel takes
the narrator’s performative language one step further when he shifts the focus to the bodies of the
characters. Whereas Tom describes the physical setting of his play, appropriate for a play named
after an object, Friel’s narrator, Michael, in the play Dancing at Lughnasa is, predictably, more
interested in describing the movements of the dancing bodies of his mother and aunts. Friel is
perhaps best known for this play, which is notable not only for its impressive stage directions,
but also for its clear links to The Glass Menagerie: a male narrator remembering his family, an
absent father, and the nostalgic setting of the 1930’s.48 The first spoken stage direction is an
opening monologue in Dancing at Lughnasa, which introduces Michael, a narrator who is
fascinated with tradition and roots and a particular summer in 1936 Ballybeg, Ireland49 and who
frames the action of the play as someone who is now outside of it. While Tom steps seamlessly
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into his memory play, Michael keeps his distance, speaking his lines outside of scenes while the
other characters act to an imaginary small boy. The final lines of Dancing at Lughnasa, after the
occurrence of the dance for which the play is named, call back to the standard stage directions
that describe the movements of the sisters dancing in their home. Michael says,
But there is one memory of that Lughnasa time that visits me most often; and what
fascinates me about that memory is that it owes nothing to fact. In that memory
atmosphere is more real than incident and everything is simultaneously actual and
illusory. In that memory, too, the air is nostalgic with the music of the thirties. It drifts in
from somewhere far away - a mirage of sound - a dream music that is both heard and
imagined; that seems to be both itself and its own echo; a sound so alluring and so
mesmeric that the afternoon is bewitched, maybe haunted, by it. And what is so strange
about the memory is that everybody seems to be floating on those sweet sounds, moving
rhythmically, languorously, in complete isolation; responding more to the mood of the
music than to its beat. When I remember it, I think of it as dancing. Dancing with eyes
half closed because to open them would break the spell. Dancing as if language had
surrendered to movement - as if this ritual, this wordless ceremony, was now the way to
speak, to whisper private and sacred things, to be in touch with some otherness. Dancing
as if the very heart of life and all its hopes might be found in those assuaging notes and
those hushed rhythms and in those silent and hypnotic movements. Dancing as if
language no longer existed because words were no longer necessary. . .50
This language is reminiscent of Tom’s introductory lines about the style and tone of The Glass
Menagerie, but the spoken stage directions’ description of the dance serves to ghost the physical
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actions that occurred on the stage minutes before these lines are spoken. The sisters’ bodies are
performatively brought back into the space through Michael’s words, and the words used are
very similar to those stage directions that describe the very movements that Michael is recalling.
The actor playing Michael is alone on stage at that moment, but the ghosted movement around
him recalls bodies who were performing. Earlier in the same physical space as Michael now
stands, the sisters were
doing a dance that is almost recognizable. They meet - they retreat. They form a circle
and wheel round and round. But the movements seem caricatured; and the sound is too
loud; and the beat is too fast; and the almost recognizable dance is made grotesque
because - for example - instead of holding hands, they have their arms tightly around one
another’s neck, one another’s waist. […] With this too loud music, this pounding beat,
this shouting - calling - singing, this parodic reel, there is a sense of order being
consciously subverted, of the women consciously and crudely caricaturing themselves,
indeed of near-hysteria being induced. The music stops abruptly in mid-phrase. But
because of the noise they are making the sisters do not notice and continue dancing for a
few seconds.51
As this short passage from the extensive standard stage directions reveal, the sisters are dancing
in a manner that has less to do with music than with action, which is why the communal ritual
continues after the music has stopped. Though the full extent of the standard stage directions for
the dance will be covered in Chapter Three, the importance of Michael’s spoken stage directions
here in Dancing at Lughnasa are an example of extensive spoken stage directions that
correspond to extensive standard stage directions. Once again, as in the examples from O’Neill,
we can see the stylistic similarities in expression between Friel’s standard stage directions and
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the spoken stage directions he has given Michael to speak. Yet these spoken stage directions
clearly reference Williams’s use of a narrator, though Michael has an even greater connection to
the standard stage directions of his play.
The change in the narrator from 1944’s Tom to 1990’s Michael is an increased awareness
of embodiment, but, in 2004, Sarah Ruhl’s The Clean House provided multiple instances of
narration by several characters whose words actually do create the performances they describe.
The play, which premiered at Yale Repertory Theatre, and was a 2004 Pulitzer Prize finalist, is
characterized by the moments of direct address, where the characters share their memories,
hopes, and longings. Many of these moments are reminiscent of soliloquies in their form and
content, until Matilde, the Brazilian house-keeper who hates to clean, tells the audience about her
deceased parents. As she does so, her body’s speaking of the words reincarnates her parents, who
perform the actions she imagines in front of her and the audience. Matilde says,
This is how I imagine my parents.
Music.
A dashing couple appears.
They are dancing.
They are not the best dancers in the world.
They laugh until laughing makes them kiss.
They kiss until kissing makes them laugh.
They dance.
They laugh until laughing makes them kiss.
They kiss until kissing makes them laugh.52
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These spoken stage directions are delivered directly to the audience, but their performativity is
brought into the spatial world of the play. Matilde’s words conjure, as opposed to ghost, the two
actors playing her parents, while the doubling of spoken and standard stage directions inform the
actors about what to do. It is notable that Matilde’s commentary that her parents are not the best
dancers in the world is not reiterated by the standard stage directions, and therefore, much like
the early O’Neill examples of spoken stage directions, get mapped onto the bodies of the other
performers whether they seek to actually adhere to that aspect of Matilde’s perception or not. Yet
the other lines of her dialogue are directly repeated from the spoken stage directions to the
standard stage directions, proving that they must be performed for the scene to be complete. This
also queers the performance norms for this kind of spoken stage direction, the type not meant to
be acknowledged by other characters on stage, twisting the moment of directly spoken subtext in
a way that reveals its power to shape the story.
The example above utilizes actors for characters the audience knows to be dead, but when
this technique moves to another character, this time jilted wife Lane imagining her husband
Charles and his lover Ana, the characters called into the acting space are very much alive. Lane’s
monologue immediately recalls Matilde’s as Lane says,
This is how I imagine my ex-husband and his new wife.
Charles and Ana appear.
He undoes her gown.
Is it a hospital gown or a ball gown?53
My husband undoes her gown.
He is very gentle.
He kisses her right breast.
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Charles kisses Ana’s right breast.
He kisses the side of it.
He kisses the shadow.
He kisses her left torso.
He kisses her left torso.
He kisses the scar,
He kisses the scar.
the one he made.
It’s a good scar.
He’s a good surgeon.
He kisses her mouth.
He kisses her forehead.
It’s a sacred ritual, and
I hate him.
Matilde enters with her suitcase.
The lovers remain.
They continue to kiss one another
on different body parts, a ritual.54
Once again the character’s spoken lines are performed by the bodies of the two other actors
called in to complete this scene. Lane’s spoken words graft onto their bodies and seem to create
their existence and movement in a performance, where the standard stage directions would not
be seen. As Lane calls Charles and Ana into this space, who are played by the same actors who
play Matilde’s parents, the power of speaking thoughts aloud is increased yet again.
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Performatively, these moments in the script show how words can move the actor performing
them, but also other actors. This performativity does not belong to one character alone, but is part
of a repeated trope that shows any character’s spoken stage directions can move bodies.
Ruhl’s characters in The Clean House have the power to make other characters perform,
but what if spoken stage directions were to have so much power they would need their own body
entirely? Friel’s more impressive contribution to the world of spoken stage directions comes not
from Dancing at Lughnasa, but rather from his play Philadelphia, Here I Come!, which
premiered in Dublin, Ireland in 1964 at the Gaiety Theatre.55 All in all, at least eleven of Friel’s
plays use spoken stage directions, but it is this earliest example that marks Friel’s innovative use
of the technique, separating it from the O’Neill, Williams, and Ruhl examples discussed thus
far.56 The play’s protagonist is divided up into two parts, named Public and Private. As the names
suggest, Public’s job is to talk to the world, while Private’s job is to tell Public, and therefore the
eventual audience, what Public is thinking. Private cannot be seen by any of the other characters
in the play except for Public, yet he accompanies Public the entire time. This doubling creates a
whole character of Public’s subtext — in other words, now the spoken stage directions get their
own body entirely to themselves. Following Williams’s example, Friel’s spoken stage directions
therefore have a narrative and indeed a tone, and Philadelphia, Here I Come! establishes this
aspect of character in “Episode One,” as the first scene is called. The first extended instance of
spoken stage directions occur as Private dictates his father’s movements around the house:
(S.B. Enters from the shop and goes through his nightly routine. He hangs up the shop
keys. He looks at his pocket watch and checks its time with the clock on the wall. He takes
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off his apron, folds it carefully, and leaves it on the back of his chair. Then he sits down to
eat. During all of these ponderous jobs PRIVATE keeps up the following chatter:)
PRIVATE: And here comes your pleasure, your little ray of sunshine. Ladies and
Gentlemen, I give you — the one and only — the inimitable — the irrepressible — the
irresistible — County Councillor - S - B - O’Donnell! (Trumpet - hummed - fanfare.
Continues in the smooth unctuous tones of the commentator at a mannequin parade.)
And this time Marie Celeste is wearing a cheeky little head-dress by Pamela of Park
Avenue, eminently suitable for cocktail parties, morning coffee, or just casual shopping.
It is of brown Viennese felt, and contrasts boldly with the attractive beach ensemble,
created by Simon. The pert little apron is detachable — (S.B. removes apron) — thank
you, Marie Celeste — and underneath we have the tapered Italian-line slacks in ocelot. I
would draw your attention to the large collar stud which is highly decorative and can be
purchased separately at our boutique. We call this seductive outfit ‘Indiscretion’. It can be
worn six days a week, in or out of bed. (In polite tone) Have a seat, Screwballs. (S.B. sits
down at the table.) Thank you. Remove the hat. (S.B. takes off the hat to say grace. He
blesses himself.) On again. (Hat on.) Perfectly trained; the most obedient father I ever
had. And now for our nightly lesson in the English language. Repeat slowly after me:
another day over.57
The inclusion of a standard stage direction scripting S.B. O’Donnell’s movements as Private
comments on them again serves to show actors that Private’s dialogue has validity, as any major
variance between speech and movement would show Private to have no authority or power.
Although the movements are seen to be happening, is Private merely reporting on these
behaviors or is he instead speaking them into being as he brings us through what he sees as his
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father’s boring and predictable nightly routine? That choice is up to the actors and director of
each production. This could be reminiscent of Matilde’s or Lane’s talent for bringing performing
bodies into the play, but Private only exists in these spaces in which Matilde and Lane merely
visit. Private might also be read as speaking to the audience, but he is not aware of himself as a
character inside of a play. His radical function is that he is speaking to Public, making sure that
Public’s (P)rivate thoughts cannot be ignored. Here presented as brothers, as twins, these two
embodied aspects of the text — Public as text and Private as paratext — work together
throughout the play. Whereas spoken stage directions in the examples thus far have had to share
an actor’s body with the standard dialogue, Friel’s stylistic device cleaves these two apart,
relying on the performativity of Private’s spoken stage directions to act upon both Public and
Private alike, reorienting the play in a more overtly physicalized manner.
Although the example above shows Private giving voice, and dramatic flare, to another
character’s stage directions, a far more common occurrence is that Private speaks Public’s own
internal truth. One excellent example of this comes when a song plays and Private says to Public,
“Remember — that was Katie’s tune. You needn’t pretend you have forgotten. And it reminds
you of the night the two of you made all the plans, and you thought your heart would burst with
happiness.”58 These lines easily lend themselves to a direct translation to the standard stage
direction form, which might read, “Public hears the music. That was Katie’s tune. He remembers
the night they made all the plans, when he thought his heart would burst with happiness.” This
moment also foreshadows Private’s final lines of the play, in which he reveals a kind of
omniscience generally reserved for standard stage directions. Private says, “Watch her carefully,
every movement, every gesture, every little peculiarity: keep the camera whirring; for this is a
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film you’ll run over and over again — Madge Going to Bed On My Last Night At Home. . .”59
Though this could be a projection into the future based on facts like Public’s association with
Katie and the tune at the start of the play, Private’s lines also open the possibility that this entire
play is in fact a memory play, with Private as the narrator and Public as his stand in. In this way,
the play theatrically challenges the embodiment of thoughts and memories in a similar way as
Dancing at Lughnasa, though here the character of Private acts as both narrator and the
embodiment of an interior monologue together in one body, here given a costume and allowed to
enter into the playing space.
Private’s words act on both Public and Private in a way that shows them to be two sides of
a singular identity. If we put the brothers back together, inside of one body, and give that
character spoken stage directions, we might find a text stylistically similar to Ruhl’s longest
extended spoken stage direction. It occurs in her 2007 play, Dead Man’s Cell Phone, where Act
II opens with a monologue from Gordon, a dead black-market organ dealer who is about to relive
a heart attack he experienced while watching protagonist Jean eat the bowl of lobster bisque that
he so desperately wanted. As Gordon narrates his day, he begins to experience his heart attack
again, saying,
Suddenly I feel my heart—compressing—like a terrible bird in my chest. And I think—
I’m finally punished. Someone is going to sell my heart to someone in Russia. Then I
think—use your cell phone. Call your wife. Tell her to give you a decent burial, organs
intact. But the wife’s not supposed to know you sell organs for a living. So just call the
wie and say good-bye. But no—she doesn’t love you enough to have the right tone of
voice on your death bed. The kind of voice you’d like to hear—indescribably tender. A
death-bed voice.
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Gordon having a heart attack, heaving.
No longer holding it in—the things people hold back from each other—whole lives—
most people give in at the last moment—but not Hermia, no—she’ll be sealed up—she’ll
keep a little bit extra for herself—that last nugget of pride—she’ll reserve it for her tincan spine—so she’ll have an extra half inch of height. That thing—that wedge, that cold
wedge between—I can’t call her. No. A disappointment. So call your mistress. Or mother.
No—mother would say—what a way to die, Gordon, in a café? No, not mother. Dwight?
A man doesn’t call his brother on his deathbed—no—he wants a woman’s voice—but the
heart keeps on heaving itself up—out of my chest—into my mouth—and I’m thinking—
that bitch over there ate all the lobster bisque, this is all her fault—and I look over at her,
and she looks like an angel—not like a bitch at all—and I think—good—good—I’m glad
she had the last bite—I’m glad.
Light on Gordon’s face, transfigured.
Then I die.
Gordon dies again.60
Gordon’s monologue goes on for several pages before this moment, all narrating the actions he
took the day that he died. Although this is not the only moment in which Gordon speaks in Dead
Man’s Cell Phone, the entirety of this speech performatively ensures the actor playing Gordon is
in the right state, while theatrically placing him in a setting which occurs as much in his own
head as it does in the afterlife. There is no need for a public and private Gordon, because public
Gordon is dead, and private Gordon has taken his place for this reenactment.
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Gordon’s speech is not a reperformance of the events as they occurred as much as it is a
layering of an interior monologue onto that performance. Instead of having the actor simply go
through the motions of having a heart attack, or speaking about the event without reliving it,
Ruhl’s spoken stage directions ensure that some version of a heart attack is performed if the
words are spoken. Gordon will speak and perform simultaneously. Even in this lengthy interior
monologue, Ruhl’s sentences are simple, poetic, and concise, as are the standard stage directions
accompanying them. The standard stage directions seem unnecessary here. The words are written
in such a way that to follow them is to adopt the cadence and tenor of someone experiencing
physical distress—with dashes breaking up the words and forcing breaths. The actor’s body is
therefore performing the heart attack while the words reinforce and further strengthen the
dramatic tension. Can an actor help but feel some of the symptoms Gordon describes? Can a
reader? Can an audience member? Gordon’s monologue is a more extreme version of the
urgency and excitement Friel captures in both his standard stage directions and his spoken stage
directions from Dancing at Lughnasa and Philadelphia, Here I Come!. Yet here, Ruhl’s
manipulation of the traumatized body through speech instead of silence creates a theatrical effect
that configures spoken stage directions as a bridge between text and bodies, where the conceit of
theatre and direct address is not safely separated from the events of the play in which they are
contained. Whereas Michael is safely recalling events without experiencing them himself,
“Gordon dies again” at the end of his speech. Ruhl has here brought the power of spoken stage
directions back to perform on the speaking actor’s own body, which reveals to all parties
involved how much power such words in a script can have.
By this time, it should be clear that spoken stage directions do not need to be accompanied
by standard stage directions to be effective. These kinds of spoken stage directions can be found
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in Lisa D’Amour’s works. Though D’Amour, a Pulitzer Prize finalist for her play Detroit, is best
known for her more realistic, commercially successful works, she has also written a great
number of more experimental works. Spoken stage directions can be found in several of her
plays, beginning in 2001’s 16 Spells to Charm the Beast, yet their form is not particularly
notable. What her plays with spoken stage directions do show is a comfort with the form to the
degree that the standard stage directions surrounding them can be absent entirely. In her 2007
play Anna Bella Eema, one story is collectively told by three female characters. This play is
somewhat allegorical and focuses on a kind of storytelling that relies on its poetry as much as on
the elements of the supernatural that exist without question in the worlds of these plays. This
gives both D’Amour and eventual production teams a kind of freedom to illustrate the narrative
or simply rely on the power of the spoken words. For example, the characters say,
TWO. I perched behind the bush with the fox, waiting for the grass to shiver. It moved,
and I almost jumped.
THREE. You cannot ALMOST jump. That is exactly what they want you to do. When
you move, MOVE.
TWO. I waited again. The grass began to shiver but the time was not yet right. I am
concentrating as hard as I can.
THREE. She is concentrating as hard as she can. It is a beautiful sight to see. She exists
in this moment for herself and her prey. And then she leaps.
TWO. I leap.61
Does this mean Two actually leaps? Can she if she wants to? Even if Two does not actually leap,
it’s very likely that she will have some semblance of a performance of “concentrating as hard as
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she can.” Two will also necessarily complete the description that “She exists in this moment for
herself and her prey.” As all of the examples of spoken stage directions show, these are moments
where, despite how much the actress might actually be doing, the audience will be
performatively moved by these words and read their meanings back onto the actress’s body.
These words also have some effect on the actress herself.
Even in this simplest form of spoken stage directions, uncomplicated by standard stage
directions, the words spoken perform on the actors who speak them and on all those who hear
them spoken. O’Neill’s interior monologues required standard stage directions so that actors and
directors could understand how to perform these moments in ways that would make sense, and
read, to audiences as authentic expressions of their inner truths. Williams, Friel, and Ruhl all
took this now established device of speaking interior thoughts aloud for various theatrical
purposes. In D’Amour’s deceptively simple lines, the full impact of these stylistic innovations,
and the theatrical they created, is revealed. The actors and directors have a plentitude of choices,
and no standard directions need to accompany their spoken counterparts, which are there as
invitations to the actors’ bodies to performatively reorient the script in any way they choose.
Because, as I’ve said, no matter what the actors do with their bodies, the speaking of those words
has already performed a queer rupture in and of themselves.
“The articles are invisible:”62 Spoken Stage Directions and Metatheatricality
Now that we have an understanding of the more common function of spoken stage
directions, their rarer usage tied to metatheatricality can be discussed. As seen at the start of this
chapter, characters who are actors performing a play (within a play) are able to draw attention to
a great number of hidden aspects of theatre business: stage management and actor relationships
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in Michael Frayn’s Noises Off, the complications of producing and financing plays in Mel
Brooks’s The Producers, or even the pressure to cast Hollywood talent in Broadway plays in
Theresa Rebeck’s The Understudy. In the process of portraying rehearsals or acting challenges,
playwrights have the opportunity to shine light on stage directions by explicitly referring to them
as such, shifting actor and audience focus alike to their existence. This kind of performative
queering is often utilized for comedic effect, as in Ruhl’s Stage Kiss, described at the start of this
chapter. Understanding Ruhl’s expressive standard and spoken stage directions is what makes the
line about crossing out stage directions in Stage Kiss so amusing. Unlike actors attempting to
proceed with a performance, such as Felice and Clare in Williams’s The Two-Character Play, the
actors in Stage Kiss are harpooning the theatrical convention of ignoring all of the standard stage
directions by talking about whether or not to perform them. Even then, Ruhl allows the joke to
depend on following her stage direction — if She does not laugh mordantly, there is no reason to
explain herself, and therefore there is no reason to cross out the stage direction; it has already
been erased.
Ruhl’s particular attempt to write a Noel Coward play is evident in the light and gay, in all
senses of the word, tone of Stage Kiss, yet a far earlier example of spoken stage directions used
for metatheatrical purposes in the works of these six playwrights can be found in Williams’s
somewhat darker piece, The Two-Character Play. This work premiered in London in 1967, then
was rewritten as Out Cry and presented in Chicago in 1971 before returning to its original title in
the current published version, which premiered in New York in 1975.63 Brother and sister actors
Felice and Clare are trapped inside of a theatre where they perform, or attempt to perform, The
Two-Character Play, despite unusual performance circumstances that imply an ominous threat
lurking right outside of the theatre, if not in the audience. This metatheatrical set up, and the
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exigent performance circumstance within it, allows Williams to script dialogue which focuses on
the moments when the actor-characters are between their “performances” and their “reality.” The
characters are trying to perform The Two-Character Play, which is also the name of Williams’s
play, of course, but they are without a great number of elements necessary to do so.64 Whereas
Tom’s narration uses its metatheatrical elements to inform an actor and audience that the
following play is a stylistic shift from realism, the metatheatricality of Clare and Felice’s spoken
stage directions is paradoxically realistic. For example, Clare and Felice are missing a great
number of their props and costumes, not to mention the fact that, as Felice says, “The set’s
incomplete.”65 This liminal state of performance results in exchanges between the two struggling
actors where they attempt to make up for this missing mise-en-scène through dialogue in the
form of spoken stage directions:
FELICE: Yes, I am alone in the parlor with the front door open.—I hear voices from the
street, the calls and laughter of demons. ‘Loonies, loonies, loonies, loooo-nies!”—I—shut
the door, remembering what I’d said. […]
CLARE: Here I am, and here is your jacket and here is your tie. [She holds out empty
hands.]
FELICE: The articles are invisible.
CLARE [with a mocking smile]: Put on your invisible jacket and your invisible tie.
FELICE: —I go through the motions of—66
The greatest stylistic shift from O’Neill to Williams in terms of spoken stage directions can be
seen in this particular usage, where Williams has written it so that both characters can hear the
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spoken stage directions.67 O’Neill’s spoken stage directions showed their lineage from the
soliloquy, where the dialogue is spoken to oneself, for the benefit of the audience, as the other
character(s) in the room cannot hear it. Tom’s spoken stage directions are also spoken to the
audience alone, an audience-addressed soliloquy, and the other characters present cannot hear
these lines either. Yet, with a blatantly theatrical set-up, Williams provides examples of
characters who must speak stage directions aloud that they are both agreeing to acknowledge.
Elsewhere, I have argued that “Williams empowers the stage directions and centers the
dialogue by having his characters speak lines that are recognizable as words from the unspoken
side of the text,” and that spoken stage directions are one of several ways that Williams blurs the
boundaries, and therefore the binary, between dialogue and stage directions.68 Although this is an
important part of the literary function of spoken stage directions, in order to expand this concept
more fully into the theatrical realm, The Two-Character Play can be seen as a model where,
unlike O’Neill’s interior monologues, the spoken stage directions exist in both characters’ worlds
and then must be “handled” in some way or another. In other words, when Felice says that he
goes through the motions of putting on his coat, that line could be delivered one of several ways.
One possibility is that Felice is saying “yes, and” to his scene partner Clare, meaning Felice
marks through the movement in order to move the action of the play forward while
acknowledging that the physical world of the play is not intact. Another option is that this line is
solely delivered to the audience, though certainly Clare hears it, while Felice performs a detailed
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mimed version of putting on his coat — a reminder that though there is no real costume, the play
is being treated as seriously as possible in the given circumstances. There are, of course, many
more performance possibilities, but this particular kind of spoken stage direction requires that the
actor, director, and production must, again, have some sort of attitude towards the performance
requested in the words, even if that reaction is dismissal. Speaking these stage directions not only
accomplishes the by now expected outcome of drawing people’s attention to the generally
unspoken portion of the text, but also shows actors and directors how many possibilities exist in
the performance of lines such as these. If these spoken stage directions can provide such a range
of performance possibilities, even in lines that read like the most standard of standard stage
directions, “the articles are invisible,” then what performance possibilities exist in the all other
kinds of stage directions?
The range of performance possibilities in The Two-Character play is also a function of the
fact that Williams’s characters are, as mentioned earlier, devoid of specific theatrical history. In
other words, we do not know The Two-Character Play that Clare and Felice are attempting to
perform, so we are open to the possibility of trusting them or not, depending on how they
convincingly they appear to perform. Whereas The Two-Character Play uses this lack of
expectation to reveal the cracks and seams of performance by showing how many gaps actors
have to fill with unspoken portions of the text, Friel’s unusual play, Living Quarters, uses an
unknown story to reveal the possible tyranny of a text that is carrying along a group of unwilling
actors. In this 1977 play, a mysterious gentlemen, Sir, explains that, every May 24th, “the people
who were involved in the events of that day, although they’re now scattered all over the world,
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every so often in sudden moments of privacy, of isolation, of panic, they remember that day, and
in their imagination they reconvene here to reconstruct it.”69 Sir goes on to say:
[I]n their imagination, out of some deep psychic necessity, they have conceived this
(ledger) – a complete and detailed record of everything that was said and done that day,
as if its very existence must afford them their justification, as if in some tiny, forgotten
detail buried here – a smile, a hesitation, a tentative gesture – if only it could be found
and recalled – in it must lie the key to understanding of all that happened. And in their
imagination, out of some deep psychic necessity, they have conceived me – the ultimate
arbiter, the powerful and impartial referee, the final adjudicator, a kind of human Hansard
who knows those tiny little details and interprets them accurately. And yet no sooner do
they conceive me with my authority and my knowledge then they begin flirting with the
idea of circumventing me, of foxing me, of outwitting me.70
In Living Quarters, the narrator appears initially to function much as Tom or Michael, yet the
other characters in this imaginary reenactment do try to argue and circumvent the actions and
words they are meant to say to change the outcome. For example, Helen, the eldest daughter of
the family stops the action at one point to insist:
HELEN: It’s not right! It’s not right!
SIR: Yes, it is.
HELEN: No, it’s not. It’s distorted - inaccurate.
SIR: I would tell you. Trust me.
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HELEN: The whole atmosphere - three sisters, relaxed, happy, chatting in their father’s
garden on a sunny afternoon. There was unease - I remember - there were shadows we’ve got to acknowledge them!
SIR: Why?
HELEN: Because they were part of it.
SIR: Don’t you think they’re aware of them? They’re thinking the very same thing
themselves.71
This is a complicated series of spoken stage directions to analyze. At the start, by virtue of
saying that there were shadows and that the feeling of unease, Helen has performatively read
those into the ledger’s official record. Helen’s interaction with Sir is a marked change from the
ways in which other characters interact with Tom or Michael, as the other characters are not
aware that they are in a performance. With this increased understanding of her agency as an
actor, Helen pushes back against the text she is being forced to perform. This rebellious moment
is performative within the context of the reenactment within a play and Living Quarters as well.
The shadows and unease now exist, though it is interesting that Sir notes that the other characters
are aware of them, despite their absence in the ledger. Helen, and other characters aware of their
roles as performers, can now take on the role of narrator and utilize spoken stage directions to
reorient the linear narrative of a story they are reluctant to tell. By changing the mood of the
room as she remembered it, Helen is again specifically drawing attention to a portion of the
scene that would normally be left to standard stage directions to describe.
Whereas Felice and Clare are trying desperately to perform a play, and the characters of
Living Quarters not to perform one, neither of these casts seem to have any awareness of
theatrical events outside of their performance worlds. They are aware of the theatricality of their
71
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current performances, but their theatrical awareness ends there. Yet this metatheatricality can
extend beyond the construct of a play within a play, and spoken stage directions can make an
actor and audience aware of theatrical tropes that extend back through time. In 2014, Branden
Jacobs-Jenkins made waves with his greatly lauded play An Octoroon, a postmodern and very
metatheatrical retelling of Dion Boucicault’s The Octoroon. Yet prior to An Octoroon, there is an
earlier Jacobs-Jenkins play that employs spoken stage directions. His first major play, the 2010
work Neighbors, is also based on an earlier stage classic, this time Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin
in the Sun. The characters in this play speak words aloud that would normally be left as acting
notes in stage directions. While discussing the performances of racial stereotypes, a variety of
well-known black characters from plays and genres past exchange the following lines of
dialogue,
SAMBO: When we be misprunoundenencing wards wrongs en stuff.
TOPSY: When we make our eyes big and rolls em law dis.
MAMMY: And roll our necks and be lak, ‘I know you di-in’t!’
SAMBO: And when we acts all gay and vogue and be like ‘You go, gurl.’
MAMMY: And when we be hummin’ in church and wear big hats and be like, ‘Mmmm!
Testify!72
These characters again have the choice of simply stating these lines, or fully performing the
racist stereotypes they describe. Of course, the performativity of these words enacts these
stereotypes regardless of how completely the performers decide to embody the actions described.
This particular example shows spoken stage directions doing something new: drawing
people’s attention to performance tropes from history. When the spoken stage directions cited
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thus far have addressed performed metatheatrically, they pointed out the performance
circumstances in that specific situation. Williams’s Felice and Clare try to deal with props, while
Ruhl’s Stage Kiss actors talk about whether or not to perform stage directions at all. In contrast,
Jacobs-Jenkins’ characters are aware of racist stock characters and their signature performances.
The dialogue goes into dialect at particular moments in a way that does not formally mimic any
stage directions, but in fact takes the stage directions and immediately perform them in every
single line. Jacobs-Jenkins’s own standard stage directions are often written with this sarcastic
bite, and so this is in keeping with the overall tone of his writing style. A line such as “we be
misprunoundenencing wards wrongs en stuff” performs the stage direction “mispronouncing
words” through the action of mispronouncing words.
In speaking these stereotypes aloud, these characters confront the audience with the
historical lineage of theatrical traditions such as blackface. These characters are not just selfaware of their roles in this play, but also aware of theatrical events outside of the world of
Neighbors. The purpose of using spoken stage directions here is to call attention to the structural
forces that script black bodies in particular racial ways that are able to remain invisible to the
spectator while the dialogue spoken reinforces the stereotypes that are operating underneath. By
allowing figures such as Topsy from Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Mammy from Gone with the Wind or
other such sweeping southern epics, and Sambo from the minstrel shows to make these modes of
controlling (black) bodies visible, and now under their control, Jacobs-Jenkins shows the full
force of what spoken stage directions can do. He queers the script by shifting the power
dynamics within it: where stage directions are spoken aloud by the characters who are not
usually given any say in their own representations.
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Though this usage is in every way tied to the fact that Jacobs-Jenkins’s plays are
referencing other well-known plays, none of his spoken stage directions are simply connected to
standard stage directions. Jacobs-Jenkins’s use of spoken stage directions greatly mirrors his use
of his source texts: they are fully present, but used in a tongue-in-cheek way to illuminate
theatrical expectations in order to subvert them. What An Octoroon does not actually contain is
an instance of spoken stage directions relating the play of The Octoroon. This exchange is the
nearest to that particular usage:
PLAYWRIGHT. But George is all:
GEORGE. Hold on! No violence — the critter don’t know what we mean!
PLAYWRIGHT. But M’Closky, the real murderer, is all,
M’CLOSKY. Let him answer for the boy then. Down with him - lynch him! And the
crowd’s like, (No one says anything for a second. BJJ and Playwright look at Assistant
expectantly.)
ASSISTANT. ‘Lynch him!’
PLAYWRIGHT. And George’s like:
GEORGE. Stan’ back, I say! I’ll nip the first that lays a finger on him —73
Instead of the Playwright (the character of Boucicault) allowing George and M’Closky to simply
speak to each other, the Playwright steps in to say what the characters are “like,” which, in
contemporary vernacular, means more than simply “said.” The Playwright here does not say
“George said” but instead prompts the other characters not just to speak but also to be like, to
perform with affect. This tone transforms this scene into one where the Playwright is speaking
about his play in a way that brings the characters to life without fully excluded his narrative
voice. The play is not so fully brought to life that the Playwright does not need to say how
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“M’Closky, the real murderer, is all,” but then M’Closky is permitted to show what he “is all”
“like.” The comedy comes from watching an antiquated theatrical figure describing a play from
over a century ago in contemporary slang out loud to us, speaking the moments in between the
dialogue.
An Octoroon’s postmodern aesthetic is achieved by a self-aware use of montage and
metatheatricality, all projects aided by spoken stage directions. Aside from the initial example of
BJJ’s opening lines, later on in the play, the Assistant says, “Then the boat explodes. (His light
goes out. Perhaps, in the darkness, cotton rains down on the audience.) Sensation. (Beat.)
Anyway. The point of this whole thing was to make you feel something.”74 The specific wording
of the stage direction in the middle of this line will be discussed in my final chapter, but for the
moment the final part of the line is the most important aspect of it. The Assistant speaks aloud
the intention of the exploding boat, which performatively makes this the intention and
motivation. This is a theatrical subversion in that Method acting, the technique of the realistic
actors who dominated stages in the United States in the middle of the century in plays by
O’Neill, Williams, William Inge, Arthur Miller, Edward Albee, and Lillian Hellman, trained
generations of actors that intentions were private, secret, unspoken matters. This same school of
thought also trained generations of actors to cross out stage directions in favor of actors playing
their own, or the director’s, intentions rather than the playwright’s. All of these histories are
ghosted in Jacobs-Jenkins’s spoken stating of his intention(s) and those of his characters.
“And then: silence:”75 Conclusion
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This chapter has traced two dramaturgical families of spoken stage directions, yet it should
be clear that all of these instances of spoken stage directions use different approaches to achieve
the same aim: to performatively supplement or replace an actor’s physical performance, queering
the play in a manner that draws attention to the power of texts normally embodied instead of
spoken. As each spoken stage direction is read aloud, actors and audience members are reminded
of the existence of these nonverbal lines as they verbalize them. This paradoxical performativity
reorients the actor’s and audience member’s experience of a play, by lending a marginalized
component of the script the power of its spoken counterpart. Whether this is accomplished by
giving voice to the internal subtext and interior monologues of various characters, or by
characters who have to grapple with the explicit challenges of performance as they attempt to
perform plays within plays, once stage directions are acknowledged to exist, the experience of
that play has been shifted, turned, redirected. Now that these playwrights have demonstrated that
there are pieces of information and expression in stage directions worth noting and focusing on
in performance, the next category, the first category of strictly defined stage directions, can be
properly introduced and explored.
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Chapter 2
“The Bird I Hope to Catch in the Net of This Play”:1 Affective Stage Directions
Lucy comes slowly into the room. She is slender, dark, beautiful, with large eyes which
she attempts to keep always mysterious and brooding, smiling lips which she resolutely
compresses to express melancholy determination, a healthy complexion subdued by
powder to a proper prison pallor, a vigorous, lithe body which frets restlessly beneath the
restriction of studied, artificial movements. In short, Lucy is an intelligent, healthy
American girl suffering from an overdose of undigested reading, and has mistaken herself
for the heroine of a Russian novel.2
Actor Lauren Sharpe entered the playing space in the Kraine Theater from her position on
a stage left bench. Dressed in the New York Neo-Futurists’s uniform for The Complete and
Condensed Stage Directions of Eugene O’Neill: Vol. 1, Early Plays/Lost Plays of pants, a shirt,
and suspenders, Sharpe’s Lucy highlighted each aspect of the stage directions above as narrator
Jacqueline Landgraf read them aloud. She entered slowly, smoothed down the plain apron she
donned to indicate that she was playing a woman, accentuating her slim figure, and then widened
her eyes comically, calling attention to O’Neill’s specification of their size. She playfully smiled
and then pursed her lips, furrowing her brow to emphasize the “melancholy determination”
requested, and then applied white powder to her face to achieve the “proper prison pallor.” For
the next line, Sharpe began by shimmying her body with an expression of energetic restlessness,
which she quickly controlled into a series of robot movements, highlighting the tension between
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what Lucy’s body wants to do and what Lucy allows her body to do. To perform the heroine of a
Russian novel, Sharpe planted her feet, standing strong and tall, wearing a look that was a
combination of superiority, condescension, and martyrdom.
Though all of these moments of performance were exaggerated explicitly to call attention
to the specificity of O’Neill’s stage directions, it is important to understand that Sharpe’s actions
were still a performance of these stage directions. In other words, Sharpe technically performed
all of the stage directions O’Neill wrote. What is the difference, then, between this kind of
performance and one that might occur in the context of O’Neill’s actual play? The answer lies in
the performance’s affect. Though Sharpe was carrying the embodied performance of these lines
to a particular extreme, she was clearly affected by the performativity of the lines she (and
Landgraf) read. The entirety of The Complete and the Condensed shows the multitudinous
possibilities that exist in stage directions, especially those that describe and engender affect in
order to engage an actor’s body in creating a performance. In the context of one of O’Neill’s few
comedies, Now I Ask You (1916), these stage directions tell us by their tone and content not only
how Lucy feels, but also what O’Neill feels about Lucy. By performing these stage directions
without their accompanying dialogue, the Neos harpoon the acting environment that O’Neill has
scripted while simultaneously showing how effective (and affective) O’Neill’s stage directions
can be. It is unlikely that an actor in Now I Ask You would be able to perform each gesture
Sharpe’s Lucy made while still keeping with the aesthetic of the play, but the spirit of Sharpe’s
embodiment of Lucy exists in the lines nonetheless. The joke of this moment of The Complete
and Condensed is to take a set of stage directions that inform the actor about a character’s
general tone and mood and to perform them as a set of stage directions for one moment in the
play. Understanding that the stage directions could support that kind of performance tells an
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actor more about Lucy’s overall persona and her affect than it does about how Lucy enters the
room at this particular moment. This function is what leads me to the term affective stage
directions. Affective stage directions are stage directions written in a manner that aims to engage
the actor affectively in the thoughts, feelings, and/or mood of a given moment, character, scene,
or overall play. Affective stage directions are about why and, more abstractly, how certain events
happen as opposed to what happens. This stands in contrast to stage directions which simply
describe the actions a character takes or what physically occurs on stage, such as mechanically
repeatable stage directions. Whereas many stage directions are interested in what a character is
doing, or a straightforward description of how a character is doing a particular action, affective
stage directions are more concerned with internal mechanisms than their external expressions.
Affective stage directions are queerly performative moments that use affect to engage the actor’s
own emotional and embodied experiences in the process of translating and transferring that
embodied knowledge into the performance of the character and ultimately to the audience. The
reliance on an actor’s affective experience upon encountering these stage directions makes them
stand out from the plays in which they occur. Their function is reminiscent of what Kathleen
Stewart describes as “ordinary affects,” which “are immanent, obtuse, and erratic, in contrast to
the ‘obvious meaning’ of semantic message and symbolic signification. They work not through
‘meanings’ per se, but rather in the way that they pick up density and texture as they move
through bodies, dreams, dramas, and social wordings of all kinds. Their significance lies in the
intensities they build and in what thoughts and feelings they make possible.”3 Affective stage
directions stand out because of what they make possible, which is to say that their power lies in
their potential. Like ordinary affects, affective stage directions do not have semiotic meanings
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without bodies, as the bodies that inhabit them come with particular cultural understandings,
contexts, and weight (both physical and symbolic). This unusual set of lines for the actor’s body
stands out from the rest of the script, and causes the actor pause. By acting on the performers
who embody them, affective stage directions are performative texts, and by engaging in this
complex process they call attention to themselves in the actor’s experience with them.
This kind of performativity has more in common with the theoretical usages of Judith
Butler and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick than they do with J. L. Austin, as they structurally queer the
scripts around them. Sedgwick deftly describes the different approaches to performativity by
noting that, “Austinian performativity is about how language constructs or affects reality rather
than merely describing it. This directly productive aspect of language is more telling, for
antiessentialist projects, when the utterances in question are closest to claiming a simply
descriptive relation to some freestanding, ostensibly extradiscursive reality.”4 Following
Sedgwick and Butler, I will be using performativity theory to show that all of these stage
directions can be performative, as none of them are tied to an essentialist language about what
bodies are meant to do. As Sedgwick writes, “The stretch between theatrical and deconstructive
meanings of ‘performative’ can seem to span the polarities of nonverbal and verbal action. It also
spans those of, at either extreme, the extroversion of the actor (aimed entirely outward toward the
audience) and the introversion of the signifier (If ‘I apologize’ only apologizes, ‘I sentence’ only
sentences, and so on).”5 Sedgwick’s work is particularly useful in its linking of the concepts of
queer performativity and affect, though Touching Feeling is predominantly structured by
particular affects such as melancholia and shame. In the case of affective stage directions, their
queer performativity is first expressed through their failure to function as Austinian
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performatives; not only are they not spoken aloud, making them silent speech-acts, but they also
fail to function in an expected way, instead creating a series of potential performances. Yet,
unlike other stage directions, which are also performative, their written form encourages a more
open invitation for embodied interpretation and performance than the brief adverbs and
adjectives used so often. Affective stage directions are also queer in their use of nonverbal codes
and clues which map the inner lives of characters who rely on the actor’s recognition of the code
to be successful. This shifts an actor’s experience of performing stage directions, in the sense that
the stage directions are revealed to be integral for the play’s meaning without limiting the actor
to a prescribed set of gestures.
In order to better understand how O’Neill’s affective stage directions for Lucy function, I
will start by discussing the interesting acting challenge they present: how does an actor perform
mistaking herself for the heroine of a Russian novel? If Lucy is “suffering from an overdose of
undigested reading,”6 does the actor have to find an exact way to translate this thought into a
single gesture or action? I think most people would recognize that this particular detail, and
indeed the whole description, is a performance note about Lucy’s general behavior throughout
the play. O’Neill’s words make it clear that Lucy lives her life on a grand scale, one more suited
to the sweeping landscapes and hundreds of pages so common in Russian literature. Yet Lucy is
also consciously performing this role, and has clearly rehearsed certain aspects of her physicality
to ensure that she is read as being melancholic and serious. O’Neill is careful to note that Lucy is
a “healthy” “girl,” again poking fun at the fact that Lucy is young and overdramatic rather than
delusional and/or depressed. The level of detail in this passage gives an actor a great deal of
information, though the kind of information is notable. These stage directions are less capable of
dictating a specific performance, one that could be reproduced exactly by each actor in the role,
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and more useful towards helping the actor understand the affect of this particular moment,
person, and/or overarching situation. O’Neill is aiming to help the actor playing Lucy to “catch”
the affect of Lucy’s body and spirit, so that the actor is able to play the scene(s) felicitously.
Because this kind of stage direction utilizes an actor’s affective response, I have termed them
affective stage directions. Any actor encountering these stage directions can find various ways of
allowing this information to reveal itself in the performance. The audience members might not be
able to “read back” this exact stage direction, in the sense that they might not think, “Lucy thinks
she’s the heroine in a Russian novel,” but they would understand that the character of Lucy is
young and overdramatic. The stage directions would have performatively affected the actor
playing Lucy, meaning the actor catches Lucy’s affect and is able to transmit that affect to the
audience members, resulting in a felicitous performative moment.
As my first chapter has shown, when spoken aloud, stage directions reveal their
performativity and power; yet spoken stage direction also revealed their hidden partners, the
italicized, silent stage directions that appear in nonverbal forms on stage. The stage directions in
this chapter all use written language in the hopes that a performance will translate these words
into something nonverbal, but palpable and noticeable nonetheless. They work, or they are
felicitous, when an actor embodies the affect that the stage directions are attempting to convey.
This is the first tactical use of stage directions that stood out to me from the standard descriptions
of settings, entrances, exits, and adjectival or adverbial emotions like “excitedly.”
There are more affective stage directions in the works of these six playwrights than every
other kind of stage direction combined and doubled. The frequency of this kind of stage direction
is impressive enough to merit critical attention, yet it is also important to note here that the
subsequent forms of stage directions discussed in this project are directly related to affective
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stage directions as well. In other words, affective stage directions use affect, but choreographic,
impossible, and multivalent stage directions are affective stage directions with additional
features, in that their forms rely on the structure of the affective stage direction, but also add
other kinds of layers. I say this to note again that some affective stage directions can fit into other
categories too, but that this occasional multiplicity only adds to the point that these stage
directions can function in a variety of different ways and for a number of different purposes.
Reexamining Stage Directions, a Brief History
In order to understand how affective stage directions performatively utilize affect, I
would like to discuss further how scholars and practitioners have discussed approached these
kinds of stage directions up until this point. The most prevalent voices in both areas tend to look
at the amount of stage directions written by playwrights such as O’Neill and Williams and
dismiss them as either overbearing or irrelevant. Patricia Suchy notes the way that actors tend to
treat stage directions by writing, “The irony of the stage direction’s ambiguity is that even though
it seems to emanate more directly from an author than dialogue, it is most often understood to be
an option, not a given. The modern practice of publishing ‘acting versions’ of scripts with stage
directions taken from original productions further confounds the problem; in such cases,
authorship of the stage direction may be multiple, and extremely difficult to pull apart.”7
Affective stage directions eschew this problem as their form could not be mistaken for an exact
description of historical performance. No one would look at the description of Lucy’s entrance
and believe that a stage manager, no matter how imaginative, wrote that passage. The very parts
of affective stage directions that set them apart from the reports of past performances tend to
make them longer, which leads to another form of resistance to them. Affective stage directions
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are what has caused scholars such as David Savran to describe Tennessee Williams’s Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof by writing, “The more closely one examines the printed text (either the original or
the Broadway version), the more eccentric it seems, its exorbitant stage directions swarming with
philosophical reflections, almost microscopically specific character descriptions, and vividly
pictorial metaphors.”8 Savran, in the same book, Communists, Cowboys, and Queers: The
Politics of Masculinity in the Work of Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams, also notes
Williams’s “emphasis on the real in surrealism—his mobilization of a momentous yet
comprehensible gap between text and subtext, the spoken and the concealed,”9 yet he does not
connect the fact that Williams’s unusual stage directions are actually queer expressions of that
concealed subtext.
O’Neill’s text is often accused of similar excess, as Richard Compson Sater’s article
“O’Neill’s S.S. Glencairn Cycle: Page Vs. Stage” states, “O’Neill pulls the performer along on a
leash, ordering him to be outraged or shocked or embarrassed, although there may be nothing
specific in the dialogue to generate such a response. Perhaps O’Neill’s general mistrust of actors
convinced him to take firm control of how things were said and done onstage.”10 Michael
Issacharoff also conflates authorial control with amount of stage directions when he writes, “The
author of a play script may attempt to achieve the channeling [of a playgoer’s perception of a
play] through didascalia—in a more or less authoritarian fashion; hence play scripts with
abundant diadascalia or even the extreme case of Beckett’s Act Without Words (I or II) consisting
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exclusively of stage directions (and no dialogue).”11 From the practical side, Robert Knopf’s
book The Director as Collaborator, which pays far closer attention to stage directions than many
directing books, still contains the sentence, “Some of the most prominent American playwrights
of the twentieth century, such as Arthur Miller, Eugene O’Neill, and Tennessee Williams, wrote
voluminous notes on all aspects of the environment surrounding the action.”12 These authors all
seem to connect the amount or frequency of stage directions to the control in the stage directions
more than type of words used in those stage directions. The idea that Beckett’s Act Without
Words and the stage directions from Now I Ask You at the start of this chapter function similarly
because of their length can be dismissed easily by anyone who has ever read those two plays, or
any works by Beckett and O’Neill, let alone any actor who has ever attempted to embody
characters in plays by both playwrights.
Part of the work of this chapter will be to dispel the notion that the amount of stage
directions has a direct correlation to their collective force. There is no interrelationship between
the number of lines of stage directions and the power of those lines, especially in affective stage
directions, which are not written to create repetition, but rather insist upon the unique bodily
interpretation of each particular actor. These affective stage directions stand in contrast to, for
example, stage directions which require a more filmic approach: those that ask an actor to hit
their mark and nothing else. A stage direction such as “Pause for five seconds” is far more
indicative of authority and control of the actor’s body than the stage directions quoted at the start
of this chapter. Beckett, for example, did not write affective stage directions, he was looking for
filmic reproductions of theatre, in which any performer’s body could be directed in such a way
11
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that it could reproduce the text exactly like the body that had previously inhabited them. In
Beckett’s Footfalls, or Michael Frayn’s Noises Off, actors are not asked to interpret the stage
directions in different and interesting ways, but rather to repeat the actions described in them
precisely and without argument. As Ryan Claycomb writes,
Samuel Beckett’s notoriously specific stage directions often mark out detailed plans for
performance, from the physical appearance of the actors and the stage picture, to detailed
diagrams for stage movement. The specific path for the pacing that appears in ‘Footfalls’
suggests the degree to which not just adherence to prescription, but precision in that
adherence, was a priority for Beckett.13
Claycomb’s characterization of Beckett and his stage directions is a larger part of his argument
that stage directions have a narrative function in drama, not just a narration of the plot, but also a
narration of an eventual production in the form of instructions for how to produce the play.
Claycomb posits that the stage directions themselves tell future production teams how closely
they should adhere to the actions asked of them.
This school of thought that sees stage directions as narrative is literary at its base, yet it
manages to account for production better than a great many theatre scholars.14 For example,
Manfred Jahn, the most quoted of these theorists, recognizes the theatrical aspect of a play and
rejects the idea that plays with extensive stage directions are inherently unperformable and
therefore created for readers. He writes that, “an ordinary reader (that is, one who is neither an
actor nor a director) is rather an unsuitable addressee for the text’s assumed illocutionary force.
In fact, to instruct an ordinary reader ‘how to perform the play’ is just as infelicitous as, say,
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asking an infant to prepare a dinner for four.”15 This idea is built upon by Claycomb, whose
stated purpose is, “following Jahn’s initial observations, [to] argue that the dramatic text is not
only the story narrative we read in it; it is also a frame narrative that narrates its instructions for
representation. […] in short, they tell us how and to what degree we should be reading toward
performance.”16
Whereas Jahn and Claycomb have begun to talk about stage directions writ large, several
scholars have noted than an individual playwright’s stage directions are important aspects of
specific plays, or even several plays, as evidenced by articles such as Laura Shea’s “An E(e)rie
Sound: The Stage Directions in O'Neill's ‘Hughie’” and Sarah Bay-Cheng’s study of one Tristan
Tzara stage direction, “Translation, Typography, and the Avant-Garde’s Impossible Text.” Yet
none of these articles move beyond a simple conclusion that the stage directions aid in the
interpretation of these individual works or small groups of works. Shea goes as far as to write
that “O'Neill's stage directions are critical to success in the production of his work—success that
can be achieved by following the spirit, if not the letter, of what he wrote.”17 The article comes
close to identifying why stage directions are so important in Hughie, the short play which
“comprises two monologues, one exterior and one interior, and [where] the skillful director must
decide how best to find a voice for the Night Clerk, whose role, for the most part, is written into
the stage directions.”18 Yet these articles do not take into account the ways in which actors and a
production team could use these stage directions and how they would do so. Jeffrey Elliott Sands
comes closest to this concept in his dissertation, “Eugene O’Neill’s Stage Directions,” and his
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article, “O’Neill’s Stage Directions and the Actor.” Sands argues that O’Neill’s stage directions
are the key to understanding O’Neill in a theatrical, rather than literary, manner, and that his
stage directions exist to help the actor express meaning that cannot be gleaned from the dialogue.
Though I agree with Sands in this characterization of O’Neill’s work, Sands’s study is interested
in establishing O’Neill’s stage directions as being written for an actor, and not a reader, through
careful analysis of the text, but does not utilize any substantial theories to ascertain how or why
stage directions function differently than dialogue for an actor. Working without almost any
sources from scholars who wrote about stage directions, Sands still manages to recognize and
argue that O’Neill’s stage directions ought to be treated less like laws of the land and more like
“road signs,” a conceptual framework he borrows from Arthur and Barbara Gelb’s biography
O’Neill and scenic scholar Timo Tiusanen.19
Caution: Stage Directions Ahead
The idea of stage directions as road signs, as a series of coded messages set up to help
direct actors through their journey through the topography of a play, is one that recalls Sara
Ahmed’s discussion of the word “direction” in Queer Phenomenology discussed in the previous
chapter. Whereas Ahmed speaks about the implied allegiances between the concepts of
“directions” and “straightness,” Sands implies that not all directional markers get straight to the
point. As he explains about road signs,
Some are more explicit and/or imperative than others. Certain road signs— Stop, Speed
Limit 55, No Passing— speak to the motorist in a very straightforward and unambiguous
manner. They allow for virtually no interpretation. Others— Road Slippery When Wet,
Slower Traffic Keep Right, School Zone— all credit a driver with a capacity for making
19
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judgments based upon past experience and the sum of existing conditions. Nevertheless,
they still delimit driving behavior in very real and definable ways.20
The road sign does not control the road, but is a symbol that a driver must take an orientation
towards. One must not only decide whether or not to obey the sign, but also one must interpret
what the sign is asking them to do. Road signs help create the lines of the journey, and those
lines are both causes and results of the actions that follow from their presence. As Ahmed posits,
Lines are both created by being followed and are followed by being created. The lines
that direct us, as lines of thought as well as lines of motion, are in this way performative:
they depend on the repetition of norms and conventions, or routes and paths taken, but
they are also created as an effect of this repetition. To say that lines are performative is to
say that we find our way and we know what direction we face only as an effect of work,
which is often hidden from view.21
Affective stage directions are (coded, unspoken) lines that direct actors through thoughts and
motion. Yet, to do so, they require the actor to be aware of the norms and conventions of treating
stage directions as lines of text intended for interpretation and performance in the same way as
lines of dialogue. Unfortunately, the common way of handling stage directions in performance
does not prepare actors to read these road signs. It is as if they had been told that all signs could
be ignored, but suddenly a sign is so unusual and large that it forces them to consider it more
closely. This can draw attention to the other road signs in the surrounding area. In other words,
norms and conventions can change through repetitions of a new pattern.
Here again the concept of a queer reading of codes becomes important, as reading a code in
a new way can alter the way those codes are handled in the future. Butler’s first article on her
20
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theory regarding the performativity of gender goes into great detail about how social and cultural
codes both act upon bodies and affect the reading of said bodies. Butler writes,
The body is not passively scripted with cultural codes, as if it were a lifeless recipient of
wholly pre-given cultural relations. But neither do embodied selves pre-exist the cultural
conventions which essentially signify bodies. Actors are always already on the stage,
within the terms of the performance. Just as a script may be enacted in various ways, and
just as the play requires both text and interpretation, so the gendered body acts its part in
a culturally restricted corporeal space and enacts interpretations within the confines of
already existing directives.22
In terms of stage directions, this means that the bodies of the actors are inscribed with particular
codes involving the treatment of stage directions, yet changing the way an actor orients
themselves towards those codes can also change how the codes affect the actor. This is a
decidedly queer orientation, as it involves going against the “straight” interpretation of
generation of method-trained actors, who cross out stage directions.
The embodied aspect of acting stage directions, and the political implications of how they
are enacted, are missing from previous studies of this kind. Jeanette Savona’s article,
“Didascalies as Speech Act,” notes that this is a missing aspect of earlier studies from figures
such as Roman Ingarden, while still refraining from moving her own analysis from the page to
the stage. She writes, “Ingarden’s analysis of dramatic discourse and its functions, while equally
probing because of its specificity, does not sufficiently take into account the fact that theatre is a
phenomenon which is more socially coded than the novel and that, even at the level of the
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written text, it relies heavily on the social strategies of the different speakers.”23 Savona
continues,
While the didascalies make an important contribution to the creation and coherence of
the textual fiction in every play, in the written text, they are a constant reminder of
theatrical mimesis, of the actors, with their disguise and their acting space, of everything
that is customarily called the production which is here only in a potential state. The
didascalies force the reader to imagine characters to whom actors give substance, to
situate them on the stage, with a certain set, among objects which are themselves merely
signs of real objects, since the linguistic signs of the didascalies disappear at the level of
production where they are transposed either into iconic or voiced signs, or else indexes
which emphasize or link together other signs. […] Indeed, the infinite complexity,
variety, and flexibility of the signs in gesture, body, movement, lights, music, and so on,
allow the director and all the other participants in the production to create another
discourse, a scenic discourse which does not easily lend itself to the speech-act theory
since the production no longer involves just sentences, utterances, discourse, and speech
in the strict linguistic sense of these terms.24
I am quoting Savona at length here due to the extreme relevance of her concise handling of many
complex issues surrounding this topic in her 1982 article. After noting above that speech-act
theory struggles to account for didascalies, a term she uses to mean not just stage directions, but
also the character names and other forms of paratext that surround a play’s textual form, she then
goes on to discuss the various conditions under which different readers encounter a play script.
Savona’s description of the change in scenic codes here maps the path reading didascalies to the
23
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way those words are replaced by the material aspects of performance in production. In other
words, the stage directions are no longer read or heard verbatim, but (hopefully) their meaning is
still present on stage in the gestures of actors and general mise-en-scene.
Savona has tackled the very basic problem of discussing a speech-act where there is
technically no speech. Yet this silent speech-act, or a read-act, perhaps, still retains the
performativity of the text. It is here that her article makes an important distinction:
the ambivalence inherent in the didascalies becomes evident: they are directed either to
the average reader who is thereby transformed into an imaginary spectator, or to a
specialized reader who must create the stage fiction acting on the perception and
reactions of the audience. In the second case, a new world is created which requires the
practitioner not only to complete it but also to adapt, transpose, and totally transform it.
[…] When the didascalies reflect a certain inadequacy on the part of the playwright, or if
they make demands on the acting or production techniques that do not correspond to
accepted theatrical codes, it is obvious that they will go unheeded; the play either will not
be performed, or else will be performed in some entirely different production style.25
In this part of her discussion, Savona is clearly concentrating on the function of stage directions
themselves, which she recognizes as being a code for two kinds of readers, one of which is the
theatrical team for a production. If the code is outside of the “accepted theatrical codes,” in other
words, queer, then Savona posits that the various levels of theatrical production will ignore the
stage directions and the play in which they are contained. Savona is not the only scholar to be
influenced by semiotics to discuss the methods of theatrical production as a series of codes.
Michael Issacharoff and others have written explicitly about the ways in which play scripts
function as “Stage Codes,” to borrow the name of Issacharoff’s article on the subject. If these
25
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unusual signs and codes are read queerly, in this case by people looking for ways to enact them
in some way, which is the opposite approach of a “straight” reading of most plays, which ignores
the stage directions as forcing interpretation, then the landscape of performing plays could
change over time. By paying attention to affective stage directions, whose information and affect
is crucial to the meanings of the scenes in which they exist, actors can change the way they move
(and are moved) through a play. The final line of Ahmed’s passage also shows that this kind of
work is often hidden from view, as is the case here, where the stage directions, and all of the
thought and labor of performance that surrounds them, remain silent and often hidden in the
performance of a show. This chapter, and those that follow, are one attempt to bring these words,
and their affective labor, out of the shadows and discuss their importance so that new norms and
conventions may be established. If actors see affective stage directions as conduits for their own
agency in a play, they might be more willing to change their orientations towards these italicized
texts.
Part of this process of reorientation has to do with repetition, an obvious force at play with
the process of rehearsal that theatre involves. Ahmed connects repetition to Pierre Bourdieu’s
concept of habitus, which can easily be applied to the process actors go through in the rehearsal
room. As Bourdieu’s editor and trasnlator Randal Johnson notes, “The habitus is sometimes
described as a ‘feel for the game’, a ‘practical sense’ (sens pratique) that inclines agents to act
and react in specific situations in a manner that is not always calculated and that is not simply a
question of conscious obedience to rules. Rather, it is a set of dispositions which generates
practices and perceptions.”26 In simplest terms, this means that repetition has a bodily effect.
Actors have learned how real people might feel and interact through their social interactions
26
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throughout their lives. Similarly, they have learned how theatrical production works through their
production experiences. The actor is using their own habitus of human interactions and acting
protocol in portraying a character. In most realistic or naturalistic theatrical production, the goal
of rehearsal is to repeat something enough that it may look like habitus. The technique by which
this is achieved is also part of an actorly kind of habitus, in that information about rehearsal
behavior and protocol is also being learned and reified in this process.
The repetition found in experiences such as a theatrical rehearsal, though originally
considered by Austin to work against performativity, actually brings performativity to the
foreground. Issacharoff concisely summarizes Austin and Derrida’s disagreements on the notion
of repetition and performativity by noting that “Austin, it will be recalled, in differentiating
between performative and nonperformative utterances, maintained that repetition, as in the case
of the actor speaking lines on stage, disengages what is said, which, he thought, thereby becomes
‘hollow’ and ‘void.’ In a rather neat critique of Austin, Derrida counters that the so-called
performative itself is contingent on conventionalized utterances—it too is necessarily ‘cited’ or
repeated.”27 There are conscious aspects of a performance, yet if an actor is focusing on
remembering lines of dialogue or particular movements and actions, then there is no room for the
actor to nuance the performance. Repetition therefore, in addition to teaching actors new plays,
can teach actors new patterns of interacting with plays, and the performativity can actually
continually reengage the actor’s body in the words being performed. As Ahmed writes, “It is
important that we think not only about what is repeated, but also about how the repetition of
actions takes us in certain directions: we are also orientating ourselves towards some objects
more than others, including not only physical objects (the different kinds of tables) but also
objects of thought, feeling, and judgement, as well as objects in the sense of aims, aspirations,
27
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and objectives.”28 Actors repeating certain stage directions are not just rehearsing a particular
action, they could be rehearsing a new model of interacting with stage directions as a whole.
Ahmed goes on to say that, “The work of repetition is not neutral work; it orients the body in
some ways rather than others.”29 In which ways should we be orienting actors’ bodies, and why?
We should be rehearsing and repeating orientations that allow for the playwright’s text and
actor’s body to work together to produce something new each time. Ignoring stage directions
entirely or treating stage directions as a set of laws to be obeyed without question orient actors
towards a way of interpreting plays that stifles the full potential of the performative encounter.
Ahmed describes how, “through repeating some gestures and not others, or through being
orientated in some directions and not others, bodies become contorted: they get twisted into
shapes that enable some action only insofar as they restrict the capacity for other kinds of
action.”30 Therefore we must pay attention to the lines of action we reinforce
This spatial power of lines of text, of language, is echoed in Teresa Brennan’s The
Transmission of Affect. Brennan writes, “Language functions by giving us a place in relation to
others, so enabling us to overcome the subject-centered illusions that plague each of us, and it
also gives a voice to the affective blocks and feelings that otherwise stand in the way of rejoining
enough of the flow of life to survive.”31 Language is here described as helping to connect us to
the very bodily feelings that make us empathetic to other beings with bodies. This is due to
affect. It also returns our attention to the interesting double body of the actor-as-character. As I
mentioned previously, the actor and character share a body; if the affective stage directions prove
effective: the actor’s body catches the affect of the character’s body. In this moment, through
28
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language alone, “a foreign body—something from without it—can enter into one’s own.”32 This
idea of catching or passing affect is mentioned frequently by affect theory scholars.
As Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg write, in their introduction to The Affect
Theory Reader, “At once intimate and impersonal, affect accumulates across both relatedness
and interruptions in relatedness, becoming a palimpsest of force-encounters traversing the ebbs
and swell of intensities that pass between ‘bodies’ (bodies defined not by an outer skin-envelope
or other surface boundary but by their potential to reciprocate or co-participate in the passages of
affect).”33 The affect(s) O’Neill describes above are written to be shared by the actor’s body and
the character’s body, who are sharing the same “skin-envelope” for the duration of the play.
Lucy’s affect needs to be expressed by the actor’s body, as Lucy and the actor are sharing the
same body for the duration of the play, and a felicitous performance of Lucy’s character would
mean that fellow actors and audience members alike would be able to read Lucy’s youthful
dramatics off of the actor’s body. In terms of performativity, affective stage directions are
performative statements that cannot be proven true or false, and whose power comes from the
ways in which they move or direct the actor who reads and then embodies them. This chapter
will study how stage directions help performatively influence the relationship between an actor’s
body’s ability to “shift its affections (its being-affected) into action (capacity to affect)”34 so that
the actors can not only be affected by the character enough to step into that character’s skin, but
also affect other characters and audience members once inside the character. Though this need
not mean that the actor feels everything the character feels, these stage directions do require the
actor to understand the affect of the character in some sort of embodied fashion, at least enough
32
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to avoid contradicting the affect of that character. This process requires a sustained, embodied
collaboration between the playwright’s stage directions and the physical bodies of the actors.
As Patricia Ticineto Clough writes, affect scholars “treat affectivity as a substrate of
potential bodily responses, often autonomic responses, in excess of consciousness. For these
scholars, affect refers generally to bodily capacities to affect and be affected or the augmentation
or diminution linked to the self-feeling of being alive—that is, aliveness or vitality.”35 This focus
on potentiality of bodily responses is a key function of affective stage directions, which focus on
writing a series of bodily possibilities for actors and characters. As Elspeth Probyn notes,
“Writing is a corporeal activity. We work ideas through our bodies; we write through our bodies,
hoping to get into the bodies of our readers. We study and write about society not as an
abstraction but as composed of actual bodies in proximity to other bodies.”36 Probyn is not
referring to playwrights or theatre here, but if all writing is actually bodily, then this is doubly
true for theatrical writing, which, as I’ve stated previously, is always intended for some form of
embodied representation, even if that representation is only staged in the minds of its readers.
As in the last chapter, employing a strictly linear account of affective stage directions is
not the most useful way to see all of the nuances and complexities of the various usages of this
technique. This chapter will also explicate affective stage directions by breaking them down into
several major approaches, with the understanding that these approaches are not separate
categories. Just as the psychological and metatheatrical uses of spoken stage directions had the
same effect, psychological and metatheatrical uses of affective stage directions do not function
differently. The purpose of tracking affective stage directions in this manner is intended to best
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show the range of how this technique is used, and is intended to leave room for other examples
not discussed in this study.
“Lane and Virginia experience a primal moment:”37 Present Affective Stage Directions
Affective stage directions were the first part of this project that presented themselves to me,
and the concept emerged from Sarah Ruhl’s stage directions in The Clean House, which also
served as my example in the introduction to this project. In between the lines of dialogue were
the following stage directions:
For a moment,
Lane and Virginia experience
a primal moment during which they
are seven and nine years old,
inside the mind, respectively.
They are mad.
Then they return quite naturally
to language, as adults do.38
The promise, and the joke, of these stage directions is that Lane and Virginia are still connected
to language at this particular moment, though they cannot speak these words. The primal part of
their interaction exists completely devoid of spoken language, though this internal monologue of
complicated, childlike hurt, anger, and love must be communicated through the affect at this time
in the play. Fail to do this, and the actors have missed an important aspect of the sister’s
relationship at this moment. And this moment is precisely where the action is occurring. In fact,
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the word “moment” is mentioned twice in quick succession here to indicate the fleeting nature of
this internal drama. This kind of affective stage direction requires that the actors playing Lane
and Virginia are performatively acted upon by these words, enabling the characters Lane and
Virginia to catch the affects that their actors create. The code of these stage directions requires a
queer orientation, one in which the actors playing Lane and Virginia take the time to try to feel
what their characters cannot verbally express about their relationship right now. The
performativity of these lines means that the performance of these words cannot be true or false,
but rather that any performance that takes these words into consideration is performative, even if
it is infelicitous. Upon experiencing these affects, the actors and characters affect each other and
the audience, shifting the lines of the play, and allowing a powerful moment of communication
to extend from these hidden, nonverbal lines out into the audience, who will receive it on an
affective level. Virginia and Lane have a generally polite, but strained, relationship at the start of
The Clean House, and if the actors fail to perform this moment, then the full extent of the growth
of their relationship throughout the play will not be as notable. These stage directions are clearly
part of the lines for both Lane and Virginia.
The present nature of the timing is the first usage of affective stage directions I noticed, for
it stands in contrast to the more standard stage directions, which indicate feelings to be achieved.
This stage direction is not “angrily,” but rather explains the affect of the scene with a stage
direction that could be preceded by the words “as if.” Though I will not be discussing method
acting in great detail, it is worth noting that Stanislavski famously used the words “as if” to
describe his acting technique. This kind of wording is therefore familiar to, and occasionally
associated with, actors in the rehearsal room. These stage directions suggest that Lane and
Virginia act as if they were much younger sisters angry at each other, and then return to their
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dialogue as if nothing had just passed silently between them. This simile-like structure of
affective stage directions is more explicitly written in the plays of Lisa D’Amour. In Detroit there
are several instances where stage directions not only describe how something is as or like
another situation, as occurs when “MARY looks at SHARON like she is an alien from another
planet,”39 but also stage directions where characters “are like” something in the colloquial sense
of the word. In one instance, “SHARON sits and indicates the coffee table to KENNY, like ‘nice,
[sic] table right?’”40 This very casual and contemporary use of “like” is often used to replace
“said,” yet its meaning goes beyond that sense.
Here, being “like” the words “nice table, right?” extends beyond the verbal sense of the
words to indicate the affect behind them. The actor playing Sharon has several choices about
how to play these words within the stage directions, and can approach this just as she would her
dialogue. Sharon could be pointing the table out to Kenny in a way that says “look at how nice of
a gift they’ve given us” or “please show some excitement for this gift or it will be very
awkward” or even “anyone who gives us a coffee table like this must be okay, right?” or many
more. The differences in the possible meanings behind these unspoken words are both result and
cause of the mood, tone, and feeling in the room that exists silently between Sharon and Kenny.
The overall affect of the room is one of an awkward first meeting between two neighbor couples,
but the individual relationships are still being established at this early moment in the play. In the
spoken stage direction version of this moment, the words “nice table, right?” would be spoken
after this stage direction, applying their meaning retroactively to the performed action of this
stage direction. The same can be said of Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s similarly constructed stage
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direction from Neighbors, “And ZIP is just like, La-dee-da-da-da I’m not here.”41 With the verbal
component of this construction of meaning removed, the verbal meaning of dialogue is replaced
by the embodied sense of affect as the main means of communication to the other actors and the
audience. It is now this nonverbal component of the script that queers actors’ experiences of the
play, in that there are lines in these stage directions that are as important to the action of the play
as the lines of dialogue, drawing their attention to these silent lines between the lines.
The less colloquial version of this formulation can be found throughout Tennessee
Williams’s plays, where his use of the traditional simile can be found often in his affective stage
directions. From its early use in his apprentice play, Not About Nightingales (1938), where, “The
chorus grows louder, more hysterical, becomes like the roaring of animals”42 to the later The Day
on Which a Man Dies (1960), in which Williams writes that, “Their facial expressions are almost
the same: They are like two children in school, asked the same question that neither of them can
answer,”43 Williams’s interest in giving his actors another example of what he is thinking about is
clear. Though D’Amour and Jacobs-Jenkins have changed the linguistic form of their stage
directions to more closely reflect the contemporary language usage of the word “like,”
Williams’s examples prove that the simile has always been an important tool for the transmission
of affect. Playwrights using “like” and “as” are able to communicate one version of the mood,
tone, and feeling they are attempting to express, without limiting actors to this possibility. They
are instead encouraging the actors to translate these moments into something performable
according to their understandings of the hypothetical situations.
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To be clear, the process described above is what occurs in all affective stage directions, not
just those written to describe what a person is “like” at the given moment. Though the earliest
iterations of this technique did not use such contemporary language, this particular configuration
of describing how a character is behaving at the present moment has been present for over a
century. Even before Williams, this technique was used by Eugene O’Neill in short plays like
The Web (1913). The Web contains a set of stage directions that instructs, “She reads her own
guilt in every eye. She realizes the futility of all protest, the maddening hopelessness of it all. […]
She seems to be aware of something in the room which none of the others can see—perhaps the
personification of the ironic life force that has crushed her.”44 In this earlier example of an
affective stage direction, one of the first chronological affective stage directions in this study,
there is a similarity of form to the two examples previously mentioned. O’Neill does not say
what this actor is meant to physically do, but rather that the character, Rose Thomas, has just had
an unfortunate epiphany (that the policeman thinks she has killed her lover, as told by a previous
affective stage direction) and is now being affected by it. The final line adds that the character is
seemingly aware of an affect in the room, something that she alone is sensitive to in this moment
of exhaustion and panic, which means that the actor playing Rose must catch this affect in order
to exude it. Performatively, any actor who reads these stage directions and genuinely considers
them will be acted upon by them in some way. The intrusion of what appears to be O’Neill’s own
conjecture into the last sentence also establishes how the playwright’s own tone can easily
pervade these stage directions. O’Neill seems to be saying that he can only guess at what Rose
sees right now. This expression from a playwright, that he is postulating about the internal state
of one of his characters, again speaks to the lack of authorial control inherent in these stage
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directions. The actor playing Rose must decide what affect exists in that room and allow it to act
on her, and whatever she does in this vein will be in keeping with what O’Neill has written.
Even though O’Neill, Ruhl, Jacobs-Jenkins, and D’Amour are writing at different times,
which is reflected in the tonal disparities between these examples, each of them has written stage
directions which rely on the actors involved to be moved by a particular affect at a specific
moment in the play. As O’Neill’s example shows, this type of affective stage direction is
concerned with a character’s psychological understanding of and motivation for a specific
moment in the script. Rose has been caught at this moment in The Web, and it is important that
she understand this. In The Clean House, Virginia and Lane pass through an adult relationship
between sisters to a childish, immature one, and then back to the present moment, which expands
the actors’ and audience’s understanding of that relationship at one particular moment in the play.
Sharon and Kenny are silently trying to get their bearings as they cautiously enter into a
friendship with their new neighbors in Detroit, as evidenced by their observation about the coffee
table.
As these examples show, a present affective stage direction can be for a single character, or
a pair. In certain cases, such as in Brian Friel’s adaptation of Three Sisters (1981), a present
affective stage direction can be for an entire group of actors, where, “There is a sense that this
moment could blossom, that suddenly everybody might join in the chorus - and dance - and that
the room might be quickened with music and laughter. Everyone is alert to this expectation; it is
almost palpable, if some means of realizing it could be found.”45 Here, Friel is affectively calling
forth not only a moment of personal reflection, or a silent dialogue between two characters, but
rather for a room full of actors to create an atmosphere filled with the tension of repressed joy.
Friel, O’Neill, Ruhl, Jacobs-Jenkins, and D’Amour, have written stage directions which rely on
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affect to work performatively on the actors performing these plays. The performativity in these
moments can only fail if the actors ignore the stage directions entirely, where there is no space
left for any nonverbal reading of the situation to occur. Sometimes such infelicities would be
revealed by spoken dialogue in the play that reveals how a given character was supposed to have
been affected at key nonverbal moments. Regardless of whether the affective stage directions are
verbally addressed in the dialogue of a given play, affective stage directions give actors an
opportunity to performatively affect other actors and audience members without any verbal
confirmation of what has occurred. This is what makes these moments so powerful: they are a
kind of translated code the actors give to other actors and audience members, queer moments that
disrupt the heavy reliance on language that so much theatre depends upon for meaning. Affective
stage directions connect actors to other people via communication systems that rely on embodied
knowledge and emotional intelligence from both performers and spectators.
This need not always be silent, but it is always nonverbal. For example, another present
affective stage direction, this time from Williams, notes that, “In her cry there is all the tortured
passion for life that a human heart can contain.”46 Here, the subtext behind the cry, in this case
the words “STOP IT!,”47 by the character Gloria, is given in much the same tone of O’Neill’s
stage directions from The Web. The spoken words given are “stop it,” yet those words are
endowed with a subtext which extends beyond that simple meaning of those two words. The
performativity of the stage directions, not the words “stop it,” is what create the affective force
that will move the actor playing Gloria to reveal the pain and power behind the dialogue. Though
this stage direction reveals that Gloria has a passion for life that likely exists outside of this
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moment of At Liberty (1941), again, this affective stage direction is directed at a particular
expression of feeling meant for the present moment.
“An intelligent, healthy American girl suffering from an overdose of undigested reading:”48
Overarching Affective Stage Directions
As mentioned at the start of this chapter, not all affective stage directions are meant to be
experienced and translated at the very moment of the script in which they occur. Certain stage
directions, often those which accompany a character’s first appearance, contain affective
performativity meant to influence an actor’s overall performance, either in a given scene, or
throughout an entire play. These overarching affective stage directions also performatively affect
the actor’s body, but they have a more sustained power than the instantaneous, and fleeting,
present affective stage directions. As the description of Lucy from And Now I Ask You shows,
these stage directions provide the actor with some elements of a backstory and reveal the
motivation(s) for a certain character.
O’Neill used overarching stage directions a great deal throughout his career, the earliest
example of which comes from Recklessness (1913), in which the protagonist Mr. Baldwin is
described as follows: “He talks softly in rather a bored drawl and exhibits enthusiasm on but two
subjects—his racing car and his wife—in the order named.”49 Whereas the affective stage
directions discussing the present moment often utilized the words “like” or “as,” overarching
affective stage directions tend to use or imply the word “if” in order to give actors information to
be gleaned from hypothetical situations. If one were to ask Mr. Baldwin about anything at all, he
would sound bored, unless it was about his racing car or his wife. This play is not a comedy, yet
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O’Neill’s tone is clearly commenting on Mr. Baldwin’s priorities in this moment. The actor
playing Mr. Baldwin needs to know that this affect is a note that if someone were ever to ask him
something about a subject other than the two listed, at any point in the play, he would not be
interested. The vast majority of O’Neill’s overarching stage directions are about the full range of
a character’s performance such as this, but there are also some examples of more scene-specific
overarching stage directions. In Moon for the Misbegotten (1943), the trickster Phil Hogan is
about to verbally spar with T. Stedman Harder, when O’Neill notes that “During the following
dialogue, he and Hogan are like players at an old familiar game where each knows the other’s
moves, but which still amuses them.”50 This tells the actors something about Hogan’s previous
encounters with Harder, but it is also meant to influence the tension and chemistry the two men
exhibit throughout the following scene. Fail to play the scene with this in mind, and any actor
playing either Hogan or Harder will be leaving out very important information for understanding
both of these men. It is also worth noting that this single line is an excellent example of how
stage directions need not be lengthy to be important to the structure of a scene. O’Neill’s
affective stage directions, whether concise or expanded, still function in the same ways.
O’Neill’s penchant for including overarching affective stage directions in character
descriptions pervades all of his plays, yet he is not the only playwright in this study who utilized
this technique. Friel’s character descriptions often sound like O’Neill could have written them
himself, such as this example from Making History (1988), where Archbishop Lombard is
described as, “By profession he is a church diplomat and his manner is careful and exact. But he
is also a man of humor and perception and by no means diminished by his profession.”51 Much
like O’Neill’s performance note from Recklessness, Friel is informing any actor that he should be
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aware that Lombard is both the consummate church diplomat and a sharp and witty man. The
wording encourages the actor not to shy away from any humor that he might find in the lines just
because of Lombard’s profession. This can also be read as Friel saying that the actor should trust
his instincts on this account and should not wait for Friel to indicate the moments in which
Lombard is more church man than layman, entrusting the actor to layer these two parts of
Lombard’s personality throughout the performance. A more extended example of this technique,
again recalling the affective stage directions of O’Neill, can be found in the political satire The
Mundy Scheme (1970), in which Friel writes of Francis Xavier Ryan:
If he were to philosophize about his work, he would certainly conclude that politics is a
natural extension of the auctioneering business. His mind is quick and enormously
cunning. With no effort at all he can assume anger, frustration, delight, simplicity,
honesty, fury, and a dozen other faces: and once he has put on a particular face, his
emotions invariably and obligingly support it so that he is never conscious of putting on a
performance. He has no illusions about other people and only one pardonable illusion
about himself: he believes that he is a patriot. He is secretly devoted to his mother.52
The use of a conditional statement at the beginning of this set of stage directions is a sure sign of
affective stage directions. The actor now knows something that his character might not even be
aware of, an aspect of his personality just beyond the scope of the play, but still important to the
revelation of character shown within it. The performativity of these stage directions means that
no one could ever prove if an actor has followed these stage directions or not. There is no direct
moment in the play where this information can be directly performed, yet any actor who has read
these lines about his character would be affected by them at some level. This passage plants a
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seed, one that informs an actor about his character by describing a series of affects that he would
have in various hypothetical situations. These stage directions might never come through at any
moment in the performance, yet any actor who has truly considered them will also perform them
in various ways throughout the play. Does this mean Friel is controlling this actor and scripting
his every move throughout the play? It seems obvious that anyone who knows how acting works
would see that this is not the case, and that Friel is simply attempting to give the actor a sense of
the character so that he may use this information throughout The Mundy Scheme as he sees fit.
Williams too has a fondness for providing his actors with a mix of back story and potential
situations. His description of Stanley in A Streetcar Named Desire (1947) reads as follows:
Animal joy in his being is implicit in all his movements and attitudes. Since earliest
manhood the center of his life has been pleasure with women, the giving and taking of it,
not with weak indulgence, dependently, but with the power and pride of a richly feathered
male bird among hens. Branching out from his complete and satisfying center are all the
auxiliary channels of his life, such as his heartiness with men, his appreciate of touch
humor, his love of good drink and food and games, his car, his radio, everything that is
his, that bears his emblem of the gaudy seed-bearer. He sizes women up at a glance, with
sexual classifications, crude images flashing into his mind and determining the way he
smiles at them.53
Again, these stage directions are not performed in any one moment of the play, but rather must
be performed throughout Stanley’s appearances on stage or the play will not be felicitous.
Stanley’s affect is what moves Blanche to have her breakdown, and all of the other characters
actually rely on the actor playing Stanley to motivate all of their characters’ affective responses
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to the situation in the play. Yet Williams takes his descriptions of overarching affect further than
the character level, and even further than the kinds of group affects Friel describes, by allowing
them to extend into the playing space before actors arrive. In the 1941 apprentice play Stairs to
the Roof, Williams describes, “there is a glassy brilliance to the atmosphere: one feels that it
must contain a highly selected death ray that penetrates living tissue straight to the heart and
bestows a withering kiss on whatever diverges from an accepted pattern.”54 This kind of
affective stage direction does not at first seem to pertain to the actor at all: no characters are
mentioned, and it does not occur in the lines of a particular character’s dialogue. Rather, these
lines are for all of the characters about to enter into the space that will be thus affected by this
corporate, mechanized world that is deadly to people who are different, or queer. The “one” to
which Williams refers is any and all of the characters in the play, characters who must catch the
affect of the space performatively created by these words in order for it to motivate them to
fulfill the rest of their actions in the play.
“Is this the whole show?:”55 Metatheatrical Affective Stage Directions
There is another possibility for who the “one” Williams refers to could be: any member of
the audience. If Williams laid the groundwork for affective stage directions that dealt with the
overall atmosphere in the room, Jacobs-Jenkins pushed the form to an extreme in his 2014 play,
Appropriate. The play opens with the following set of stage directions:
Light abandons us and a darkness replaces it.
Instantly, a billion cicadas begin trilling in the dense, velvety void - loudly, insistently,
without pause - before hopefully, at some point, becoming it.
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The insect song fills and sweeps the theatre in pulsing pitch-black waves, over and
beyond the stage - washing itself over the walls and the floors, baptizing the aisles and
the seats, forcing itself into every inch of space, every nook, every pocket, hiding place
and pore until this incessant chatter is touching you.
It is touching you.
This goes on and on and on and on and on until the thought occurs in each head, “Is this
it?”
“Is this the whole show?”56
This is a remarkable passage for a number of reasons. Aside from Jacobs-Jenkins’s ever-present
casual and sardonic tone, this set of stage directions uses a number of design elements to set the
tone of the play. This is not particularly unusual, in that a great number of plays begin with some
kind of scenic stage directions. However, what is notable is that Jacobs-Jenkins does not describe
the design elements alone, but rather focuses on what the effect, and affect, of the design
elements together. In this moment, the playwright reveals that he cares a great deal about the way
that these opening moments make the audience members feel. The actors, though not mentioned,
are also a part of this situation, of course. As they wait offstage, they too experience these
opening moments, the tension, the anxiety, the power. This is the first example in a series of
affective stage directions that are explicitly concerned with the ways in the theatrical affective
effect of the performance. These stage directions describe theatrical effect in affective terms,
leaving a production, and group of actors, with a series of performance possibilities resulting in
the same mood, tone, and feel of a moment, scene, character, or overall play.
Jacobs-Jenkins’s play deals with a family going through the belongings left in a house and
finding a number of racist artifacts from their father’s life that makes them question everything
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they thought they knew. The frame provided by the cicadas, these alien and incomprehensible
creatures who communicate with each other at a level we cannot understand, comes back again
at the end of the play, in a lengthy set of stage directions, which reads in part:
And the cicadas? They just go on singing - singing loudly, singing incessantly - a long,
enormously complicated, deeply-layered, entirely improvised, ancient song, which is
mostly about the morning, but also about the evening and the day but also the night and
the sun but also the moon and about waking up and flying around and what it is like to fly
around and about loving each other and hating each other and fucking each other and
hurting each other but also about trying to find each other in order to hurt and/or fuck
each other but also about falling asleep and then waking up again and the quiet and the
noise that accompany each day and the sounds of each other's voices and the occasional
music but mostly about the noise and the grass and the sky and the air and the water but
also the water in the air and the heat in the air and the dry in the air and the birds in the
sky and the birds on the grass and the birds on the branches and always birds - birds
always - but also the sap in the branches and the sweetness of the sap in the branches of
the trees but also the trees themselves on the grass and the grass on the dirt but also the
dirt itself and how they miss the dirt and how they miss their homes in the dirt, the places
where they came from, and the feeling of missing the thing you can never go back to and
the mystery of the way one moves away from it and through the present and the mystery
of the present and the mystery of the movement itself and the leaves on the branches and
the birds in the leaves on the branches and the branches on the trees and the trees on the
grass and the grass on the dirt and dying.
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But we can’t understand a word of it.57
These stage directions work in concert with those from the beginning of the play to communicate
something to the audience, something that has also been affecting the actors throughout the play.
This second set of affective (cicada) stage directions does not show the metatheatrical edge that
the first set does. Whereas the opening stage directions are keenly aware of not only theatrical
affect, but also of the methods of the theatre, these concluding stage directions are once again a
lengthy expression of a particular moment’s affect. While I am about to explore more thoroughly
the ways in which certain affective stage directions acknowledge and utilize methods and
understands of theatrical production, I also want to remind the reader that these internal
classifications are only useful to help identify affective stage directions, and not intended to be
the final purpose of this project. These two sets of stage directions from Appropriate are both
affective, and one also happens to be metatheatrical.
Although Jacobs-Jenkins focuses on the audience, the audience is only one of the groups
affected by stage directions that fill a theatrical space. Ruhl is much more specific in her attempt
to include her audience in the affective experience of The Oldest Boy (2014). At one moment,
when recalling their first meeting, the Mother and Father characters recount an experience where
they were washing dishes together after their first date. The stage directions tell us,
They wash dishes for a while.
These might be real dishes, or imaginary.
In any case, the audience’s attention slows
as they experience the feeling, real or imagined,
of soap and water.58
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What is described here is the mechanism by which the actors and audience members could catch
the affect of a slowed, suspended space full of soap, water, and intimacy. Ruhl also knows that
these stage directions will not reach the audience intact. They will not hear that or see the words
“the audience’s attention slows,” but the actors must find a way of slowing down time for
themselves and the audience via affective means. In this moment the actors are not only made
aware of their characters’ own feelings, but also reminded of the fact that their job in this
moment is to transmit that affect to each other and the audience members in the room.
The metatheatrical focus of certain affective stage directions queer plays by reminding all
involved that stage directions are meant for performance. They mention audience members,
theatrical effects, and theatrical styles, yet they are still collaborative experiences for the actors’
bodies. D’Amour’s 2001 experimental play, 16 Spells to Charm the Beast, contains a stage
direction which says, “She is stationary for a little too long—has the technician forgotten the
blackout?”59 Though this is ostensibly a design note, in the sense that the lights must not come
down at this particular moment, this is also a stage direction clearly intended for the actor
playing Lillian to sit in the discomfort of the moment and not rush to complete the action that
comes next. The next sentence of the stage direction reveals that Lillian places her hand on her
heart and then the blackout occurs immediately.60 What is called for then is actually a pause, but
D’Amour does not specify this. Instead she tells us how the pause feels, how it comes across, in
the hope that this affect will come through the text to the actor’s body. The actor knows the
blackout will come, but must pass this affect on to the audience, similar to Jacobs-Jenkins’s
question in the audience’s mind about whether or not his entire play consists of cicadas buzzing.
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Of course, metatheatrical aspects of affective stage directions are not restricted to mentions
of the design team, but can also serve as explicit instructions to the actor playing a given role.
Williams has several instances of using his authorial voice to warn the actor about performance
traps. His words to the actress playing Zelda in his play about the Fitzgerald family, Clothes for a
Summer Hotel (1980), reads as follows:
Author’s note: In this scene Zelda must somehow suggest the desperate longing of the
‘insane’ to communicate something of their private world to those from whom they’re
secluded. The words are mostly blown away by the wind: but the eyes—imploring though
proud—the gestures—trembling through rigid with the urgency of their huge need—must
win the audience to her inescapably from this point through the play: the present words
given here are tentative: they may or may not suffice in themselves: the presentation—
performance—must.61
The affective (and effective) language in this “Author’s note” is evidence of several points. First
of all, Williams wants to talk to the actor playing Zelda for a moment, not in the accepted queer
code of stage directions, wherein the author talks about the character’s internal life with no
mention of the actor playing the role, but in a further queered code that respects the actor’s
ability to understand the tone necessary to get this meaning across. This particular set of stage
directions also reveals part of Williams’s attitude towards actors and stage directions in general,
as it discusses the ways in which the spoken words in the scene are likely not enough to
communicate what Zelda needs to say. Williams is trusting the actor to be able to fill in the gaps
in meaning between the spoken dialogue with a performance of these stage directions, which he
expresses in clearly affective terms. Even the cadence of the writing mimics the rhythm of
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Zelda’s internal frustration to communicate, with its dashes colons breaking the words into
fragments while the grammatical sentence drags on into a run-on.
Perhaps the most famous example of Williams’s use of this technique comes from Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof (1955), where Brick and Big Daddy’s final discussion is revealed to have an
unspoken subtext by the stage directions that is crucial for performing all the nuances of the
scene. Williams instructs that,
The thing they’re discussing, timidly and painfully on the side of Big Daddy, fiercely,
violently on Brick’s side, is the inadmissible thing that Skipper died to disavow between
them. The fact that if it existed it had to be disavowed to ‘keep face’ in the world they
lived in, may be at the heart of the ‘mendacity’ that Brick drinks to kill his disgust with. It
may be the root of his collapse. Or maybe it is only a single manifestation of it, not even
the most important. The bird that I hope to catch in the net of this play is not the solution
of one man’s psychological problem. I’m trying to catch the true quality of experience in
a group of people, that cloudy, flickering, evanescent—fiercely charged!—interplay of
live human beings in the thundercloud of a common crisis. Some mystery should be left in
the revelation of character in a play, just as a great deal of mystery is always left in the
revelation of character in life, even in one’s own character to himself. This does not
absolve the playwright of his due to observe and probe as clearly and deeply as he
legitimately can: but it should steer him away from ‘pat’ conclusions, facile definitions
which make a play just a play, not a snare for the truth of human experience.
[The following scene should be played with great concentration, with most of the power
leashed but palpable in what is left unspoken.]62
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In this set of stage directions, Williams is even more explicit about his purpose as a playwright,
stepping outside of Brick and Big Daddy’s discussion in order to transparently discuss what his
goals are in this scene and in this play. He discusses this goal in affective language, using
metaphors and poetic language in the hopes that the actors in the play will catch the mood and
tone of what he has written.
Many of these kinds of affective stage directions from Williams read as a warning of sorts,
against a particular theatrical style. In the previous two examples, Williams specifies his purpose
in writing these scenes in order to avoid a comic or camped possibility in performance, which
would be disastrous. In certain cases, he writes what the actors should avoid in their
performances. In This is the Peaceable Kingdom, or Good Luck God (1980), Williams notes,
“While there are moments of bizarre humor, the kind knows as gallows humor, in the speech and
behavior of this trio, the play should be staged in a manner to avoid giving any ethnic offense.”63
The issue of camp is even more explicitly addressed in The Traveling Companion (1981), where:
His employer, Vieux, is not so much an old man—the actor should probably be
considerably younger than the character performed—as one of chronic infirmities such
as defective vision, damaged liver, and somewhat mysterious disorders of the digestive
system for which his doctors may have prescribed more medications than necessary. His
manner is either nervously apologetic or nervously assertive. For the part to be ‘camped’
would be so disastrous that to warn a professional actor against it seems quite
unnecessary.64
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Williams still writes out this warning, despite the fact that he deems it unnecessary for “a
professional actor,” and part of the passage shows that Williams believes the part requires a
younger professional actor, who will be able to perform the physical ailments required without
any actual physical discomfort. Williams’s awareness of the actor’s labor, both physical and
affective, can be seen in these metatheatrical moments, which reveal Williams’s own affect in
their attempt to be transparent about the mechanisms of the theatre.
In this same vein, Friel once again shows Williams’s influence on his writing. Friel’s works
also show a great many such metatheatrical affective stage directions, ranging over the entire
course of his writing. In Molly Sweeney, for example, Friel describes the titular character by
warning against the possible interpretations of her blindness. Friel notes, “most people with
impaired vision look and behave like fully sighted people. The only evidence of their disability is
usually a certain vacancy in the eyes or the way the head is held. Molly should indicate her
disability in some such subtle way. No canes, no groping, no dark glasses, etc.”65 The subtlety of
the performance requested here is not only performatively affecting an actor into a suitably
nuanced performance, but also distinctly steering that same actor away from a series of possible
performative outcomes of the words “impaired vision” that would produce an exaggerated and
overdone affect. In other words, this kind of warning recognizes a theatrical bias towards camp
and satire that more than one playwright in this study seem to be resisting.
A similar concern is expressed by Ruhl in her 2010 play, In the Next Room, or the Vibrator
Play, in which her initial stage directions for Mrs. Daldry’s vibrator treatment and paroxysm are
so remarkable that Lincoln Center Theater published them in the magazine they print to
accompany the performances. It reads:
She has a quiet paroxysm.
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Now remember that these are the days
before digital pornography.
There is no cliché of how women are supposed to orgasm,
no idea in their heads of how they are supposed to sound
when they climax.
Mrs. Daldry’s first orgasms could be very quiet,
organic, awkward, primal. Or very clinical.
Or embarrassingly natural.
But whatever it is, it should not be a cliché, a camp version of how we expect all women
sound when they orgasm.
It is simply clear that she has had some kind of release.66
This set of stage directions includes a great many kinds of affective stage directions in its brief
lines, but for the present moment, I would like to focus on how Ruhl describes this moment for
the actor. Much like the Williams examples just discussed, in this moment, Ruhl steps outside of
the world of the play to remind the actor playing Mrs. Daldry that the play is set in a different
time period, where female bodies are discussed and understood very differently from the present
day. Despite Ruhl’s insistence that the scene not be played in a camp or cliched manner, the actor
still has a vast array of playing choices for how to embody the affect of this particular moment.
In fact, Ruhl suggests a series of possible affects, a series of choices that leave room for more
still.
Ruhl is transparent about the performance of this moment because it is so important to
overall affect of the play. She encourages the actor to be aware of the discrepancy between the
present moment and the world of the play in order to allow the character of Mrs. Daldry to avoid
66
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falling into the space in between. This is not the case in The Clean House, where the two houses
and households in Ruhl’s play occasionally bleed into each other and overlap in metatheatrical
ways. At one point in the play, Lane, a successful doctor, has lost her husband to a very
attractive, older woman named Ana, who is dying of cancer. Lane sits in her living room while
her maid Matilde, who hates to clean and wants to be a comedian, is eating apples with Ana in a
separate house. Because this is the theatre, of course, both houses share the physical space of the
stage. What happens next is a kind of metatheatricality not present in any of the other examples
discussed thus far, as Ana and Matilde
start taking bites of each apple
and if they don’t think it’s a perfect apple they throw it into the sea.
The sea is also Lane’s living room.
Lane sees the apples fall into her living room.
She looks at them.67
The last two lines of this set of stage directions are what make it stand out. Lane can see the
other domestic space in this moment, and is aware of the theatrical conceit of two separate
houses having imaginary fourth walls. Physics, however, does not much care for the false fourth
wall, and so the apples do not obey its status as a barrier. Instead of ignoring this, Ruhl, allows
for Lane, who is experiencing an emotional crisis at this moment, to affectively include the
falling apples into her world view and take an orientation towards them. Ruhl does not express
how Lane looks at the apples, how she affectively positions herself in that moment, just that she
does so. If the actor playing Lane does not enact this recognition of the apples falling and have
some sort of reaction to it, a key aspect of the style of the play is lost entirely.
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Ruhl’s choice to have Lane be aware of the theatricality of her situation is stylistically
related to the previous chapter’s discussion of the stage directions preceding O’Neill’s spoken
stage directions in Welded. In the prior chapter, I discuss the “standard” stage directions before
Cape and Eleanor have simultaneous thought asides, which function as spoken stage directions.
Those standard stage directions are actually affective stage directions which instruct the actors
about the theatrical affect both characters must affectively experience in order to allow this scene
to function properly. Those stage directions read:
Their chairs are side by side, each facing front, so near that by a slight movement each
could touch the other, but during the following scene they stare straight ahead and
remain ahead and remain motionless. They speak, ostensibly to the other, but showing by
their tone it is a thinking aloud to oneself, and neither appears to hear what the other has
said.68
O’Neill’s Cape and Eleanor do not necessarily recognize that they are inside a play at this
moment, but the actors must realize that they are in an alternate, suspended theatrical reality. The
most important actable part of these stage directions is the fact that the characters are speaking to
themselves and that they don’t seem to be able to hear each other. This creates a situation in
which both characters share an affect across a space that has actually called for a high degree of
isolation, meaning that this affect is meant to be shared more with the audience than with the
actor’s scene partner. This earliest use of metatheatrical affective stage directions, from the
playwright in this study who used metatheatricality very rarely in his works, also shows how
language involving this particular technique has evolved. O’Neill still holds back from explicitly
referring to the work of the play, but rather keeps his comments contained in a world where he is
68
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speaking to actors about how their tone must make sense of the unusual version of the spoken
aside and/or soliloquy O’Neill has scripted.
“The religious chant from across the wide cotton fields now swells in exaltation as the curtain
falls:”69 Conclusion
When actors or directors are reading through a script and come upon an affective stage
direction, they have to decide which way they read the code. If they choose to simply skip over
the stage directions as too long or too involved, then the actor actually ends up losing a chance to
collaborate with the playwright in a more overt manner than occurs in the interpretation of
dialogue. If, on the other hand, the actor and/or director has a different interpretation, and can see
that this particular code is an invitation for another kind of collaboration than what a typical
script requires, then a new process begins. An affective stage direction is an extended hand, a
warm room, a creative space called into being by performative utterances not spoken aloud, but
rather imagined into being in and on the bodies of the actors who perform these plays with these
lines included. The stage directions affect the actors, who in turn embody the character with an
affect that can now be shared with fellow actors and audience members. This complex affective
transference is not tied to the playwright’s authorial control of the actor’s body, but is rather
performatively prompted by a kind of writing defined by simile, metaphor, and general
emotional abstraction, which requires the actor to bring their own cultural, historical, and
emotional context and experience into these moments in order to complete them.
The examples in this chapter have shown that affective stage directions can describe a
particular moment in a play, for one or many actors, or an overarching aspect of a character,
place, or situation within the world of the play. Affective stage directions can also extend outside
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of the frame of the world of the play by addressing directly the theatrical affect the playwright is
imagining, not to limit the performance of a scene, but rather to be transparent about the
mechanisms of creating a piece of theatre to people who (hopefully) are also attempting to do so.
These are only the very basic kinds of affective stage directions, in that they are the ones that
utilize performativity and affect, but do not extend into other realms of performance. In the
following two chapters, I will explore affective stage directions that move beyond this initial
affective performativity, queering the theatrical spaces in new and different ways. It turns out that
there are many different ways to catch the bird in the net of a play.
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Chapter 3
“The Almost Recognizable Dance is Made Grotesque”:1 Choreographic Stage Directions
Playwright lip-synchs for a little bit before the lip-synching turns into something else.
Playwright gets lost in the song. Playwright dances. Playwright headbangs. Playwright
fancy dances. Playwright stalks his prey before thrashing about with his tomahawk. The
thrashing becomes convulsing, the convulsing becomes a shaking, the shaking becomes
the music, the music becomes the play.2
The physical instructions given to the actor playing “Playwright” are both exacting and
utterly insufficient to describe a specific physical performance. What kind of headbanging does
the Playwright do, in this instance? What does a “fancy dance” look like? Is it a mock European
court dance, meant to be performed to a harpsichord; or is it a formal tango, conjuring images of
black tie glamour and sex appeal? These two more specific kinds of dancing also mean that the
first part of this series, “Playwright dances,” is different from these subsequent dance moves or
genres. Yet the Playwright’s movements do not end with this set of three kinds of dancing, as the
next stage direction raises yet another question about the nature of the corporeal choreography.
What prey is the Playwright stalking? Is this movement a natural extension of the other kinds of
dancing we have just seen, or does it stand apart physically? The following sentence again begins
as a physical description of movement, yet ends with the instruction that “the shaking becomes
the music, the music becomes the play.” The actor playing the Playwright will likely struggle to
find a movement vocabulary which will seamlessly convey this exact message
to the audience via his body. How, then, can the Playwright felicitously perform this stage
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direction? What does this mean about the connection between these words and the actor’s
embodied experience of performing them?
Certainly some of the same concepts of affective stage directions apply to the stage
directions above, even though one of the main aspects of affective stage directions is defined as
their interest in interiority over exteriority, as described in the previous chapter. What happens
when stage directions are concerned with the exteriority and the affect of an actor’s body? Dance
scholars, or other scholars focusing on embodiment, provide some clues for how to link these
two concepts through a performing body. Theorists such as Mark Johnson have stated explicitly
that the mind and the body are not separate entities.3 This concept of thinking with and through
the body is echoed by several dance theorists. For example, Susan Leigh Foster makes use of
Pierre Rameau’s 1725 contention, “The stooped head made a person appear thoughtless, not
because it developed out of thoughtlessness, as we might interpret it today, or because the two
shared the quality of being lowered, as they might have deduced in the Renaissance, but because
the mental and physical conditions could repeatedly be observed occurring together.”4 In other
words, we come to associate certain pairs of embodiment and affective states, resulting in that
particular embodiment serving as a signal of that internal experience. As Foster’s example
demonstrates, the connection of attitude, feelings, and affect and certain bodily comportment has
been remarked upon for centuries, with several different relationships of causality. Andrew
Hewitt’s book Social Choreography takes this concept one step further by theorizing that there
are certain bodily positions that serve to create, or increase, certain internal feelings. Hewitt
writes,
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It is here that the dance trope comes into its own. The transition from primitive sport to
civilized labor is achieved by virtue of rhythm, as Ferrero explains: ‘The angry man, who
pummels his fists or stamps his feet furiously, augments his anger by these very actions;
and this increased rage in turn renders his gestures more extreme and violent. There is a
mutual action and reaction. . .The same is true of the dancer. . .once the first movements
of the dance have been completed, they serve to animate the movements that follow’ […]
The dancer comes to represent the possibility of a self-sustaining energy exciting itself
through a reading and reiteration of its own rhythm. The first steps of the dance spur a
recognition of rhythm and an awareness in the dancer of a capacity for sustaining activity
beyond the apparent limits of his body. Dance produces energy that reproduces it in turn.5
In other words, certain actions in quotidian life create the feelings that they express through their
completion, as the example of the angry man explains above. Likewise, a dance also creates a
kind of forward movement and energy that serves to sustain and justify the motions the dancer
makes. These two concepts of choreography are crucial when looking at stage directions dealing
with bodily movements, as sometimes these describe quotidian movements—or movements
meant to seem like natural extensions of the affect of a particular scene—and sometimes they
call for more stylized movements and dances.
Together, these theorists point to several of the most important points about embodiment
that the actor attempting to undertake Jacobs-Jenkins’s stage direction above ought to recall.
Firstly, thinking through those stage directions is itself a bodily act. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, choreographic stage directions are also affective, and therefore the actor is affectively
moved upon translating them bodily. Yet this corporeal thinking through leads to a second point
5
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about choreography: the understanding that movements are culturally bound and culturally
interpreted. A given set of movements conceived of in the 1960s in Ireland might have a different
effect and meaning when presented in Miami in the 2010s. In other words, choreography is a
language to be read, and it is translated every time the context changes temporally and/or
geographically. Finally, when these two phenomena work in unison, undertaking certain physical
actions in a cultural context can performatively affect the actor’s body. In other words, when the
Playwright “fancy dances and headbangs,” those embodied performances will affect the physical
body of the actor performing them, generating different kinds of affect that are culturally
associated with those kinds of movement vocabularies. The kinds of movements each actor
playing the Playwright will choose will vary based on the geographic location and cultural norms
of the actor and the production of An Octoroon being performed. However the actor chooses to
have Playwright dance, the actor must catch the affect from the stage directions before
performing them, and, in performance, the physical expression of the dance will have
physiological effects on the actor’s body, queering the actor’s experience of how the body is
generally treated in a text.
These assertions—that thought is embodied, that embodiment can be affective, and that
embodiment can be read—are deceptively simple, yet they provide the foundation for
understanding how choreographic stage directions function. Mark Franko’s aptly named work,
Dance as Text, chronicles how historical dance traditions notated dances and how such dances
were read by their contemporary audiences. He writes, “Whether still or active, the
choreographic figure presented bodies as physical metaphors of written characters or symbolic
designs.”6 This sentence could very well be about choreographic stage directions: stage
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directions that call for a bodily engagement or physical representation of thoughts, feelings,
and/or mood of a given character or situation, without prescribing exact blocking, gestures, or
timed choreography; these embodied expressions of affects also create the affects they express in
process of their physical performances. These stage directions engage the body more directly
than affective stage directions alone in the sense that choreographic stage directions explicitly
concentrate on embodied responses. Affective stage directions include embodied expressions, of
course, but they do not focus on the body’s expressive response or appearance as a part of their
instructions to the actor and director.
Because of the specific concentration on the body in these stage directions, they function
as a particularly physical kind of embodied language, extending the human ability to read affect
into the human ability to read body language in a more abstract form, such as in a dance rather
than a thumbs-up gesture. This reading of movement has long been a part of our understanding
of language. Johnson describes John Dewey’s discussions of the processes by which humans
communicate via symbols that develop shared meaning. Johnson explains,
It is crucial to recognize that the term language, as Dewey uses it, does not merely
consist of spoken or written words; rather, it includes all forms of symbolic interaction by
means of which we indicate significant qualities, patterns and structures. Language in this
rich sense is the basis of our ability to communicate with others, to coordinate actions,
and to engage in fruitful inquiry through the employment of meaningful signs. Meaning
is thus both (1) grounded in our bodily interactions—in the qualities and structure of
objective situations; and (2) always social, because it would not exist in its fullness
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without communicative interactions and shared language, which gives us the means of
exploring the meaning of things.7
Johnson’s point here is quoted at length because of its similarities to the work on semiotics
discussed in Chapter One, and the discussions of reading coded language in Chapter Two. Bodies
can accrue and express meaning in myriad ways in the same manner as do words. Building on
the affective capacity the actor’s body can inhabit through stage directions discussed in the
previous chapter, this chapter seeks to analyze the more corporeal translations and interpretations
actors’ bodies undergo when performing stage directions that serve less as lines of embodied
dialogue, as affective stage directions can be seen, and more as embodied monologues.
The idea of embodiment is crucial to the understanding of these choreographic stage
directions, and yet I do not refer to them as “embodied stage directions.” This is both to avoid the
misunderstanding that affective stage directions and spoken stage directions are not embodied,
and also to specify that there is an aspect of movement involved in the way that bodies are
conjured up by these stage directions. Hewitt justifies his use of the phrase “social
choreography” by writing that he chose it in order “to denote a tradition of thinking about social
order that derives its ideal from the aesthetic realm and seeks to instill that order directly at the
level of the body. In its most explicit form, this tradition has observed the dynamic
choreographic configurations produced in dance and sought to apply those forms to the broader
social and political sphere.”8 Though I am not utilizing the specific model of social choreography
here, the way in which Hewitt describes the process of taking the kinds of choreography found in
dance and extrapolating the information obtained from their study to describe social and
sociopolitical patterns parallels the move I wish to make with this chapter. Instead of applying
7
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choreographic configurations to the areas Hewitt names, choreographic stage directions borrow
and expand upon these same forces seen in dance and move them into the theatrical realm. The
term “choreography” itself also becomes slippery here, and I will again defer to Hewitt’s work to
help clarify my use of this term. Hewitt asserts, “To examine choreography thus is necessarily to
follow two trajectories: one tracing the ways in which everyday experience might be
aestheticized (dance aestheticizes the most fundamental and defining motor attributes of the
human animal); and another tracing the ways in which ‘the aesthetic’ is, in fact, sectioned off and
delineated as a distinct realm of experience.”9 Choreographic stage directions cover this precise
range as they could describe anything from a single gesture to a fully performed dance number,
calling attention to unspoken moments of performance and the possible stage directions that exist
behind them.
Because choreographic stage directions feature, and therefore foreground the body, the
ways in which theorists have understood the body as a conduit for meaning must first be
examined. In her book, Volatile Bodies: Towards a Corporeal Feminism, Elizabeth Grosz argues
that, historically, the mind has been seen as the male realm of expression and the body as the
female realm.10 Grosz, as well as feminist theorists such as Rebecca Schneider, Lynda Hart, and
Sue-Ellen Case, have all written about the particular associations that come with female bodies
on stage. Hewitt contends, “The traditional gendering of cognitive power relations at the turn of
the twentieth century held that while men could know truth, women could embody it.”11
Although I am not concentrating on the particularly gendered aspects of certain stage directions,
I would be remiss if I did not mention that such a phenomenon exists, and I intend to
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explore it further in subsequent work. However, before I establish and deconstruct
particularly “feminine” choreographic stage directions in another project, I first want to justify
the existence of choreographic stage directions themselves in this one. Despite the disparate
experiences for both performers and spectators when female-identified performers are
corporeally present on a stage, there are still some general aspects of embodiment and embodied
performance that apply to all genders in performance. Grosz explains this herself when she
writes,
the body is commonly considered a signifying medium, a vehicle of expression, a mode
of rendering public and communicable what is essentially private (ideas, thoughts,
beliefs, feelings, affects). As such, it is a two-way conduit: on one hand, it is a circuit for
the transmission of information from outside the organism, conveyed through the sensory
apparatus; on the other hand, it is a vehicle for the expression of an otherwise sealed and
self-contained, incommunicable psyche. It is through the body that the subject can
express his or her interiority, and it is through the body that he or she can receive, code,
and translate the inputs of the “external” world. Underlying this view too is a belief in
the fundamental passivity and transparency of the body insofar as it is seen as a medium,
a carrier or bearer of information that comes from elsewhere (either “deep” in the
subject’s incorporeal interior or from the “exterior” world), the specificity and
concreteness of the body must be neutralized, tamed, made to serve other purposes.12
Grosz’s points here emphasize the circuitous nature of the relationship between meaning and the
body. In the case of choreographic stage directions, the circuit proceeds as follows: the
playwright writes a series of affective descriptions of a moment of movement, the actor then
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reads this description and interprets these words not just intellectually, but also through the
actor’s own experience of embodiment before performing this moment on stage, where a
spectator reads its meaning by reading the actor’s body through the spectator’s own embodied
experience. Hewitt notes, “‘Feeling’ is evoked here not as a feminine, embodied supplement to
knowledge but as an alternative medium for its production.”13 In other words, experiencing
bodily affect is a means for producing and transferring knowledge at every stage of the process
just described, as much as it is for when an actor speaks a playwright’s words and a spectator
interprets them. The stage directions must performatively move the actor’s body, pushing it/them
beyond the affective level discussed in the previous chapter, to an overtly physical performance
that both responds to the affects described in the stage directions and might, in fact, create those
affects by virtue of devised movements rather than particular dance steps. Choreographic stage
directions therefore function as the interior code that the actor’s body will express, turning that
verbal code into an embodied code of signification in the process of performance.
It is this issue of agency that makes choreographic stage directions a dual subversion of
power relationships within performance contexts. As discussed in the previous chapter, affective
stage directions in performance are a combination and collaboration of the playwright’s affective
impressions with the actor’s bodily interpretation and translation of the written stage directions,
with influence from the director’s own interpretation as well. As opposed to seeing stage
directions as tools of limiting and controlling the actor’s body, affective stage directions are
catalysts for inspiring the actor to create aspects of a role that are as important as the words
spoken, yet also as different in each performance and each actor as the spoken portion of the text.
The relationship between choreographer and dancer is similarly one generally regarded as
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unidirectional, with the choreographer controlling the dancer’s body. Hewitt describes how
nineteenth-century theorists drew a parallel to the laboring bodies of factory workers and the
laboring bodies of dancers. He writes, “Dance was of interest because it promised—or
threatened—a human laboring subject deprived of will. In other words, if thinkers and artists on
the left criticized alienated labor as unfree, anthropological research at the same time suggested
that dance—which had been used to figure free, organic activity—was, in fact, unfree because it
involved no activity of will.”14 The playwrights serving as choreographers in these moments give
up the complete control over the dancing bodies usually included in this power dynamic, as
choreographic stage directions bring a sense of freedom, agency, and will back to notions of
choreography.
The previous chapter has described, in detail, how affective stage directions performatively
move the actor’s body as they move the character’s body through the mood, emotion, and tone of
particular moments in performance, thus queering the actor’s embodied experience of
performance. Choreographic stage directions add another dimension to this phenomenon.
Affective stage directions allow for actors to translate the affects the character feels through their
own bodies, and therefore the process can be said to have an “inside-out” approach, in the sense
that the affect precedes the physical movements. Choreographic stage directions too, begin with
an internal, scripted catalyst, but because they involve explicitly physical components, there is
also an influence of “outside-in” affects that occur. In the choreographic stage directions from An
Octoroon that begin this chapter, the actor playing Playwright’s attempt to perform the various
kinds of dancing called for will also have physical repercussions that cannot be feigned. In
affective stage directions, an actor may not be able to reach the full affective expression called
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for in the stage directions, and might therefore have to settle for reaching towards the feelings
required. In choreographic stage directions, even if the performance does not match the exact
affect of the stage directions, the actor’s movements will have physiological responses. If the
actor playing Playwright does not fully headbang, but instead moshes, for example, his heart rate
will still be elevated, he will begin to sweat, and he will breathe more heavily. These things will
affect the actor’s body, and therefore the character’s body, for at least a portion of time after these
actions have been undertaken. This is not to say that affective stage directions do not have the
same impact on the actor’s subsequent physiological state, as, indeed, this is often the precise
hope for them, but the increased visibility of such physical exertions must also be accounted for
in this discussion. The affective labor in choreographic stage directions is not invisible, and the
effects of this process are part of what affectively changes the actor’s embodied experience.
Indeed, this is often the dramaturgical function of scenes and/or moments comprised of
choreographic stage directions. In the midst of Annie Baker’s Pulitzer Prize winning play The
Flick, a film projectionist named Rose plays music from the projector room and dances strangely
around the movie theater as protagonist Avery watches. This departure from the action of the
moment for a “dance break” is hardly a new aspect of theatre, but it is worth noting how popular
this form of expression seems to be at the current theatrical moment. A brief list of recently
staged plays in New York City with such danced interludes includes: Andrew Upton’s The
Present, Dan LeFranc’s Rancho Viejo, Suzan-Lori Parks’s The Death of the Last Black Man in
the Whole Entire World, Lisa D’Amour’s Detroit, and Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s Everybody.15 As
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Mary Jo Lodge notes, “Dance breaks are usually intentionally performative and highlight dance
as dance—while they might advance the story, they more typically do not.”16 Though Lodge is
referring to the highly choreographed tap and jazz dance breaks so popular in Broadway musical
theater, the same concept exists in a space where contemporary playwrights serve as their own
kind of choreographer, leaving space for the specifically untrained (in dance) actors to utilize the
same structural element for a different purpose. The steps of these movements are not specified,
but instead the story of the dance, the images that inspire or ghost it, and the words that cannot
be spoken, are communicated through what is written in these stage directions. Unlike affective
stage directions, which tend to fall into two larger subgroups – psychologically motivated and
metatheatrically expressed – choreographic stage directions exist along a scaled continuum. The
Dionysian expressions of dance breaks exist on one end of this scale, while other extreme is
populated by the series of smaller, more contained affective descriptors explicitly describing the
motivation for a gesture instead of the visual particularities of that gesture.
Though a purely chronological study of examples of choreographic stage directions does
not express the full range of this kind of affective stage directions, studying the earliest instances
does reveal something of how this technique has evolved. As in prior chapters, I will look at two
subgroups, in this case, from each extreme of the scale, in order to better enable the reader to
identify and utilize other examples not covered.
“She gestures, oddly:”17 Gestural Choreographic Stage Directions
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From the standpoint of choreography, gestures are reminiscent of the concept of “stage
movements,” a category Mary Jo Lodge describes as distinguishable from “dance,” “because the
movements are usually simpler and on a smaller scale than featured dance moments, and are
generally more realistic and more closely resembling real-life movement than those that appear
at moments when dance is the only action happening.”18 Though this distinction is noteworthy,
gestures that appear in addition to, or instead of, spoken dialogue are still choreographed by the
choreographic stage directions described in this chapter. I will therefore include gestures inside
of the overall category of choreographic stage directions, though I am aware that this utilizes
“choreography” as a concept both tied explicitly to choreographic movement and also pushing
the boundaries of said term.
There are certain gestures whose symbolic meaning is so immediately accepted in Englishlanguage plays that they do not require affective prompts for context. If an actor is asked to give
a thumbs-up, for example, there is a reasonable assumption that the actor knows that a thumbsup means “good” or “okay.” In fact, we use this gesture in a number of ways, but we also use it
so frequently that it exists in emoji form, and therefore has meaning even when separated from a
living human body. Yet, sometimes bodies have other gestural expressions which are more
contextually bound, and therefore require more information to enable the actor to be
performatively moved into embodied action. In this instance, a playwright might choose to
utilize stage directions to provide the subtext of the gestural vocabulary, in the hopes that this
will enable the actor’s body to symbolically create a gestural vocabulary that the audience will be
able to understand. This process reminds all involved of the instability of gestural meaning. As
Hewitt argues, “If we are to read from the gesture its emotional referent, the project of
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cataloging becomes highly problematic because it reduces gestures to legible and nominal signs
that can simply be copied. If we categorize in encyclopedic fashion the mimetic language of
gesture, do we not risk a denaturing—a perfect dissembling translation of true affects into merely
hypocritical gesture?”19 Using gestures in a purely iconic fashion, therefore, undercuts the
affective impetus and force of such forms of expression. Unlike descriptions of blocking, which
would indicate movements meant to be repeated precisely by each actor, gestural choreographic
stage directions are simultaneously precise and vague. This allows for choreographic stage
directions to remain affectively tied to the imprecise and ever-changing gestures they create in
ways in which easily recognizable, culturally coded gestures such as a thumbs-up no longer are.
Although this seems paradoxical, in practice, the precise nature of the language required
from these stage directions is not easily rendered into physical gesture alone. This requires each
actor to bodily translate these stage directions, according to the specificities of a production’s
cultural moment. The simplest examples of these kinds of stage directions from this project’s
scope of playwrights are present as far back as 1915 in Eugene O’Neill’s early works. In Sniper,
an early play from that year, a young soldier describes smoke from the gunfire rising up a hill. At
the end of his attempt to verbally make sense of these images of war, O’Neill writes, “He makes
a queer awkward gesture upward.”20 What does this gesture look like? What can it look like?
What makes the gesture queer and awkward? Even without these additional descriptors, the
reference to a “gesture upward,” does not call to mind one specific movement or cluster of
movements. It stands to reason that this gesture would include a general upward motion by one
hand, possibly including the lower or whole arm. But O’Neill’s particular description of it as
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“queer,” an adjective he was fond of, is worth noting. By his use of that word, as well as
“awkward,” he takes a position as to the affect of the gesture. It is not a standard form of
expression, but rather should seem odd and uncomfortable. The actor’s attitude in and around
this gesture is as important as whatever gesture is ultimately performed. This is what sets
choreographic stage directions apart from both blocking, which has no apparent affective
component, and other affective stage directions, which do not ask the actor to think bodily in
such an explicit manner. These moments performatively act on an actor’s body, resulting in a
performance that has both affective and physical repercussions. Even on this smaller scale,
choreographic stage directions such as this reorient the actor’s experience by reorienting them
both in the way that affective stage directions do, and then even further by insisting that this
reorientation have a physical, embodied component. This embodied collaboration across the
pages of a play script gives expression to both the playwright’s words and the actor’s affective
interpretation of those words.
A “queer gesture” is also interesting on a theoretical level, as gestures are a means of
bodily orientation towards other bodies. Sara Ahmed discusses gestures by noting, “Bodies
take the shape of the norms that are repeated over time and with force. Through repeating some
gestures and not others, or through being oriented in some directions and not other, bodies
become contorted: they get twisted into shapes that enable some action only insofar as they
restrict the capacity for other kinds of action.”21 Ahmed goes on to discuss compulsory
heterosexuality as the supreme example of this kind of orientating force, but this point also
applies to the bodily queering of stage directions, as per the discussion of affective stage
directions. If straight, or normative, gestures are codified by repetition, then changing the lines of
21
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these gestures reorients the actors performing them. The lines that script these gestures are queer
in that they require the actor to reconsider the normal lines that gestures follow, thereby opening
up other lines of action. This can be seen most clearly in gestural choreographic stage directions,
but also applies to all choreographic stage directions, which bodily reorient actors via stage
directions.
Every time a choreographic stage direction calls for a gesture, it also subverts the stability
of any gesture requested. As in the O’Neill example from Sniper, Sarah Ruhl’s In the Next Room
or the Vibrator Play contains a stage direction for a gesture that is decidedly queer. The scene
involves the three main female characters discussing how the vibrator can be used and how they
each feel after climaxing. In this Victorian setting, language around such topics often fails these
women, and at one point, one of the characters, Mrs. Daldry, is attempting to ascertain why she
and the protagonist, Mrs. Givings, have different responses to the vibrator. Mrs. Daldry proposes
a kind of experiment in which the two women could use the vibrator at the same time, yet this
notion is unsayable for a number of reasons. Instead, Mrs. Daldry struggles through some
attempted descriptions of how their bodies might be positioned, but eventually, she can say no
more and “She gestures, oddly.”22 Here, Ruhl means for the oddness of this gesture to have an
awkwardly comedic effect. The character performing it has a strong disconnection between her
body and her emotions, and this gesture actually serves to continue this larger dramaturgical
point. Mrs. Daldry gestures oddly, because not only is the subject of the gesture barely
fathomable to her, but also her body is incapable of helping her to express any thoughts she has.
If the actor is too competent at performing this movement, then Mrs. Daldry will have a different
character arc throughout the process of this play. Also, by performing this movement oddly, the
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actor playing Mrs. Daldry performatively reifies this strange and uncomfortable relationship
between the character’s thoughts and bodily representation of those thoughts. As this occurs, the
actor playing Mrs. Daldry is reoriented to the bodily possibilities present in stage directions, as
the character of Mrs. Daldry is reoriented inside of her own body. Indeed, later in the play, Mrs.
Daldry is reoreinted in another way, as she feels an attraction to Dr. Givings’s assistant, Annie.
This bodily turn away from a normative gesture is a step in this larger reorientation, which relies
on the actor’s body to express this shift without spoken words.
Indeed, even when the word or the concept of “queering” does not appear in the text,
gestural choreographic stage directions subvert lines of meaning associated with common
gestures. In Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s 2016 play, War, an elderly German woman, Elfriede, sits
in the hospital room of a comatose woman she claims is her sister. When Elfriede suffers some
sort of attack, her mental state and inability to speak English combine for a complicated
communication situation. After describing the plan to the others and to Elfriede, the Nurse “nods
at ELFRIEDE like a child who, simply mimicking him, nods in response.”23 This particular nod
has an unusual meaning behind it, which requires a particular affect behind the commonly
recognizable gesture in order for the other characters to recognize that this nod does not signal
understanding and agreement.
Though silent, gestural choreographic stage directions sometimes still rely on their
combination with the spoken dialogue in order to be understood. The gestures requested are not
obvious symbols of physical communication, but rather require the actor to be performatively
moved by the affective subtext of a particular scene in order to enable bodily expression of a
gesture that will come to stand for the given words behind it. These simplest examples of
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choreographic stage directions trust the actor to have interpreted and understood said subtext.
Ruhl does not need to specify what Mrs. Daldry’s gesture is but rather how it feels to her and
those around her. It is up to the actor to interpret the oddness of this moment and to embody it
accordingly. Some choreographic stage directions are explicitly referential to the specific
dialogue they are meant to act out and expand upon. For example, in Lisa D’Amour’s 16 Spells
to Charm a Beast, “LILLIAN performs some ‘absent as a peony’ gesture.”24 As D’Amour’s use
of the word “some” indicates, there is no single “absent as a peony” gesture. There is also no
standard use of the phrase “absent as a peony,” which Lillian uses to explain in this moment
because her daughter Norma does not understand the meaning when Lillian speaks it aloud. In
the case of abstracted and somewhat stylized language, this choreographic stage direction is not
the only moment for an actor’s interpretation of meaning here. In other words, this choreographic
stage direction asks the actor, and director, to interpret the surrounding dialogue, and even the
surrounding play, in such a way that this gesture makes sense. Unlike the example from Ruhl
above, there is no indication that an “absent as a peony” gesture is odd in this moment, or, by
extension, in this play’s world. Therefore, that affect must be incorporated into the performance
of this gesture, whatever it may be, and the entirety of the surrounding moments in the play. Fail
to fully commit to whatever gesture is chosen, and an actor has altered the world of the play.
This commitment allows gestural choreographic stage directions to use affect to
performatively create and/or alter a physical movement, therefore creating the affect they
simultaneously express. As that process occurs, the normative relationship between dialogue and
stage directions is reoriented by the necessary reliance on the stage directions to move the actors’
bodies into communicating these words to each other and to the audience. Take, for instance, the
24
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gestural choreographic stage direction from Brian Friel’s Crystal and Fox in which, “CID
manfully brushes back a tear.”25 Cid’s action of brushing back a tear should be performed in such
a way that it appears the character is trying to behave “manfully.” It is up to the actor and
director as to why Cid behaves manfully in this moment. Is he embarrassed about crying?
Perhaps he is the kind of man who is comfortable in expressing emotions, and “manfully”
describes both the wiping of the tear and the tear’s production in Cid’s mind. Is Cid aware of his
manfulness in this moment? Or is it an outside observation meant to keep the actor from making
another choice? An actor’s interpretation of this moment should come through in the physical
performance of this action, which will in turn physically act on the actor’s body. In the
performatively felicitous version of this cycle, the actor’s interpretation of manfully brushing
back a tear will affect the actor’s emotional and physical state, serving to cause this feeling as the
actor expresses it.
As in the spoken stage directions discussed in the first chapter, and also the affective stage
directions from the previous chapter, simply considering choreographic stage directions is the
first step to avoiding infelicity. In other words, no matter what gesture is performed, if the actor
has been performatively affected by this choreographic stage direction, she will create a gesture
that means “absent as a peony.” The only way to infelicitously perform choreographic stage
directions is to not gesture or move the body at all, much like skipping the spoken line of
dialogue is the only way to infelicitously perform a spoken stage direction. This is why
choreographic stage directions take affective stage directions one step further: they utilize affect
to move the body in such a way that it creates a physical language for communicating. This
language is catalyzed by the playwright’s words, but requires the actor’s body to complete.
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This is not to say that more specific choreographic stage directions cannot also be open
ended in terms of meaning. For example, sometimes playwrights include lines of dialogue within
their stage directions, providing a sentence for which an actor must create a gesture, or series of
movements, to substitute. I have argued previously that placing lines of dialogue within italicized
stage directions serve to increase the importance of the stage directions in the play overall, “as
the actors must look to them for their spoken text as much as for their unspoken content.”26
Although my comments in that article refer to actual speech-acts embedded in stage directions,
the same principle applies to the performative “body-acts” in these stage directions. By using this
format of lines of dialogue, these playwrights draw actors’ attentions to the importance of
communicating these meanings through their bodies. Not all choreographic stage directions are
written with such explicit dialogue inside them, but this provides a useful starting point for
seeing the full affective range allowed for by choreographic stage directions as a whole. As I
noted at the start of this chapter, choreographic stage directions require bodily engagement from
actors, but not in a fully prescribed or dictated fashion.
The lines of dialogue inside of these stage directions do not have easily translatable
physical forms, which is what makes them a part of the choreographic stage direction family. In
one of Tennessee Williams’s earliest plays, Stairs to the Roof, he includes a stage direction which
says, “He spreads his arms in a wide and helpless gesture—it is the gesture of Pilate—‘What can
I do?’”27 There are several kinds of specificities in this stage direction: Williams asks the actor to
create a helpless gesture which mimics the attitude of Pontius Pilate. This still does not call to
mind one specific gesture from cultural canon, and so Williams provides the actor with one
26
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further detail: his internal subtext. For this moment to have meaning within the play, the actor
must be performatively moved by these words enough to create a physical expression of this
sentiment with his body. If the actor’s body is thus affected, then the gesture will have the affect
of a helpless Pontius Pilate, which will in turn act upon the actor’s body, causing that affect as
the actor expresses it. In this case, the construct of miming these lines of dialogue actually serves
as a simile. In other words, the actors are meant to gesture “as” these lines of dialogue, or “as if
saying” a particular sentence supplied in the stage directions by the playwright. Other instances
of this technique make clear this particular aspect of performing these lines. Another example
from Brian Friel uses this construction to explain the subtext of a gesture in Give Me Your
Answer, Do! where: “He spreads his hands as if to say ‘That explains everything.’”28 What kind
of gesture does that invite? Perhaps a single or double-handed gesture with forward motion, a
sort of “there you go” or “as you said.” Or maybe a dismissive, raised-handed gesture, more of a
“say no more.”
Even when a gesture seems to be specified, there is still room for the actor’s own culturally
bound and temporally specified interpretation. For example, in O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh,
“Mosher winks at Hope, shaking his head, and Hope answers with identical pantomime, as
though to say, ‘Poor dopes, they’re off again!’”29 This stage direction actually takes certain
familiar gestures—a head shake and a wink—and imbues them with additional meanings. Ruhl
has a similar choreographic stage direction in Dear Elizabeth, where Elizabeth Bishop and
Robert Lowell have an exchange:
He shakes his head, as in: You can’t write to dead people.
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She nods, as in: I will write to you.30
Both these examples use the “as” of the simile construction to enable the actor to get the sense of
the affect behind the movements. These characters perform “as if” or “as though” these lines are
behind their movements, which is a generous linguistic construction that is encouraging
without being constricted. Reminiscent of the Jacobs-Jenkins stage direction from War, these
gestural choreographic stage directions employ a different construction to affectively alter the
meaning behind a signifying gesture. The assumption here is that the actor knows how to add
these meanings to the actions performed but also can leave room for the multitudinous ways
those lines can be communicated in the moment.
One extended example of this technique can be found in the Friel farce The
Communication Cord, in which two characters have a silent exchange that has lines of dialogue
written into the stage directions for their bodies to perform. Friel writes:
Throughout part of DONOVAN’s monologue TIM and JACK mime the following
exchange:
JACK: I’m the German. I’m coming in. Okay?
TIM: No, no. Go away. Go away.
JACK: What’s wrong? I love your house. I want to buy it.
TIM: For God’s sake—go! The German was here.
JACK: Look. My cheque book. My pen. What money to you want?
TIM: Please, Jack! Go away!
JACK: And look at the time! Your time is up!
TIM: Please!31
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Each actor playing Tim or Jack will have a different way of communicating this mimed dialogue,
but there are no universal gesture for phrases such as “I’m the German.” In this example, it is not
the affect that is spelled out, but rather the linguistic aspects of communication. These are clearly
lines of dialogue meant to be interpreted and translated by the actors involved, even though the
words are not meant to be spoken aloud. Although the extended length of Friel’s mimed dialogue
does not include the instruction “as though to say,” it is implied in the use of the word “mime,”
and by the use of italicized font. The word “mime” also serves as an indicator that this exchange
is a series of gestures meant to communicate these words in an overt fashion, as opposed to a
more stylized kind of movement, such as a danced expression of meaning, or even the more
subtle nuances of meaning expressed in the examples from Dear Elizabeth or The Iceman
Cometh.
This extended use of gestural choreographic stage directions is also present in JacobsJenkins’s War, in which Roberta, Elfriede’s comatose half-sister, encounters a dreamlike space
in which she “speaks” with an ape named Alpha. At the start of the scene, Jacobs-Jenkins says of
Alpha’s speech that, “whatever he ‘says’ is translated somewhere.”32 Roberta only understands
Alpha when she looks at the actual supertitles used by the production, but the actor playing
Alpha is charged with translating all of these lines into movements. Then, the stage directions
specify that “ALPHA goes over to the apes and signs something to them: her name. They repeat
the sign excitedly over and over again. This is not ‘translated’ for ROBERTA. For ALPHA, this
is ‘teaching,’ which will happen from time to time.”33 These “teaching” moments require a new
gestural language that the actor playing Alpha must not only imbue with the meaning of
particular words or moments, but also must confidently transfer and transmit these gestures to
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the other actors in the scene. Later in the scene, a stage direction reads, “Occasionally, over the
following, ALPHA will ‘teach’ certain words to the group: ‘music,’ ‘dancing,’ ‘secretaries.’”34
The majority of Alpha’s lines are performed parallel to the translation of their meanings,
meaning that the actual words of the lines performatively graft themselves onto the movements
performed, much like how meaning is ascribed in spoken stage directions. However, these
moments of teaching are not necessarily translated for Roberta or, by extension, anyone else. It is
therefore up to the actor and director to create a movement vocabulary that can generate gestures
for each of the words specified, and perhaps for even more. These choreographic stage directions
call not only for specific gestures for the words named, but also imply a desire for the actor
playing Alpha and the director of a particular production to make their own choices about a few
other words that they would like to teach to the group. In a play in which the failure to
communicate is a central theme, gestural choreographic stage directions trust the actors to find a
movement vocabulary, and mode of transferring meaning through the body, that succeeds where
spoken language alone has been shown to fail. This aspect of War uses gestural choreographic
stage directions on an almost operatic scale, moving from individual instances of gestural
translation to new form of bodily storytelling. It is conceptual writing of this kind that brings
gestural choreographic stage directions into conversation with another form of choreographic
stage directions that are much larger in the scale of both their bodily meanings and bodily usage.
“A hint of the maenadic:”35 Danced Choreographic Stage Directions
As described in the contemporary examples at the start of this chapter, the element of
wildness is often expressed through dance, and many of the plays in which these dance breaks
occur include choreographic stage directions. Certain choreographic stage directions call for
34
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dances, or exuberant movements that have a feeling of release and energy that calls to mind
Dionysian or Bacchic revelries. As “the god of altered states, Dionysus was associated with
disguise, cross-dressing, obscenity, sexual arousal, dance, drunkenness, madness, ecstasy,
exuberant vitality, death, and above all, theatre.”36 As this definition reveals, Dionysus’s
influence can clearly be seen in danced choreographic stage directions. This connection to the
earliest expressions of theatre and performance has been retooled through more contemporary
playwriting into moments of embodied expression dramaturgically to bring characters back to
connections with their bodies. Playwrights such as Williams are well aware of this genealogy, as
evidenced by danced choreographic stage directions such as, “The manager performs a furious
dance around the ladies’ table, Dionysian and vulgar.”37 Friel too has a set of stage directions
that read “Now enter - immediately after the line ‘Till I made you happy too’ - George, Angela,
Frank and Trish (in that order); each holding on to the waist of the person in front; all (except
George) singing lustily; all doing a clownish, parodic conga dance, heads rolling, arms flying - a
hint of the maenadic.”38 Both of these brief stage directions rely on the actor’s understanding of
what Dionysian affect looks and feels like in order to physically achieve an altered state. By
either performing a solo dance, as in Williams’s example, or a group expression of carefree
celebration, as in Friel’s, these actors are performatively affected by the Dionysian prompts given
by the stage directions, which their performances, in turn, create. Yet even without naming
Dionysus directly, danced choreographic stage directions create altered states of performance for
both characters and actors as they dramaturgically rupture the narrative of the plays in which
they are contained.
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As Playwright’s expressive movements at the start of this chapter show, certain
choreographic stage directions are expressly concerned with the moving the actor’s body to
dance. The word “dance” is often used in these choreographic stage directions, but even when it
is not present, the extended, often stylized, series of physical actions described can be grouped
under the larger metaphorical category of dance. In Lisa D’Amour’s Red Death, a postmodern
version of Edgar Allan Poe’s Masque of the Red Death, we are introduced to Lucinda, who
“dances alone in the middle of the floor. She dances wild and hard. She is very, very high on
some upper. We watch her dance. We can’t believe she can dance so long and so hard.”39 The
club setting in this scene means that it is punctuated with occasional loud thumps of the bass that
actually throw characters to the ground. The music is meant to move the actors, but as this stage
direction shows, Lucinda is also being moved by something inside of her that is not simply a
physical response to a club anthem. What is this dance? The scene’s setting in a Barcelona night
club means that the actor playing Lucinda will not be performing moves from classical ballets in
this scene, if she and the director want to attempt what D’Amour has written. The fact that
Lucinda dances alone, that this a drug-fueled dance, and one that seems like an act of endurance
to those watching it, all paint a very specific affective experience for the actor. Yet this
specificity does not say anything about the actual movements the actor ought to make. It is
entirely up to the actor to move around wildly, in an energetic stupor, for whatever period of time
seems a bit too long. These subjective interpretations will be up to the director too, of course, but
it is the actor on stage whose body will experience the actual physical effects of this
performance.
Unlike the gestural choreographic stage directions just discussed, danced choreographic
stage directions have more extreme physiological effects. Someone dancing wildly will begin to
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sweat, become short of breath, feel their heart pounding, and perhaps even feel a rush of
adrenaline. Though the affect leading up to this moment can be “faked,” as in performed as
indicated without being truly felt, actors cannot fake these physical aspects of movement. If they
dance wildly, they will feel certain bodily changes that are now effecting the character and the
actor alike, as they are sharing a body. Everyone around them will also see the real after-effects
of the actor’s embodied labor. Friel makes a case for this in one of his own choreographic stage
directions in The Mundy Scheme when a character “faces about, first simulating the tantrum and
then genuinely experiencing it.”40 The character, like the actor, at first simply goes through the
motions of a tantrum, but then the motions unlock something within him, acting on him until he
is no longer pretending. Ironically, the actor playing Ryan, the character in this scene, might end
up going through the exact same process as he performs this stage direction. I consider this stage
direction a danced choreographic stage direction as well, but I will unpack precisely why later on
in this chapter.
This corporeal reality means that danced choreographic stage directions have a more easily
recognizable place in the plays in which they inhabit. The audience likely does not believe the
actor simply chose to dance at a certain time, but instead understands that the playwright inserted
some sort of nonverbal component of their play that enabled this physical expression. The most
extreme examples of these dance breaks often come with extensive stage directions, which still
serve to make these embodied collaborations between playwrights and actors open to the
interpretation of the bodies who will come to inhabit them. The traces of the contemporary trend
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of dance breaks in plays can be seen as early as O’Neill’s 1914 one-act, Thirst, in which three
characters on a lifeboat struggle to survive. The only female character in the play is “The
Dancer,” whose final actions are, appropriately, expressed in a dance. O’Neill writes,
She commences to dance on the swaying surface of the raft, half-stumbling every now
and then. Her hair falls down. She is like some ghastly marionette jerked by invisible
wires. She dances faster and faster. Her arms and legs fly grotesquely around as if
beyond control. […] She grasps the front of her bodice in both hands and rips it over her
shoulders. It hangs down in back. She is almost naked to the waist. Her breasts are
withered and shrunken by starvation. She kicks first one foot and then the other frenziedly
in the air. […] She falls back on the raft. A shudder runs over hew whole body. A little
crimson foam appears on her lips. Her eyes glaze. The wild stare leaves them. She is
dead.41
The Dancer’s movements, like Lucinda’s in Red Death, are shown as out of control. The
affective prompts in these stage directions give the actor a great number of details about how this
dance should feel and seem. The dance increases in speed, careening out of control, as the spastic
movements of her body make it seem as though she is being controlled by some outside force, a
mad puppeteer mercilessly throwing her limbs about. But what kind of dance moves is the
Dancer actually performing? The context of this moment, a raft afloat in the middle of the ocean
in the beginning of the twentieth century, means that this wild dance will not share the same
movement vocabulary as the European club scene in Red Death. Despite O’Neill’s attention to
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detail and his lengthy description of the physical actions involved in this moment of Thirst, the
actor’s interpretation and embodiment will ensure that this scene will look radically different
from production to production.
Though shorter examples of danced choreographic stage directions erupt for a brief
moment, and are then subsumed back into the narrative of the play, there are more extreme forms
of these stage directions that take on more independent narrative functions within them. Take, for
example, Brutus Jones’s retreat into madness in O’Neill’s The Emperor Jones. O’Neill writes
that Jones
struts noiselessly with a queer prancing step to a position in the clear ground between
Jones and the altar. Then with a preliminary, summoning stamp of his foot on the earth,
he begins to dance and chant. […] Gradually his dance becomes clearly one of a
narrative in pantomime, his croon is an incantation, a charm to allay the fierceness of
some implacable deity demanding sacrifice. He flees, he is pursued by devils, he hides, he
flees again. Ever wilder and wilder becomes his flight, nearer and nearer draws the
pursuing evil, more and more the spirit of terror gains possession of him.42
The ritualistic aspects of this danced choreographic stage direction are explicit in O’Neill’s
reference to “some implacable deity demanding sacrifice.” Instead of a brief momentary outburst
of Dionysian celebration, or even one of an out-of-body experience such as that of O’Neill’s
Dancer, Brutus Jones feels moved to dance in a narrative form. Jones’s performance here is for
some outside force, and he is driven “wilder and wilder” as he attempts to both escape and
placate this unknown spirit. The Dionysian affect expressed in these danced choreographic stage
directions is charged with inspiring the actor and director to create their own story within this
42
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moment. O’Neill writes that the narrative is clearly expressed, but which narrative does he
mean? He does not specify if Jones is dancing his past, present, or future. In this moment of
fugue, perhaps Jones dances a combination of these things.
The fact that stage directions are given such an important dramaturgical function in
O’Neill’s play is important to note, more so because it is not the only such instance of this kind
of power shift. The epitomes of danced choreographic stage directions are, in fact, pieces of
plays that are comprised entirely of affectively prompted movements. These scenes have their
own arcs, which often include moments of Dionysian revelry and affect, and are composed of
movements that are affectively specific, but physically abstracted. These embodied scenes can be
used to further actions already occurring in the play’s narrative, or as stylistic alternatives to the
narrative structure, more popular in non-realistic plays.
O’Neill’s example of Jones’s danced mental break comes from the expressionistic play The
Emperor Jones, and the dramaturgical function of structurally shifting the narrative has been a
consistent part of the history of these kinds of choreographic stage directions. A more
contemporary example is the decidedly postmodern instance of Topsy’s dance in Branden
Jacobs-Jenkins’s Neighbors. The stage directions read:
Suddenly possessed by some spirit, TOPSY begins jesting, emoting, grinning, and
grimacing, all the while dancing something that looked like a jig and a tap dance had a
baby that was slow.
At some point, TOPSY turns around: the hem of her skirt is tucked into a watermelonprint thong. As some other point, she overturns her box, emptying its contents—which is
like a hundred white baby dolls—onto the floor. She sort of dances on top of them.
Maybe.
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Who knows?
The dance ends with TOPSY mooning/flashing everyone, naughtily: she curtsies deeply,
too deeply, lifting her dress completely over her head, flashing the crowd with her
pubescent goodies. It’s cute. It’s repulsive.43
Unlike O’Neill’s written expression of Brutus Jones’s inner life, Jacobs-Jenkins has scripted a
kind of cartoonish pantomime in which an uncomfortable stock character from this country’s
racialized past. The actor playing Topsy has the chance to interpret what the “slow” baby of “a
jig and a tap dance” means in this context. The campy and grotesque physical movements here
function differently than those prompting Jones’s dance. Whereas Jones’s dance is a
psychologically motivated, Topsy’s dance is not, because Topsy is an archetype. Tap dance is
also an archetypical type of movement. As Kathryn Edney writes,
The history of tap dance in the United states, like that of musical theater, is rooted in
racial and national hybridity, and as with musical theater, in the popular discourse the
contributions of African Americans to the form are often forgotten or swept aside. […] A
tap-dancing white body recalls an elegant Astaire or an athletic Kelly, but a tap-dancing
black body recalls an ever-smiling ‘Bojangles’ or Jim crow in his jumps.44
It is therefore not only Topsy’s body, but also her particular movement vocabulary that
affectively constructs this performative moment.
The actor playing Topsy must catch the affect of the spirit of stereotypes past, and embody
this difficult and offensive history in order to both highlight and resist it. The actor playing Topsy
is an adult playing a child, which means that the actor’s body’s age actually helps both the
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character and audience through this “repulsive” moment. Topsy’s embodiment can radically
differ from production to production, as Jacobs-Jenkins notes that Topsy is a member of a group
of characters called the Crows, and that “The ethnicity and/or gender of the actors playing the
Crows is not specified.”45 What is specified is that Topsy is performed in blackface. Topsy is
“flashing the crowd with her pubescent goodies,” but the age, let alone race and gender, of the
actor playing Topsy is not specified, and is therefore unlikely to be a pubescent AfricanAmerican girl. Therefore, this danced choreographic stage direction is a story of defiance and
reclamation, where Topsy the character can be embodied by other identities who do not have to
repeat the trauma of a stereotyped and oppressive representation. Topsy does not seem to be
affected by the cute and repulsive images that she physically creates and repeats, and so the
actor’s job is to channel these affects without allowing them to crush Topsy. This is not to say
that this performance does not have physical effects on the actor in performance, who can surely
feel and see the repercussions of this dance on the audience. Yet the actor is also able to
repurpose this racist stereotype, with the help of the agency Jacobs-Jenkins allows for the actor
to physically tell the story in the manner that actor sees fit.
Jacobs-Jenkins’s usage of danced choreographic stage directions reveals that these
moments do not always have to take the characters out of the world of the play. Topsy’s dance is
one of the moments at the start of the play that sets the stylistic tone, a technique Jacobs-Jenkins
also uses in the example of danced stage directions from An Octoroon that begins this chapter.
Though Jacobs-Jenkins uses these moments as metatheatrical challenges to the boundaries of his
plays’ worlds, this is only one way of incorporating danced moments into the play’s overall tone.
One of the most extended examples of choreographic stage directions exists in Brian Friel’s
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Dancing at Lughnasa. As discussed in the first chapter of this project, Friel’s protagonist Michael
later speaks about the play’s eponymous stage directions, but Friel’s actual description of the
dance is worth reproducing in full. Friel writes:
She switches the set on and returns to her ironing. The music, at first scarcely audible, is
Irish dance music - ‘The Mason’s Apron’, played by a chili band. Very fast; very heavy
beat; a raucous sound. At first we are aware of the beat only. Then, as the volume
increases slowly, we hear the melody. For about ten seconds - until the sound has
established itself - the women continue with their taste. Then Maggie turns round. Her
head is cocked to the beat, to the music. She is breathing deeply, rapidly. Now her
features become animated by a look of defiance, of aggression; a crude mask of
happiness. For a few seconds she stands still, listening, absorbing the rhythm, surveying
her sisters with her defiant grimace. Now she spreads her fingers (which are covered with
flour), pushes her hair back from her face, pulls her hands down her cheeks and patterns
her face with an instant mask. At the same time she opens her mouth and emits a wild,
raucous ‘Yaaaah!’ - and immediately begins to dance, arms, legs, hair, long bootlaces
flying. And as she dances she lilts - sings - souths and call, ‘Come on and join me! Come
on! Come on!’ For about ten seconds she dances alone - a white-faced, frantic dervish.
Her sisters watch her.
Then Rose’s face lights up. Suddenly she flings away her knitting, leaps to her feet,
shouts, grabs Maggie’s hand. They dance and sing - shout together; Rose’s wellingtons
pounding out their own erratic rhythm. Now after another five seconds Agnes looks
around, leaps up, joins Maggie and Rose. Of all the sisters she moves the most gracefully,
most sensuously. Then after the same interval Chris, who has been folding Jack’s
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surplice, tosses it quickly over her head and joins in the dance. The moment she tosses
the vestment over her head Kate cries out in remonstration, ‘Oh, Christina -!’ But her
protest is drowned. Agnes and Rose, Chris and Maggie, are now all doing a dance that is
almost recognizable. They meet - they retreat. They form a circle and wheel round and
round. But the movements seem caricatured; and the sound is too loud; and the beat is
too fast; and the almost recognizable dance is made grotesque because - for example instead of holding hands, they have their arms tightly around one another’s neck, one
another’s waist. Finally Kate, who has been watching the scene with unease, with alarm,
suddenly leaps to her feet, flings her head back, and emits a loud ‘Yaaah!’
Kate dances alone, totally concentrated, totally private; a movement that is
simultaneously controlled and frantic; a weave of complex steps that takes her quickly
round the kitchen, past her sisters, out to the garden, round the summer seat, back to the
kitchen; a pattern of action that is out of character and at the same time ominous of some
deep and true emotion. Throughout the dance Rose, Agnes, Maggie and Chris shout - call
- sing to each other. Kate makes no sound.
With this too loud music, this pounding beat, this shouting - calling - singing, this parodic
reel, there is a sense of order being consciously subverted, of the women consciously and
crudely caricaturing themselves, indeed of near-hysteria being induced. The music stops
abruptly in mid-phrase. But because of the noise they are making the sisters do not notice
and continue dancing for a few seconds. Then Kate notices - and stops. Then Agnes. Then
Chris and Maggie. Now only Rose is dancing her graceless dance by herself. Then finally
she, too, notices and stops. Silence. For some time they stand where they have stopped.
There is no sound but their gasping for breath and short bursts of static from the radio.
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They look at each other obliquely; avoid looking at each other; half smile in
embarrassment; feel and look slightly ashamed and slightly defiant. Chris moves first.
She goes to the radio.46
As Friel describes it, this scene is the defining moment of these characters’ lives, a rupture in the
routine of their rural Irish existence, but also a seemingly “true” expression of their inner lives.
The sisters all have individual affective instructions about how they move, with Agnes moving
“the most gracefully, most sensuously,” and Kate dancing “alone, totally concentrated, totally
private.” These characters move about in a sort of makeshift way, yet their movements are
informed by a long history of Irish dancing that lives in their bodies as both physical experience
and memory from the bygone days of the Lughnasa Festival. Yet the scene also plays out through
Michael, the narrator of this memory play, whose own affective understanding of what this
moment of release meant for his mother and aunts necessarily accounts for why “the almost
recognizable dance is made grotesque” as the sisters give into the frenetic energy of the shared
movement experience.
These danced choreographic stage directions share a sense of Dionysian celebration and
release with the preceding examples, yet there is a dramaturgical difference in their function
within the play. Unlike the drug-induced dance from Red Death, for example, this dance is not
an ancillary part of the plot or a momentary explosion of energy. This play is called Dancing at
Lughnasa, and it is this moment that characters and audience members alike are meant to
remember. It is the reason for Michael recalling these events and imparting them to the audience,
as he states in his final monologue, saying,
But there is one memory of that Lughnasa time that visits me most often; and what
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fascinates me about that memory is that it owes nothing to fact. In that memory
atmosphere is more real than incident and everything is simultaneously actual and
illusory. In that memory, too, the air is nostalgic with the music of the thirties. It drifts in
from somewhere far away - a mirage of sound - a dream music that is both heard and
imagined; that seems to be both itself and its own echo; a sound so alluring and so
mesmeric that the afternoon is bewitched, maybe haunted, by it. And what is so strange
about the memory is that everybody seems to be floating on those sweet sounds, moving
rhythmically, languorously, in complete isolation; responding more to the mood of the
music than to its beat. When I remember it, I think of it as dancing. Dancing with eyes
half closed because to open them would break the spell. Dancing as if language had
surrendered to movement - as if this ritual, this wordless ceremony, was now the way to
speak, to whisper private and sacred things, to be in touch with some otherness. Dancing
as if the very heart of life and all its hopes might be found in those assuaging notes and
those hushed rhythms and in those silent and hypnotic movements. Dancing as if
language no longer existed because words were no longer necessary . . .47
As discussed in the first chapter, these spoken stage directions reperform the sisters’ dance,
performatively conjuring up the scene, and perhaps even “correcting” or “smoothing over” any
infelicity in the affect of the scene itself. I have argued that this means that the only way to create
true infelicity in this kind of dramaturgical structure is to fail to perform the dance at all. I
maintain that this is true in terms of Michael’s spoken stage directions at the end of the play, but
my previous discussion of this portion of Dancing at Lughnasa did not take into account the
actors experience at the moment of the dance alone. In other words, the actors and audience do
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experience this dance far before the play’s end, when it is recalled and given a narrative frame.
At the moment in the play where the dance occurs, the actors must catch the affect of Friel’s
words and perform some sort of physical actions that seem strenuous. If the dance is too pretty,
too contained, too tame, then the actors will not be exhausted, nor will the characters have any
need for the embarrassment they feel at the end of this moment. Why does this matter? This
scene is the climax of the play, and it is therefore not only a set of stage directions that the
characters cannot ignore, but also a set of stage directions meant not as a rupture to the play’s
exterior, but rather a revelation of the play itself. The dance in Dancing at Lughnasa is the play,
in many ways. And failing to perform it with some show of physical exertion is akin to
mumbling or omitting “to be or not to be” in Hamlet, or any other important and expected line in
a play.48
Though certainly not as central to the play as those from Dancing at Lughnasa, Lisa
D’Amour’s play Detroit also has a series of danced choreographic stage directions that are
central to the play’s dramatic arc. Over a series of six pages, Mary, Shannon, Kenny, and Ben
drunkenly have a dance party, which results in a fire that burns down Mary and Ben’s house and
reveals that Shannon and Kenny were squatters. In order for the arc of the play to be effective, all
of the characters must first take part in this ritualized dancing that keeps increasing in intensity.
D’Amour writes,
When the lights come up, BEN, KENNY, and MARY are dancing their asses off on BEN
and MARY’s porch. BEN is dancing on a chair with his broken leg. KENNY is fake
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humping the grill. MARY is spinning in circles. They are all beer wasted. Which is
different from bourbon wasted. Bourbon makes you mean and switches on your regret.
[…] MARY does some kind of dance move she wants BEN to do. BEN does it. KENNY
comes up behind MARY and dirty dance with her a little. […] SHARON fake-walks her
dog. It is on a leash and she kind of dances while she does it. The others crack up. […]
SHARON walks the dog sexier. The others take up fake leashes and walk their dogs,
dancing while they do so. […] KENNY picks both ladies up and swings them around. The
ladies squeal. He puts them down and the three of them dirty dance for a few seconds.
BEN sits not he patio table with his feet on a chair. […] BEN kind of dances in his seat.
MARY couple dances with SHARON. […] Another mad round of dancing. On chairs, with
each other. Nothing really sexual, just mad dancing. At some point BEN breaks another
chair.49
The community experienced by these characters is part of what makes the revelation of Shannon
and Kenny’s fraud so impactful. For the actors playing Mary and Ben, the physical energy
created by the “mad dancing” is necessary to create the true contrast to the next time Mary and
Ben are seen, talking with their actual neighbor after the fire, trying to wrap their heads around
the fact that their house has been destroyed. Though Detroit is not named for its dance as is
Dancing at Lughnasa, danced choreographic stage directions again function as a dramaturgically
important portion of the script, both for the plot of the play and for the actors’ physical
experiences of their characters.
So far all of the examples of danced choreographic stage directions have included the word
“dance” in their stage directions, yet this need not be the case. I conceive of “danced” in the
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same broad fashion as I conceive of choreography, that is, a description of movement that does
not say precisely where a character moves, but rather how and why. A useful hybrid example of
this thinking can be found in Tennessee Williams’s Will Mr. Merriwether Return From Memphis?
in which Williams writes, “Louise nods as if the signal had been given and steps out on the stage
right end of the extension and begins to move along it. Her crossing of the extension
should be choreographed: it is dance-like. There are several pauses in which she turns to the
audience with a gesture of the fan and a smile that has a slight touch of defiance in it.”50 Earlier
in the play, Williams notes that, “The set also includes a crescent-shaped runway or thrust,
which can retract under the main stage when not in use, and it is outlined with light bulbs when
not in use. The actors sometimes walk or dance out on it.”51 This shows that Williams is
interested in stylized movement more than he is in formal dance, and that the boundaries
between walking and dancing are not rigid or impermeable. His usage of “dance-like” can be
read as controlled, graceful movement rather than asking the actor playing Louise to perform a
foxtrot or waltz across the stage. The stage that allows for this kind of movement vocabulary is
not only the “crescent-shaped runway or thrust,” but also the metaphorical stage Williams has
set with his stage directions, which allow for the actors walking and dancing across it to think
with their bodies through the world he has created. Unlike the Dionysian-inspired dance breaks
previously mentioned, Williams’s invocation of dance and quotidian movements exists in a
different affective space, which means the choreographic stage directions lead in another
direction entirely.
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“[T]apping into whatever crazy lizard thing exists inside of us that comes out only when there's a
brawl:”52 Conclusion
My broadening of the definition of a danced choreographic stage direction brings about
another question. Namely, if a dance or gesture is not specifically called for in a choreographic
stage direction, is it still a choreographic stage direction? Choreographic stage directions are
concerned with affectively moving the actor’s body in some way which will both result in a
movement that reflects that affect and also therefore reinforce the affect written in the stage
directions. This means that there are a great number of choreographic stage directions that do not
mention the words “dance” or “gesture,” yet clearly performatively call forth affectively
motivated physical movement. The fact that any sort of theatrical violence calls for “fight
choreography” is not accidental here. Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s play Appropriate shows this in
its climactic scene,
A silence, in which TONI just glowers at RACHAEL - like a long, deep, ocean of a
silence that pours through the walls and fills up the entire space and takes forever to drain
way, before - […] - suddenly, viciously, TONI grabs RACHAEL by the hair, which sends
everyone into calamity only after a moment of being like, "Wait, is what I am watching
really happening?!" By the point everyone is mobilized, TONI is halfway to the front
door. RACHAEL shouts, twists, screams, squeals, terrified, trips, and stumbles the entire
time she is being dragged. Meanwhile, BO is on the way to save his wife - […] - and,
without thinking, he grabs his sister by the arm and basically throws her across the room.
RHYS sees this and immediately throws himself into the scuffle - […] - grappling with
BO. TONI recovers, pulls herself up, starts shouting at BO and trying to half-pull
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BO and RHYS apart, but also fighting off RACHAEL, who, by now, is getting her own
licks in. FRANZ jumps in trying to pull people apart - […] - but he gets sort of dragged
into the fight and starts sort of defending himself. There is the commotion of people
screaming and fighting with each other. RIVER, hearing all this, comes back into the
room, joins in, trying to defend FRANZ, but also pulling people apart - […] It is pretty
vicious and goes on for a substantial amount of time, everyone blurring the line between
offense and defense, working their issues out on everyone else, tapping into whatever
crazy lizard thing exists inside of us that comes out only when there's a brawl but then:
A child’s cry - confused and scared - pierces through the air from upstairs. Everyone sort
of stops and looks up at the top of the stairs, remembering AINSLEY, who comes slowly
down the stairs, wailing. Over his head is a pointed white hood. Everyone watches him
cry and cry, dead silent, mortified.
What the –53
Jacobs-Jenkins’s colloquial usage of “like” again lends itself to affective interpretation here.
Everyone watching the beginning of the violence embodies the thought of “Wait, is what I am
watching really happening?!” and this leads to the next moment in which “everyone is
mobilized,” though it is too late. Jacobs-Jenkins does not write, “everyone runs to stop them” or
something more specific such as, “Franz grabs Rachael’s right leg with his hands and pulls.” The
choreography in this scene is left to the fight choreographer, actors, and director. Instead, the
actors are physically engaged in a fight that “is pretty vicious and goes on for a substantial
amount of time, everyone blurring the line between offense and defense, working their issues out
on everyone else, tapping into whatever crazy lizard thing exists inside of us that comes out only
when there’s a brawl […].” Regardless of what the scene looks like visually, the most important
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aspect of this danced choreographic stage direction is just the same as those from Dancing at
Lughnasa and Detroit: a scene that becomes physically demanding and seems out of control, so
that the moment of shock at the end of the scene can have more power. As the exhausted actors,
breathing heavy, sweating, and therefore still moving, vibrating with the energy of the scene, see
the KKK hood on the child, the visual pause is doubly effective. As Jacobs-Jenkins puts it,
“What the—” is the thought in everyone’s mind, and, by extension, in their bodies. If the actors
fail to reach a certain level of controlled chaos, then the abrupt stopping of the action, the
proverbial record-scratch moment of this scene, will be robbed of its impact.
Fight choreography need not be composed of large brawls in order to be considered
embodied choreographic stage directions. A more contained example comes from O’Neill’s
Welded, in which, “A queer struggle is apparent in her face, her whole body, as if she were
fighting with all her will to overcome some invisible barrier which bars her way.”54 Interestingly,
the physical choreography involved in this moment of performance will likely be a paradoxically
active stillness. Yet, O’Neill still chooses to describe the moment affectively, engaging the
actor’s body with a simile describing the tension to move and remain still as almost a mimed
exercise. Of course, this would not call for fight choreography, and I use it as an example here to
avoid supplementing the words “dance” and “gesture” with the word “fight” to allow for the
identification of choreographic stage directions. Sarah Ruhl describes in Eurydice how,
The Father tries to remember how to do the jitterbug in the underworld.
He does the jitterbug with an imaginary partner.
He has fun.55
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Yet, the same style and orientation towards movement can be seen in Melancholy Play when,
Joan exits to put on a record,
perhaps late 1960s French.
Frances mounts Tilly.
Joan returns.
Frances unmount Tilly.56
The mounting and unmounting of these women to a soundtrack similar to 1960s French music
will require as much interpretation as remembering how to do the jitterbug. The actors
performing these actions will also have certain feelings elicited as a result of performing them,
creating an affective loop within the actor’s own body as the stage directions performatively
affect an actor’s body into moving in a way that also produces that affect. Though the example
from Melancholy Play is also explicitly queer, this phenomenon also reorients the actor’s
embodied experience of moving from script to performance in that their bodies are charged with
creating a great deal of vital moments of these plays without being able to rely on speaking the
playwright’s words. Instead, they must translate the playwright’s stage directions onto their own
bodies, which requires trust from both actor and playwright in order to create a performance that
is necessarily a result of this physical collaboration. Regardless of whether these choreographic
stage directions elicit gestures, dances, fights, or other kinds of movements, they all utilize a kind
of performativity that evokes bodily engagement with the lines between the lines in a way that
queers the actor’s understanding and experience of engaging with a play text.
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Chapter 4
“Very Quiet, Organic, Awkward, Primal”:1 Multivalent Stage Directions
There is either 1 or 99 people playing various bidders. Or maybe there’s some clever way
to force the audience into doing this. Really all we need is one person to play Captain
Ratts. But I guess I worry about the whole thing becoming too Brechtian? Though, does it
matter? Also, can I help it? Or maybe it’s just whoever’s been playing music this whole
time? Or maybe it’s just me? Maybe I sit in the audience of every show and play Ratts. Or
maybe it’s Br’er Rabbit? Let’s just say it’s Br’er Rabbit.2
This set of stage directions from Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s play An Octoroon is as notable
for what it fails to do as for what it expresses. Perhaps it calls to mind examples of some of the
affective stage directions from the second chapter in its focus on the mood and artistic aims of
the scene at hand. Yet these stage directions do not provide a series of affective statements given
for the actor and director to interpret. Instead, the series of questions propose a series of
individual or overlapping potential paths a production could undertake in staging this particular
scene. How many bidders should be in the audience? Is there some way of having the audience
perform here? Does Jacobs-Jenkins need to be present for every production so that he can play
the part? What does Br’er Rabbit look like in this part? And what happens if the whole thing
becomes too Brechtian? The questions posed by the playwright in these stage directions establish
a range of performance potentialities, making this form of stage directions the antithesis of
prescriptive stage directions which restrict actors’ movements. Not only are all of these possible
performance tracks available to future actors and directors, but the inclusion of so many
possibilities also allows for performance solutions perhaps not named in these stage directions at
1
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all. Maybe someone else in the cast plays Ratts. Jacobs-Jenkins does not state this choice
explicitly, yet the repeated chorus of the word “maybe” in these stage directions also implies a
“maybe not” performance solution. Because of their multiple interpretations, I will call this
variety of stage directions “multivalent.” Multivalent stage directions are stage directions which
give multiple performance possibilities for a given moment, character, or situation, often by
asking a series of questions. These questions are performative in the sense that they prompt the
actor and director to not only consider a series of different actions suggested by the playwright,
but also to affectively engage with the space the playwright has created and perhaps create
another choice entirely.
In previous chapters, I have shown how spoken stage directions call attention to their
silent, performative stage direction counterparts, how affective stage directions performatively
engage the actor’s emotions, and how choreographic stage directions performatively engage the
actor’s entire body. I have also discussed how all of these different kinds of stage directions
destabilize the assumed authorial relationship wherein a playwright makes a demand of an actor,
and which an actor must simply perform without question, reoreinting an actor’s approach to a
play script by focusing on the collaborative creation that exists in performing these embodied
lines between the lines. As in the case of choreographic stage directions, multivalent stage
directions are a subset of affective stage directions. They also performatively affect the actor’s
body in the rehearsal process and performance, yet they have an additional distinction in terms of
the way that they are structured: they foreground the concept of potentiality. Affective and
choreographic stage directions rely on an actor and director collaborating with the playwright
through the actor’s embodied interpretation of the affect described at a particular moment;
though there are many possible interpretations of these moments, the choice given the actor is
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not whether or not to perform certain aspects of the lines given, but rather how to perform them
felicitously.
As the example from An Octoroon above shows, multivalent stage directions involve a
great deal more interpretive engagement, and a vast array more of potential performances. In
Daniel Sack’s book, After Live: Possibility, Potentiality, and the Future of Performance, he
writes, “Playing out possibilities or probabilities in recognizable patterns, drama stages worlds
with what could have been, a kind of historiography for the future.”3 Playwrights who use
multivalent stage directions participate in this historiography for the future in an inherently
theatrical way in that they are acknowledging the potential gaps in their current embodied
understanding of the characters and cultural moment. Sack also notes, “In order to pursue these
questions further we must look beyond the dramatic paradigm or pick apart its seams, to face the
body that suspends and exposes its capacity to do and not do without acting, its potentiality to
move otherwise.”4 Multivalent stage directions rely on the actor’s ability to move otherwise, not
only in terms of one of the playwright’s suggested paths or another, but in fact in terms of
unspoken and unwritten further paths in the same spirit as those possibilities. This recipe for
potentiality relies upon the performative affect of the multivalent stage directions written to
enable the actor and director to imagine possibilities that are in the same mood and spirit of the
scene and the play overall.
It is my contention that multivalent stage directions require a further concentration on
potentiality in order to understand the affective and queer forces at play in these lines. Aside
from Sack’s work, Rebecca Schneider’s focus on reenactment in her book Performing Remains
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proves useful in its consideration of how a reperformance can be both a representation of a
specific event and also not that event. Although historical reenactment is certainly different than
performing a play, multivalent stage directions can allow for multiple productions to differ quite
widely in their performances and visual experiences. Making a connection between Civil War
reenactments and Austin’s performativity, Schneider writes,
Theatrical accomplishments, on the other hand, are always only partial (and for J.L.
Austin, always ‘infelicitous’), riddled with the seeming problem of the false (the problem
of seeming). And yet, the errors in theatricality (the way the saying is not exactly or not
entirely or not completely the doing if we remember the above comments about the
simultaneity of the ‘real’ and ‘faux’), are generative of a relationship to history that
partakes of the double negative: a reenactment both is and is not the acts of the Civil War.
It is not not the Civil War. And, perhaps, through the cracks in the ‘not not,’ something
cross-temporal, something affective and something affirmative circulates. Something is
touched.5
In other words, anything that happens in a play both is and is not an actual event—actors playing
characters who get married in a play are not legally married, yet an actor performing a dance in a
play has actually physically danced the same dance as their character. Though the Civil War is a
true historical event, reperforming it is simply one version of a group performance that will
individually differ from the initial event, even if the overall outcome is the same. While
understanding that this is not the same situation as a purely fictional theatrical event, I would like
to draw a parallel to the multiple variations of performance allowed in multivalent stage
directions, where the “original” event is, in fact, the written script. Just in the way the historical
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documents are the (trace of) the original event in Civil War reenactment, each performance of a
script with multivalent stage directions will be both a new event and not not the play itself, even
more so than any plays involving the other kinds of stage directions mentioned thus far. The
relationship between a historical event and its reenactment is similar, in this way, to that of a play
script and any performance of that play. A production is always, in a way, one version of a play
script, but the relationship becomes even more interesting when a play contains multivalent stage
directions, as then even performing the play to the letter can still result in radically different
interpretations at particular moments.
Not only does this understanding of reperformance bring up aspects of performativity, but
it also involves affective engagement directly. Schneider notes,
The affective turn is extremely interesting in regard to the fact that it seems to resist the
binary still so virile in the linguistic ties of the performative turn-that is, the binary
between writing or textuality on the one hand and embodied gestic repertoires of
behaving on a seeming other. The affective turn resists replicating the body/text binary,
but situates itself more interestingly in spaces between such binaries – including
self/other – as much affect is situated like atmosphere, between bodies.6
Although multivalent stage directions do not challenge the dialogue/stage direction binary in a
linguistic sense, as spoken stage directions do, they certainly challenge the textuality/repertoire
(or, to refer to Diana Taylor’s formulation, the archive/repertoire) binary. For example, in the set
of stage directions at the start of this chapter, if Jacobs-Jenkins himself plays Ratts, does that
mean that this is the “right” way of handling these stage directions? Does a production seek the
performance solution from the repertoire or go back to the textual source of the archive? Yet the
archive allows for several repertoires, complicating matters further. The affective aspect of these
6
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stage directions therefore exists in the spaces in between the possible bodies of future actors, and
furthermore, the possible performance paths of the same actor. In other words, multivalent stage
directions rely on the atmosphere between imagined, potential bodies in a way that extends and
blurs the spaces between textual and gestic portions of a play, which are only felicitous when
both of these portions share a collaboratively generated affective continuity. Multivalent stage
directions are perhaps the most “evolved” stage directions, in that they empower actors and
directors to spring forth from the stage directions on the page and imagine their own. These new
interpretations, if the affect of the stage directions is felicitously transmitted, are as much an
extension of the written stage directions as the words on the page.
This somewhat circuitous reasoning — that stage directions could be written in order to
encourage a performance that does not adhere directly to them — is present in much of
Schneider’s discussions of reenactment. Schneider explains, “Emily Dickinson wrote in 1866,
three years after the Battle of Gettysburg: ‘Tell all the Truth but tell it slant - Success in Circuit
lies,’ suggesting that the roundabout way such a thing as truth might best be accessed is through
circulations—queer of straight and off center of ‘fact.’”7 This queer orientation is certainly not
accidental. Circling back to Sara Ahmed’s words in Queer Phenomenology brings questions of
lines and directions back into view. Ahmed writes,
The lines that allow us to find our way, those that are ‘in front’ of us, also make certain
things, and not others, available. What is available is what might reside as a point on this
line. When we follow specific lines, some things become reachable and others remain or
even become out of reach. Such exclusions—the constitution of a field of unreachable
objects—are the indirect consequences of following lines that are before us: we do not
7
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have to consciously exclude those things that are not ‘on line.’ The direction we take
excludes things for us, before we even get there. The lines we follow might also function
as forms of ‘alignment,’ or as ways of being in line with others. We might say that we are
orientated when we are in line. We are ‘in line’ when we face the direction that is already
faced by others. Being ‘in line’ allows bodies to extend into spaces that, as it were, have
already taken their shape. Such extensions could be redescribed as an extension of the
body’s reach. A key argument in this book is that the body gets directed in some ways
more than others.8
I have argued previously that stage directions are inherently queer due to their “out of line”
behavior; they are often literally out of line, their italicized words taking up their own space, as
in Sarah Ruhl’s work. Even when this is not the case, the actor’s “lines” are thought of as being
comprised of their spoken words of dialogue, not the actions, thoughts, and feelings of the
character’s, or play’s, stage directions. If stage directions are already queer, what about stage
directions that are still further out of line? In other words, multivalent stage directions allow for
the possibility of authorial stage directions that are not written on the page. The “maybe” and
“perhaps” constructions in these stage directions are queer in that they allow for and encourage
performance potentialities that are so far out of line, they never appear in a written line. Using
Ahmed’s reasoning, this means that multivalent stage directions draw actors to possibilities that
are out of line, reorienting the actors both towards and away from these stage directions. Actors
can be “in line” with multivalent stage directions by performing something out of the lines of the
written stage directions. In this case, such an orientation involves being oriented in many
different (felicitous) directions at once, creating a generative space of performance potentialities.

8
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Alhough Sack’s book does not delve into the question of stage directions fully, there is a
notable passage discussing potentiality in performance through the stage directions in Caryl
Churchill’s Heart’s Desire. Sack explains,
The play’s first scene begins with Brian, the husband/father of the household, entering the
room as he pulls on a red sweater. Two lines later and ‘They all stop. Brian goes out.
Others reset to beginning and do exactly as they did before as Brian enters putting on a
tweed jacket.’ The same two lines and, again, a reset for Brian to reenter a third time, now
putting on an old cardigan. Multiple possible outfits or configurations of the same scene
are thus proposed, imagining parallel universes of the play proceeding along subtly
different routes based upon the contingencies of a costuming decision. The next iteration
of the scene underlines this sense of the multiplicitous. Maisie, the sister, digresses into a
speech about the wonder of the platypus as a variation upon other forms of life,
reminiscent of duck, rat, mole, but wholly none of these: ‘It makes you think what else
could have existed.’ What other combinations of sweaters, cardigans, and tweeds could
have existed in this world or its sisters?9
These stage directions are not multivalent, nor are they affective, but this particular performance
example stages the process of interacting with multivalent stage directions. Instead of seeing the
same scene multiple times, multivalent stage directions give a series of possible routes, enabling
the actor and director to imagine the other worlds that could exist, the other physical and
emotional versions of costumes that the characters could wear for this moment or scene. What
changes when Brian wears the sweater, cardigan, or tweed? What if he instead entered the scenes
“as if,” in that affective stage direction’s favorite construct, he was wearing each of those items?
How might that change how the actor holds his body? How does the character feel towards these
9
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items? Is the character physically hot or cold, or does he simply feel dressed incorrectly for a
social reason in any of these scenarios? A multivalent stage direction here would create a space
for these discussions to happen so that an actor could find a particular choice that is inspired both
by the playwright’s understanding of the character and by the actor’s and director’s. As Ahmed
describes it, “Even if what we ‘do do’ affects what we ‘can do,’ other things remain possible.”10
Whichever choice an actor makes, the other possibilities do not necessarily vanish from view,
and the fact that they were there at all means that any decision the actor makes will still have
been queerly oriented.
It is this aspect of circuitous potentiality, the reorientation around unnamed performance
possibilities, that makes multivalent stage directions the most radical form of affective stage
directions. The actor’s body takes a particular path through multivalent stage directions in a way
that models an extreme version of how an actor’s body takes a particular path through all stage
directions, even those that are not affective. No two bodies “sit” in exactly the same way, but the
difference between the embodied interpretations of the same character are highlighted when
larger decisions diverge within two different productions with different actors playing the same
scene. Reflecting back to the example from An Octoroon, the production containing a single
bidder played by Jacobs-Jenkins and the production with ninety-nine extras seated in the
audience are radically different experiences for actors and audience members alike. These
choices both spring from the language in the multivalent stage directions, but their embodied
performances show different understandings of the same text. Ahmed writes,
Bodies provide us with a tool, as that through which we ‘hold’ or ‘grasp’ onto things, but
elsewhere Merleau-Ponty suggests that the body is not itself an instrument but a form of
expression, a making visible of our intentions (1964: 5). What makes bodies different is
10
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how they inhabit space: space is not a container for the body; it does not contain the body
as if the body were ‘in it.’ Rather bodies are submerged, such that they become the space
they inhabit; in taking up space, bodies move through space and are affected by the
‘where’ of that movement.11
Although intentionality is a complex question, and one that I do not find fruitful or important at
this juncture, Ahmed’s point applies to multivalent stage directions in that actors and directors
must intentionally choose a particular path through the stage directions, just as they must
necessarily ignore others. This embodied practice submerges the actor in a particular version of
the play, yet, having read the stage directions, the actor is also aware that this is but one
particular world of the play; another production might make a radically different choice.
Orienting the actor one way, in multivalent stage directions, does not come with the assumption
that this is the singularly authorial way of performing this moment, thus enabling other
orientations in the future, other potentialities. As Ahmed repeatedly contends, “It is important
that we think not only about what is repeated, but also about how the repetition of actions takes
us in certain directions: we are also orientating ourselves toward some objects more than others,
including not only physical objects (the different kinds of tables) but also objects of thought,
feeling, and judgment, as well as objects in the sense of aims, aspirations, and objectives.”12
Multivalent stage directions work by orientating actors towards their own interpretations of the
words on the page and, by extension, words not written down, but implied as extensions of the
same spirit, queering the process of understanding and interpreting stage directions in general.
Just as has been the case in previous chapters, there are different kinds of multivalent stage
directions, which are worth identifying for the purpose of enabling a quicker identification by
11
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any reader. In other words, once again, the “categories” present in this chapter do not represent
strict classifications as a final goal of this research, but rather serve to show the range of this
technique’s usage. Although some multivalent stage directions are more psychologically
motivated, while others are more concerned with the visual representation of a particular scene, I
have chosen to analyze examples throughout a continuum of the number of choices they provide
for performance.
“An intermission or not. Preferably not”:13 Paired Multivalent Stage Directions
In both versions of Sarah Ruhl’s Melancholy Play, play and chamber piece, following a
scene of the children’s game duck-duck-goose, the following stage directions appear: “An
intermission or not. Preferably not.”14 This is a somewhat large decision to be left to a
production, and one that has only two possibilities: either the production pauses, or it does not. In
one scenario, the actors leave the stage and have a break, in the other, they continue performing.
This decision about intermissions is not only a question for the production team of Melancholy
Play, as Ruhl’s Late: A Cowboy Song contains a stage direction that reads, “Intermission. Or
not.”15 Although the tone is different, Jacobs-Jenkins’s Neighbors includes the stage direction, “If
you have to take an intermission, I guess you can take it here.”16 What is notable in these stage
directions is not only that the choice of having an intermission is left up to the production teams,
but also the tone in which these two playwrights express that choice. Their wording does more
than imply a choice, as productions occasionally choose to forgo an intermission when one is
13
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indicated,17 but acknowledges two possible choices. This does not mean that equal weight is
given to those two potential tracks, as two of these three examples contain evidence of the
playwrights’ personal preferences. Ruhl would rather have Melancholy Play performed without
an intermission, and Jacobs-Jenkins feels the same way about Neighbors. Yet, both recognize
that there might be reasons that “you have to take an intermission,” as Jacobs-Jenkins notes.
Though these examples do not at first seem to be associated with the actors’ bodies in the
ways that previous examples of affective stage directions have been, they are a useful starting
point for a discussion of multivalent stage directions, as they provide examples of a dichotomy.
The choices in these stage directions are clear-cut pairs: there is an intermission, or not. Few
multivalent stage directions provide such clear decisions, though we should not mistake this
simplistic form for an easily answerable stage challenge. For example, the earliest example of a
multivalent stage direction culled from the plays in this study comes from Eugene O’Neill’s 1922
work The Hairy Ape. After Yank has traveled to place after place in search of a kind of
ideological home, he finds himself face to face with a gorilla at the zoo. He breaks the bars of the
cage, and the gorilla comes outside and puts his arms around Yank in a deadly embrace. After
Yank mutters his last words, O’Neill ends the play with a stage direction that says, “And,
perhaps, the Hairy Ape at last belongs.”18 At first glance, this stage direction is reminiscent of
Shaw’s infamous ending stage directions in his 1903 play Candida in which, “They embrace. But
they do not know the secret in the poet’s heart.”19 Both of these playwrights have written endings
17
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to their plays that impart affective information not able to be directly transmitted to the audience
via nonverbal means. Yet, O’Neill’s final words contain two different potentialities, whereas
Shaw’s makes a final judgement, however abstract. The characters do not know the secret in the
poet’s heart, but Yank perhaps belongs.
The use of the word “perhaps” is important here. O’Neill does not simply say “The Hairy
Ape at last belongs,” but rather that there is a possibility that he does. If O’Neill has complete
control over the actors in his plays, why does he not have a more concrete answer to this
question? What are the variables in this written play that could change enough to make Yank
belong or not? Of course, O’Neill might simply be ending with a final musing on his character’s
fate, but what happens if this multivalent stage direction is taken as a production challenge to be
embodied? In terms of staging, this means that Yank’s death — the physical performance of it, as
well as the eventual position of the actor’s “dead” body — can either seem like a natural
extension of the staged environment of the zoo, or seem like yet another situation where he is a
man apart. Was Yank’s entire journey in vain, or did he find what he was looking for? In this
sense, how a production interprets this final line of the play is what will determine how the
production feels about the entire arc of The Hairy Ape.
The performativity of this multivalent stage direction is present in, paradoxically, whatever
choice is made. Who can prove if a production has not followed the stage direction, “And,
perhaps, the Hairy Ape at last belongs”?20 Just as with the affective stage directions in chapter
two, and the choreographic stage directions in chapter three, multivalent stage directions are
performative in that they require engagement from the physical bodies of actors, or the imagined
performing bodies of readers to be acted upon by these words. Yet multivalent stage directions
have a further performative complication, in that they address their own infelicity, thereby
20
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rendering the infelicitous result as a felicitous performative. For example, in the Ruhl and
Jacobs-Jenkins stage directions regarding intermissions, there is no foreseeable production
solution that does not include a felicitous interpretation. The same reasoning applies to O’Neill’s
stage direction for Yank. The structural continuity of these stage directions comes from the use of
words that allow for a possibility and its opposite simultaneously. This is a key structural aspect
of multivalent stage directions. In the same way that affective stage directions have an actual or
implied “as if” in their writing, multivalent stage directions have a further actual or implied
“perhaps.” Sometimes this comes in the form of the word itself, as in the O’Neill example above,
and sometimes that word is replaced with “or,” “maybe,” or a more personal admission of
potential from the playwright, such as “I guess” or even “I don’t know.”
What does this mean for the embodied experience of the actors performing these
multivalent stage directions? In the simplest forms of multivalent stage directions, where there
are two main performance possibilities, the actor is still empowered to try both solutions and see
which is best for the production. The playwrights who write multivalent stage directions admit
the possibility that the best staging option for a production might not be what they had imagined
in their heads. Aston and Savona acknowledge this possibility in their book Theatre as SignSystem, even though they do not take an in-depth look at stage directions that serve as the best
examples of this attitude. When discussing Pirandello, they write,
A more open-minded and constructive reading might be that the dramatist is conscious of
posing a series of quite considerable problems, both aesthetic and conceptual, for the
reader/spectator, and that he has in consequence recorded his own solutions. These may
be regarded as suggestions, rather than as prescriptive. The individual director has the
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options of acceptance or negotiation or rejection of the stage directions, once full and
systematic cognisance has been taken of them in the course of the rehearsal process.21
Although this statement can also apply to all affective stage directions, multivalent stage
directions provide some of the most overt evidence of this approach. The use of words such as
“perhaps” is one way of revealing this flexibility in meaning, yet there is also a way of
undercutting the seeming authorial force of a multivalent stage direction.
Lisa D’Amour, for example, often writes her multivalent stage directions as questions. In
Detroit, character Mary and Sharon are preparing for a camping trip they are going to take
together, and are too excited to sleep the night before. Sharon has come over to Mary’s back
porch and the two of them begin talking about the materials they are bringing with them, from
camping accessories to food. As the two women begin to get excited about the idea of making
bacon, the dialogue breaks for the single stage direction: “Do they giggle like little girls?”22
Excellent question. The fact that this stage direction is framed as a question is an alternate
structure to a multivalent stage direction, but the effect is generally the same. D’Amour could
have written “maybe they giggle like little girls,” just as O’Neill could have phrased his stage
direction as the question: “And, perhaps, the Hairy Ape at last belongs?” Yet D’Amour chose to
include a question mark and O’Neill did not. The use of the question mark makes the contingent
nature of the multivalent stage direction even more obvious. In English grammar, the question
mark notes a direct question, as opposed to an indirect question, which takes a period. O’Neill’s
stage direction can be viewed as an indirect question, but D’Amour is asking the actor, director,
and/or reader an honest question. For the actors playing Mary and Sharon, this amounts to
D’Amour saying to them, “I can imagine a version of this scene where they giggle like little girls
21
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about to go on a camping trip, but I can also imagine the scene without it. What do you think?”
Again, as in the examples in this section thus far, there are two options presented: giggling or not
giggling.
D’Amour’s questioned laughter brings the affective aspect of actor embodiment back into
perspective in a new, different way. If the actors in Detroit do not giggle like little girls in the
scene, but have read the multivalent stage direction and considered it, how does the performance
path not chosen affect them? Does it have any effects/affects at all? Because of the bifurcated
performativity of multivalent stage directions, which allows both the positive and negative
responses to these stage directions to both be felicitous performative events, could it be the case
that both ways of reading the stage direction exist simultaneously? In other words, when Mary
and Sharon giggle, is this moment affected by the fact that there is a possible scene where they
do not? And if Mary and Sharon speak without giggling, are their performances not influenced
by the knowledge that this scene could include giggling? The answer here comes in the form of
affect. What is being imparted to actors in multivalent stage directions is affective information
about subtext that could be shown in one way, but might simply remain inside the actor’s
embodied experience of the scene. The actors playing Mary and Sharon would have to act the
scene in such a way that their giggling would be a natural extension of the scene, even if it does
not occur. This is what makes multivalent stage directions queer the actors’ experiences of
embodying these lines, which orient them multiple ways simultaneously, while also revealing
that all of these orientations have the same underlying affect.
An even clearer example of the affective underbelly of multivalent stage directions can be
seen in another D’Amour play, Airline Highway, as a group of character discuss the now
dilapidated Hummingbird Hotel in New Orleans, where a pool with a swim-up bar was covered
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over years before, because a girl drowned. Upon learning this last macabre piece of the
Hummingbird’s history, D’Amour writes, “Does everybody look around for a half a second,
meaning for a moment they see their lot in life?”23 Although still written in a form in which the
answer can be either yes or no, the philosophical reasoning in this multivalent stage direction is
not where the valence occurs. The question is not “will looking around cause them to see their lot
in life?” but rather, “does everybody look around for a short time?” At this moment in Airline
Highway, looking around necessarily means that the characters must take in their surroundings
and be aware of not only the dilapidation expressed by this particular hotel, but also the break
downs in their own lives that have led them to be standing here. D’Amour is telling the
characters that the affect of their precarities and failures is in the air around them at this moment;
the question is simply about whether or not the actors, with their director, choose to allow their
characters to face this truth, to orient themselves to and around it. The affective power of this line
performatively affects the actors playing all of the characters standing on stage in that scene,
reorienting their experience of what it means to follow the stage directions.
D’Amour is not the only playwright who imbues her multivalent stage directions with
explicitly affective components. Jacobs-Jenkins, whose stage directions always contain aspects
of his particular theatrical voice, reveals another use of paired multivalent stage directions in An
Octoroon. At one point in the play, Jacobs-Jenkins notes, “M’Closky jumps on up on his chair,
throws money in the air, and makes it rain — perhaps literally perhaps figuratively. The theatre
is a space of infinite possibility.”24 As in D’Amour’s Airline Highway stage direction, the actual
performance of this stage direction has two directly observable outcomes: either M’Closky
makes it rain literally or he makes it rain figuratively. In true Jacobs-Jenkins fashion, things are
23
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not as simple as they seem. Making it rain literally actually has two meanings, both of which
could be deemed literal and figurative. As the stage direction itself implies, throwing money in
the air is colloquially referred to as “making it rain,” which is clearly one possible performance
of this moment. Yet, creating a water effect that resembles rain would also be a clever pun, and a
way of aligning the two meanings of “making it rain” in a way that would add another layer to
the performance. In this way, either performance could be deemed literal or figurative, both of
which make the sentence “The theatre is a space of infinite possibility” an apt and felicitous
performative statement. Any performance at all proves the theatre is a space of infinite
possibility, after all. Yet the affective force of this sentence adds a layer to the multivalent stage
directions. Jacobs-Jenkins could have included this sentiment in any place at all, but he includes
it after asking the actor and director to make a choice, as if to say “whatever you can imagine is
what you should do here.” The execution of this moment is up to the production, but the feeling
of a theatre with infinite possibilities is not optional.
This playful or sarcastic acknowledgement of the theatricality of multivalent stage
directions occurs in the works of other playwrights as well. In Ruhl’s play Dead Man’s Cell
Phone, dead man Gordon’s mother, Mrs. Gottlieb, is obsessed with meat and her son. It seems
only fitting that Ruhl allows her to join her son and her favorite meal as,
She throws herself into the flames with the steak
and self-immolates, but we don’t need to hear or see that.25
Ruhl notes that we don’t need to see or hear that, leaving it a question as to whether or not we
will hear or see that anyway. The multivalent stage direction here is used as a means of directing
attention away from this event. It is another form of her intermission stage directions mentioned
previously. Yet it is not written, “Mrs. Gottlieb throws herself in the flames with the steak and
25
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self-immolates. Or not. Preferably not.” This is how Mrs. Gottlieb dies. The question is how to
reference this in performance if at all. The affective message is that this is not something to go to
any lengths to stage. Whereas Jacobs-Jenkins encourages actors and directors to think big about
M’Closky’s making it rain, Ruhl is encouraging Mrs. Gottlieb and her director to think small.
Mrs. Gottlieb exits, and this is her fate; it is enough for the actor to know this, but perhaps it
might also be represented.26
Ruhl’s awareness of the negative potentiality of focusing too much on Mrs. Gottlieb’s
death scene is brushed aside tonally, but this does not lessen the impact of the attention to
negative potentiality in performance. She does not say that Mrs. Gottlieb’s death should not be
shown, but her wording reveals both her own impulse as well as her respect for the actors and
directors of future productions to handle this scene in the manner they deem most appropriate.
Ruhl’s attention to the affect of her plays is reminiscent of Williams’s, whose affective stage
directions reveal a strong propensity for discussing the overall effect of scenes and characters.
Though Williams writes a great number of multivalent stage directions, he does not often
structure them in a way that allows for a pair of solutions. Those he does write in this form,
however, showcase the same theatrical desire to empower the actor to add nuance to his words in
a way that adds to the expression of the character or the mood of a scene. In Orpheus
Descending, Williams’s modern-day Orpheus, Val, is speaking to a modern-day seer, Vee Talbott,
about the nature of her visions. Williams says of Val that, “It may be that his speech is too
articulate: counteract this effect by groping, hesitations.”27 The actor playing Val, and his
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director, must decide whether or not the speech is too articulate, which depends, in large part, on
the overall affect of the actor playing Val. If his performance is such that Val’s poetic words in
the following pieces of dialogue seem to be a continuation of the overall performance,
belaboring the words is not necessary, but if the words will serve to make Val seem different in
this scene, then Williams has provided a corrective course. Williams has, in fact, supplied the
actor with two options of how to make this moment seem less scripted, and yet these two
techniques are not the entirety of the affective tools needed to layer the actor’s performance. As
in the previous examples, the groping and hesitations are the affective undercurrent of this scene,
and a felicitous performance of this scene would include these aspects.
Whereas Williams, Ruhl, Jacobs-Jenkins, D’Amour, and, to a certain extent, O’Neill, all
reveal their own authorial voices in the process of collaboratively engaging with future actors
over the pages of their scripts, Friel has a different approach to multivalent stage directions.
Take, for example, this paired multivalent stage direction from his 2005 play The Home Place:
“A second of unease: is Margaret watching?”28 The Home Place tells the story of an
“anthropometric” who comes to measure the skulls and features of the citizens of (the fictional
town of) Ballybeg, County Donegal in 1878 to see what their features say about their character.
The play opens with two young women, Margaret and Sally, on a lawn doing chores, and one
young man who is seen before vanishing into the bushes as he spots Margaret. Margaret is the
young second wife of the master of the house, and Sally works for the family. The gentleman,
Con, is trying to get Sally alone. So it is that Margaret goes into the house and Con emerges from
the thicket of trees on the periphery of the set. Sally’s entire set of stage directions reads as
follows: “Sally looks round, alarmed. She sees him. A second of unease: is Margaret watching?
Now she dashes to the right and flings the bucket recklessly into the trees. Then, brushing down
28
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her dress, she crosses quickly to Con. They talk in whispers.”29 Friel does not say that Sally looks
around for Margaret, but rather asks if Margaret is watching. Yet, what is more important than
the form of the thought is the question of whose thought this is. Is Friel wondering if Margaret is
watching? Or is Sally wondering if Margaret is watching? The second scenario seems more
likely. The second of unease is caused by Sally’s fear that Margaret is watching her and would
disapprove. Friel does not answer Sally’s question. Margaret has exited to the offstage house, but
could very well be witnessing this secret assignation. The actor playing Margaret can decide if
she watches this scene or not, and the actor playing Sally must decide whether or not she
believes she is being watched at this moment. For example, Sally seems to act as though
Margaret is not watching while Sally dashes and throws the bucket. Therefore, the question
seems to be twofold: is Margaret watching at the top of this moment, and is Sally worried about
Margaret watching for more than that single moment? The interpretation of this kind of unease is
left to the actor playing Sally, who can decide to put it out of her mind, or allow it show on the
surface of her performance. Friel has put this stage direction in the character’s voice, which shifts
and queers this multivalent stage direction even among the already queer multivalent stage
directions already discussed.
The tonal opposite of a paired multivalent stage direction in a character’s voice comes in
the form of the playwright writing a paired multivalent stage direction that speaks directly to
production possibilities. In D’Amour’s Airline Highway, a moment occurs where “TANYA opens
the door. There are two staging options. One: She is completely naked and descends the stairs.
Two: She still has her dress on, runs out of the room, tries to pull off her dress, and WAYNE stops
her.”30 This stage direction occurs at the climax of a small scene between Tanya and Wayne
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during a larger party scene, in which Tanya, a white, 62 year-old former prostitute, is trying to
show everyone a strip routine as Wayne, the white hotel manager in his early sixties, is chasing
her trying to stop her. D’Amour’s stage directions specify that Tanya has removed her bra and
panties and thrown them to the crowd by this point, but when the actors reach this
moment, they must make a decision. There are two important ways to approach this paired
multivalent stage direction: one practical, and one metaphorical. The practical concern pertains
to whether or not the actor playing Tanya is comfortable with full nudity, while the metaphorical
issue involves the power dynamic between Wayne and Tanya. Is the character of Tanya strong
enough to get her way, or will Wayne be successful in stopping her? What does this mean for
Tanya’s overall character arc? D’Amour shows two possible performances, but reveals two
separate lines of reasoning to resolve them. Again, there is no value judgement here, but rather a
generous gesture to the judgement of the actors whose bodies are involved with the actions of
their characters. Is Tanya’s power worth being naked? Also, will the performance venue and
audience demographic accept both of these performance tracks equally? These are questions
each individual actor playing Tanya, along with her director, must answer anew.
While D’Amour’s example is a question of personal choice for the actor, there are also
moments where playwrights confront the limits of actors’ abilities. Williams shows an alertness
to the realities of production with this set of stage directions from Eccentricities of a Nightingale,
where he assures future production teams that “It is not necessary for the actress to have a very
good voice. If she has no singing voice at all, the song can be dubbed, the piano placed so her
back or her profile will be to the audience.”31 Directly preceding these stage directions, Alma is
singing a somewhat scandalous song, in response to her would-be lover John’s choice. Alma’s
31
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singing is quickly interrupted by John’s mother, Mrs. Buchanan, who says she has a beautiful
voice, but clearly wants to stop the song. Williams does not insist that the actor playing Alma
sing well, but someone must sing the song. Of course, if Alma has a beautiful voice, Mrs.
Buchanan’s objection is clearly due to the song’s content, but a production can make this choice
based on the actor playing Alma’s ability, along with, perhaps, the actor playing Mrs. Buchanan’s
comic timing.
The somewhat subjective question of “having a good voice” also comes into play in Ruhl’s
The Clean House, where married doctor Charles is about to perform surgery on his older lover,
Ana, who is dying of cancer. Ruhl writes,
He does surgery on Ana.
It is an act of love.
If the actor who plays Charles is a good singer,
it would be nice if he could sing
an ethereal love song in Latin
about being medically cured by love
as he does the surgery.
If the actress who plays Ana is a good singer,
it would be nice if she recovered from the surgery
and slowly sat up and sang a contrapuntal melody.
When the surgery is over,
Charles takes off Ana’s sheet.
Underneath the sheet,
she is dressed in a lovely dress.
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They kiss.32
The question in these stage directions appears simple at first: can the actors playing Charles and
Ana sing? Yet their singing abilities are not the only line of inquiry. Ruhl’s own attitude is
evident in the repeated phrase “it would be nice,” which does not in fact refer to the singing, but
rather the content of their potential songs. She does not write, “it would be nice if the actors were
good singers,” but instead that what would be nice is if they could sing “an ethereal love song in
Latin about being medically cured by love” and “a contrapuntal melody.” As these last several
examples of paired multivalent stage directions reveal, there are rarely two performance paths
alone in multivalent stage directions. Once the initial decision has been made about whether or
not the actors are good singers, the production team must then find or write an ethereal love song
in Latin about being medically cured by love. Those details are all Ruhl provides for this task,
leaving the actors and production team to their own devices. This moment is reminiscent of
Jacobs-Jenkins’s reminder that, “The theatre is a space of infinite possibility,”33 which is what
the vast majority of multivalent stage directions show. There are rarely only two potential
performance paths in this stage direction construction, and in the next section I will introduce the
broadest range of these multivalent stage directions, revealing the extent of their powers of
affective performativity.

“Whatever it is, it’s mayhem:”34 Unlimited Multivalent Stage Directions
At the start of this chapter, I mentioned that Sack’s book After Live had found an important
abundance of potentiality in the Caryl Churchill play Heart’s Desire, where he wrote of a scene
32
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in which the action is repeated with a number of costume changes. A few pages later, Sack
writes,
The stage directions ask for a silence that lasts ‘a longer time than you think you can get
away with.’ The extended silence passes by its expected ends and stretches out into
uncomfortable reaches as audience and performer wait for something or someone to act.
Has something gone wrong in the performance? An entrance forgotten or cue dropped?
What possibility lurks behind the door unanswered or in the next line that someone
refuses to utter? The moment opens up a pure means without end, maintaining the
capacities of the offstage through a suspension of its expected behavior.35
Sack’s description of the audience response to this affective stage direction from Churchill
mirrors the process an actor or director goes through when encountering a multivalent stage
direction in a play. Multivalent stage directions are often not limited to pairs of outcomes, and
when there are not two clear paths to follow, the actors and directors must think through these
stage directions that “[open] up a pure means without end.”36 When encountering this
potentiality, the affective information contained in the surrounding stage directions becomes
crucial for scaffolding an embodied performance that will provide the actor and director with
enough information to make a motivated decision. These stage directions are often structured in
such a way that they provide the actors with a few performance possibilities, while explicitly
creating space for other ideas the actors might have.
Take, for example, this multivalent stage direction from D’Amour’s Detroit: “BEN runs
over and jiggles the door, or does KENNY get up and jiggle it with his hand still on his head?
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Whatever it is, it’s mayhem.”37 The affect of this scene is clearly stated, but it has also existed in
the stage directions leading up until this moment of performance. A quick look at the preceding
page’s stage directions reveals the full extent of this mayhem:
SHARON starts to cry. Head in hands. A moment or two of just SHARON crying, like
deep, private weeping. BEN and MARY look for a moment, then BEN busies himself at
the grill. KENNY gets up. […] KENNY leans over to comfort SHARON and WHAM,
the patio umbrella comes crashing down, hitting him on the head. […] KENNY is
holding the back of his head. […] MARY races to go inside. She can’t get the sliding
door open.38
After an earlier reference to the jiggling trick needed to open the sliding door, the production is
now left to decide if Ben, whose door it is, opens the door, or if Kenny, who has possibly just
learned the jiggle trick, opens it instead. Of course, the phrase “Whatever it is, it’s mayhem,”
indicates that it does not go smoothly, meaning that perhaps Ben, in a panic, momentarily forgets
his own trick, or that Kenny never actually learned the trick to begin with, but gallantly attempts
to solve the problem anyway. Whatever occurs, all of the actors playing Ben, Mary, Sharon, and
Kenny are responsible for the mayhem D’Amour notes, even if not all of the actors execute a
direct action to help Mary get through the door. Sharon, for example, could either become caught
up in the struggle of trying to open the door, or she could be in shock, or even take advantage of
the momentary distraction of the others to be moved to tears by communication again, as she was
previously. These multivalent stage directions contain no specific means for a purely affective
end. The potentiality in this moment is queerly structured in that a great range of actions not
mentioned in the text could be felicitous performances of the phrase “whatever it is.”
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The multivalence of this stage direction does not come in the form of whether or not an
action should be undertaken, but rather exactly what actions feel right to the actors in the scene.
D’Amour’s technique in giving agency to her actors via her stage directions can take several
different forms, yet it is her commitment to actors having an embodied contribution to her scripts
that first drew my attention to this particular kind of stage direction usage. Sometimes she poses
a series of actions as questions, such as in Airline Highway, where “Does BAIT BOY try to
touch SISSY NA NA’s hair? […] Does BAIT BOY laugh? Does he do a little chant from the old
days? ‘Sissy Sissy Na Na, Sissy Sissy Na Na.’”39 The performed stage direction here has many
possibilities, in that the actor playing Bait Boy could choose to follow none, one, or a
combination of D’Amour’s suggestions, or could come up with his own. These questions, as
noted in the previous section, affectively perform on the actor’s body so that the actor who has
truly considered these questions is going to be influenced by their content, even if he does not
end up doing a little chant from the old days. This format also encourages the actor to add his
own response in keeping with the affect of the scene. Perhaps Bait Boy does a little dance instead
of laughing, as he does elsewhere in the script.
The use of questions as a tool of multivalent stage directions is not restricted to D’Amour,
of course. Friel, whose use of a thought question in the voice of a character in the previous
section is his most common form of multivalent stage direction, also has an extended example of
this technique in Give Me Your Answer, Do! In this play, “The atmosphere is tense. All eyes are
on JACK – for a few seconds. He looks utterly lost and bewildered. He looks into each face in
turn, lingering with each for a moment — hoping for a gesture of support? Bracing himself
against rejection? Before moving on to the next person.”40 Friel gives at least two possibilities
39
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for the motivation of this lingering look, but his use of question mark also means that the actor
could supply a series of his own reasons, drawing on his interpretation of his character’s
relationship with each of these other people.
An extreme example of multivalent stage directions comes from Jacobs-Jenkins’s stage
directions at the start of this chapter. Of particular note is the series of questions included: “But I
guess I worry about the whole thing becoming too Brechtian? Though, does it matter? Also, can
I help it? Or maybe it’s just whoever’s been playing music this whole time? Or maybe it’s just
me? Maybe I sit in the audience of every show and play Ratts. Or maybe it’s Br’er Rabbit? Let’s
just say it’s Br’er Rabbit.”41 This series of questions does not only suggest actions the actors
could undertake, but in fact asks rhetorical questions of the playwright himself. How the actors
and director answer these questions will greatly affect not only this particular scene, but also an
overall feeling of, for example, Brechtian tone. Jacobs-Jenkins is having a conversation with his
future production teams through these stage directions, which can only be infelicitous if no one
considers these questions at all. These multivalent stage directions orient the actors’ bodies in a
number of directions at once, metaphorically away from Brecht, then perhaps towards Brecht
again, maybe towards the musicians, then towards the body of the playwright himself, and
finally towards a symbol of racist characterization, Br’er Rabbit, who has been used throughout
the play as an idea and possibly an embodied presence. There is no actor designated to play this
Br’er Rabbit. Does a production team need to find one? The only prior mention of a physically
present Br’er Rabbit occurs in earlier scene’s multivalent stage directions, where Jacobs-Jenkins
writes, “Maybe he starts to make a grave — sobbing and digging with his hands? I don’t know.
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In any case, there’s a tableau. Br’er Rabbit may wander through it. Or not.”42 Is Br’er Rabbit
physically present in these scenes, or is the affect of Br’er Rabbit present instead? He is the
haunted presence of a more contemporary version of a deeply racist stereotype, initially
disguised as benign by his cartoon origins, and his familiarity from Disney World’s “Splash
Mountain” ride, for example. Br’er Rabbit is recognizable as a symbol more than a recognizable
image. In other words, the idea of Br’er Rabbit is evocative of more than a single iconic image of
his body or prop, unlike a figure like Bugs Bunny, for example. Therefore a production can not
only decide if Br’er Rabbit walks through the tableau, or plays Ratts, in the scene, but also how,
if at all, an actor can express that character. This vast array of potential performance possibilities
reorients the actors involved in this production by creating multiple parallel performance worlds
where their physical performances of this same moment could be radically different.
This broadest range of performance potentiality expressed through multivalent stage
directions does not rely only on the format of lines written as questions. This chapter is named
after a set of stage directions from Sarah Ruhl’s In the Next Room or the vibrator play so unusual
that Lincoln Center Theater Review begins with a short note entitle “How to Perform an
Orgasm.” It reads as follows:
Most of us never read a stage direction; we never have to. We don’t see the playwright
write, ‘Exit.’ Instead, the actor simply leaves the stage. But, as we put the issue together,
we noticed that again and again people were struck by Sarah Ruhl’s stage directions,
which are elegant and wise. The stage direction alluded to most in the magazine is the
one that precedes Mrs. Daldry’s first paroxysm.43
What follows these editorial comments is the full set of stage directions for that event:
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She has a quiet paroxysm.
Now remember that these are the days
before digital pornography.
There is no cliché of how women are supposed to orgasm,
no idea in their heads of how they are supposed to sound
when they climax.
Mrs. Daldry’s first orgasms could be very quiet,
organic, awkward, primal. Or very clinical.
Or embarrassingly natural.
But whatever it is, it should not be a cliche, a camp
version of how we expect all women sound when they
orgasm.
It is simply clear that she has had some kind of release.44
What impressed contributing authors such as performer Annie Sprinkle about these stage
directions is not only that they describe an orgasm on stage, but they also insist on working
against the clichéd and pornified representations of orgasms that so permeate our mediatized
society. Ruhl instead asks the actor playing Mrs. Daldry to work against her own bodily
assumptions associated with the action of female orgasm. She goes further, by giving a series of
possible affects for this orgasm, none of which conjure the images of fetishized female pleasure.
Her final instruction makes clear that Ruhl is most interested in the actor finding her own
embodied expression for this orgasm, and that it will be performatively felicitous as long as it is
not the “camp version of how we expect all women sound when they orgasm.” Although Ruhl
does not use question marks, the range of performance possibilities allowed for by these stage
44
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directions is evident from the series of suggestions supplied, and also from the use of the phrase
“whatever it is,” implying that the final performance could be outside the bounds of the words
written.
Ruhl presents the actor with an impressive task: conveying through performance a
simultaneously ahistorical and historical understanding of female pleasure. Even an actress who
has (hopefully) experienced her own orgasm is likely not able to remember a time before she
knew the performative currency of such an act. Sounds of female pleasure have been used as
sound effects in popular songs since at least the 1970’s, mainstream movies have provided
unrealistic representations of women’s experiences of sex, and pornography, both before and
after the internet, has built up a cache of images and sounds that read as “female orgasm,”
regardless of their relationship to actual female experiences in real life. Victorian women would
not have been inundated by these images and would therefore not unconsciously or consciously
“norm” their behavior to match them. How does an actor in the present actively work against
their own acculturation while not commenting on it? In other words, how can the actor playing
Mrs. Daldry appear to be having an orgasm for the first time, while not judging the character for
her naivety?45 The actor’s affect must match the character’s, meaning the actor must trust their
embodied interpretation of these lines that Ruhl has taken such care to craft, or the meaning of
this scene will radically change. If Mrs. Daldry suddenly becomes reminiscent of a porn star in
any way, she can be perceived as the punchline of a joke about female sexual pleasure (the idea
being that this is simply how every woman looks and feels during orgasm, which is the opposite
point of the play), or Mrs. Daldry could even be perceived to be seeking more sexual stimulation
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from the doctor, and therefore lying about her inexperience (which is, again, diametrically
opposed to Mrs. Daldry’s actual character arc).
Ruhl’s tone in these stage directions is very explicitly interested in collaborating with the
future bodies of performers. This collaborative impulse, present in all affective stage directions,
by definition, is on fullest display in multivalent stage directions. In the examples discussed thus
far, this collaboration has come in the form of the playwright’s suggestions for some possible
performance solutions, along with explicit or implied space for the actor to supply their own.
However, not all multivalent stage directions provide specific performance paths. In her short
play 16 Spells to Charm a Beast, D’Amour writes, “NED begins fucking up the table in whatever
method seems appropriate, stageable and downright nasty.”46 The tonal similarity to Detroit’s
“Whatever it is, it’s mayhem”47 is immediately apparent, yet, unlike the two previous examples,
D’Amour does not provide any of her own suggested methods for this table destruction. Rather,
she trusts that the actor will catch the affect of “fucking up the table” in a “downright nasty” way,
with the understanding that this should be practically “stageable” and also “appropriate.” The
question of appropriate behavior is a rather curious detail. Is D’Amour concerned with
production appropriateness? The word occurs next to “stageable,” and so it is possible to assert
that D’Amour does not want a production to, for example, destroy the piece of furniture each
night, and therefore run up their budget. Yet it could also refer to an affective continuity between
the previous actions and the current ones. The actor playing Ned is perhaps
being asked to destroy the table in a way that affectively makes sense within his performance of
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the character. How would Ned destroy this particular table? D’Amour is perhaps reminding the
actor that “fucking up the table” is not the entire purpose of this moment, so the actor should be
sure the stay in the world of the play while doing so.
The previous two examples of multivalent stage directions are also important in the actions
that they discourage as well as the actions they allow for. Multivalent stage directions
performatively affect the actors inhabiting them in order to encourage not just any behavior at
all, but collaborative insertions by the actors living in the world of the play. These stage
directions do not say “do whatever you want,” but rather, “what would your character do here?,”
which is a different question entirely. Yet, much like the fictitious correlation mentioned in
previous chapters between the length of the stage directions and those stage directions’ authorial
control, just because stage directions mention or imply what not to do does not mean that those
stage directions are constricting actors’ behavior any more than other stage directions do. This is
particularly important for stage directions encouraging the actors to ad-lib and improvise. Once
again, the assumption is that the actors should add their own improvised dialogue and actions in
character, which is such an obvious point that it does not require explanation within the stage
directions.
Williams uses this technique most extensively, such as in his stylistically complex play
Camino Real, where he describes a portion of the “Block Three” by saying, “There may be
moments of dancelike actions (a fight, a seduction, sale of narcotics, arrest, etc.).”48 This
multivalent stage direction supplies some suggestions, but it is the inclusion of “etc.” that
explains the possibilities for improvisation, which is reminiscent of one of O’Neill’s very rare
multivalent stage directions. In Now I Ask You, O’Neill writes of Leonora, “She is never still
48
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for a moment but flits from chair to chair, sitting on the arms, perching on the edge of the table,
picking up books and throwing them down again, going to look out of the windows, etc.”49 In
both of these examples, the tones of each play help the actors understand what kinds of
movements might be included in the “etc.” of each playwright. Whereas Williams’s Camino Real
is a world of allegorical characters, mythical themes, and stylized movement, where “dancelike
actions” are perfectly at home, O’Neill’s comedic play takes place in a realistic world in which
Leonora is being moved through the scene by her frenetic affective energy. The power to create
specificities for these stage directions is fully displayed slightly later in Camino Real. Three
scenes later, in “Block Six,” a notable stage direction occurs when,
Kilroy wheels about at the top of the center aisle, and runs back down it, panting,
gasping out questions and entreaties to various persons occupying aisle seats, such as:
KILROY: How do I git out? Which way do I go, which way do I get out? Where’s the
Greyhound depot? Hey, do you know where the Greyhound bus depot is? What’s the best
way out, if there is any way out? I got to find one. I had enough of this place. I had too
much of this place. I’m free. I’m a free man with equal rights in this world! You better
believe it because that’s news for you and you had better believe it! Kilroy’s a free man
with equal rights in this world! All right, now, help me, somebody, help me find a way
out, I got to find one, I don’t like this place! It’s not for me and I am not buying any! Oh!
Over there! I see a sign that says EXIT. That’s a sweet word to me, man that’s a lovely
word, EXIT! That’s the entrance to paradise for Kilroy! Exit, I’m coming, Exit, I’m
coming!50
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The stage directions clearly suggest certain lines for the actor playing Kilroy, but the use of
“such as” also allows for Kilroy to improvise lines of dialogue. I have written more extensively
elsewhere about how Williams destabilizes concepts of stage directions and dialogue by
structurally mixing and melding the forms,51 but what I would like to point out here is the lack of
specificity as to where the stage direction actually ends. Where does Williams stop suggesting
lines for Kilroy? It is purposefully unclear, meaning that, for the purpose of argument, the
preceding multivalent stage direction could catalyze a short monologue of alternate dialogue at
least as long as what Williams has written. This shows how much leeway is possible in that same
multivalent stage direction, even if a production team does not choose to replace the entire
monologue with improvised text. In my article about the stage direction/dialogue binary in
Williams’s work, I discuss,
the New Directions edition of Small Craft Warnings, in which there is a 120-line stage
direction composed of dialogue spoken offstage (273-76). The most important aspect of
this stage direction is that Williams did not write a single word of it. A letter from the
playwright to the editors James Laughlin and Robert MacGregor, recently unearthed by
the former New Directions editor Thomas Keith, reveals that the lines were actually
improvised by the actors. That such a mistake was made is interesting in and of itself, but
the impressive length of this section is a testament to the freedom that Williams's stage
directions provide the actors inhabiting them.52
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It is likely that a production would not, in fact, ignore printed text in favor of a printed stage
direction, which is a clear indicator of the assumed value-judgement present in the power
dynamic between stage directions and dialogue.
Yet, Williams’s stage directions repeatedly encourage improvisations, as shown yet again,
three scenes later in Camino Real, where, in “Block Nine,” “Baggage is tossed about, ripped
open, smuggled goods seized, arrests made, all amid the wildest importunities, protests, threats,
bribes, entreaties; it is a scene for improvisation.”53 Again, Williams has set a number of scenes
for the actors, communicating an affective scene of chaotic action, where actors might choose to
stage different scenes than he has suggested. A similar structure can be found in his usage of adlibs, such as in Orpheus Descending, where, “They forget LADY in this new excitement. Ad libs
continual.”54 The ad-libs here should reflect the excitement and their lack of interest in Lady at
this moment in the scene, but Williams trusts his actors to create their own versions of the
dialogue. The same logic applies to more generalized ad-lib examples, such as this one from A
House Not Meant to Stand, where “There is a struggle with a few ad-libs.”55 The actors must
decide if and what their characters would say in the middle of a scuffle, yet the focus in the stage
directions is on the action, not necessarily the dialogue. Actors are free to speak if they think
their characters would, but their embodied understandings and “truth” of the affect of the
struggle, not the particular words chosen.
So far, the examples of multivalent stage directions discussed have specified a particular
moment, or series of moment during which a variety of actions and/or lines of dialogue could
occur, but there is another use of multivalent stage directions that I have not yet addressed. In
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O’Neill’s early one-act play, The Web, he describes protagonist Rose Thomas in part, “From time
to time she coughs—a harsh, hacking cough that shakes her whole body. After these spells she
raises her handkerchief to her lips—then glances at it fearfully.”56 I have addressed this kind of
stage direction in my general discussion of affective stage directions in Chapter 2, but it is worth
noting that this could also be seen as a set of multivalent stage directions. It is not the most open
version of multivalent stage directions in terms of the affective actions required, but the fact that
O’Neill allows the actor to choose when this action punctuates the action, as it is performed
“From time to time,” is another instance of an actor having a measure of control over the overall
structure of a play, even in this small way. I also bring this up to reiterate that the specific
categorization of these stage directions in terms of their designation as affective, choreographic,
or multivalent, is only a means of identifying a greater number of possible techniques for using
stage directions in an affective manner.
“Something’s changing, and it’s not just the lights:”57 Scenic Multivalent Stage Directions
The examples in this chapter thus far have all privileged the affective aspects of
performance over the verbal or physically stable aspects of performance. I have so far not
explicitly discussed stage directions regarding mise-en-scène, as they are often not affective
means of engaging the actors’ bodies. Yet several examples of multivalent stage directions from
the six playwrights in this study have used this form to express not only the
characters’ lives, but also their stage(d) environments, which has a real impact on the physical
experiences of the actors on stage. In order to understand what scenic multivalent stage
directions do, I would first like to show an example of a general multivalent stage direction
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involving an important prop. In Ruhl’s Eurydice, Eurydice is in the underworld holding the
Collected Works of Shakespeare, which she cannot decipher. Her stage directions read: “She
opens it. She doesn’t understand it. She throws the book on the ground. […] She is wary of it, as
though it might bite her. She tries to understand the book. She tries to make the book do
something.”58 The actor playing Eurydice is therefore playing a scene in which her scene partner
is a book, and her final stage direction contains a large amount of potentiality. However, the actor
playing Eurydice is limited by the possibilities provided by her Collected Works of Shakespeare
prop. Is this a real book? Or is it the idea of a book? The “something” Eurydice can do with this
prop is wholly dependent on the limitations and possibilities of said prop.
Clearly the physical world of the play on stage therefore affects the actors interacting with
it. I have avoided a discussion of the scenic and property aspects of scripts as they often do not
describe matters affectively and are therefore fixed in the very manner in which the stage
directions I am discussing are not. However, attention must be paid to the exceptions of that
categorization, especially in the work of six playwrights so generally interested in writing
affectively. In these examples, multivalent stage directions extend into the physical realm of the
play in ways that will significantly shift a space’s affective engagement with the performers’
bodies. The example above references a stage property, but Ruhl has also written similar stage
directions about other aspects of design, such as this one from Late: A Cowboy Song: “A real
horse would be nice. An abstract approximation of the horse will do.”59 Ruhl’s often returned to
use of the phrase “would be nice,” which was also present in the multivalent stage directions
from The Clean House, again leaves a lot to the discretion of the production. What is an abstract
approximation of a horse? How will the actor’s experience be different if the actors interact with
58
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a real horse instead of a wooden construction “horse” or even, say, four horseshoes on the ground
and a light cue? As Bert States and many others have noted, having a live animal on stage is a
radically different phenomenological experience for the audience, but it also necessarily affects
the actors. Are they comfortable with horses? How does the horse’s energy change the dynamics
of the interactions? Even if the horse is not real, a large physical prop changes the possibilities of
how an actor moves through the space. For the construction horse, actors would have to be aware
of treating it as if it were alive, whereas a more abstracted and less concrete horse would require
actors to agree about the imagined height of the horse, for example. If a production team ignores
this stage direction entirely, they are cutting a character from the play, and yet the vast range of
this horse’s representation enables a production to get creative enough that this should never be a
problem. There is no money in the budget for a live horse? As Ruhl once said in a BOMB
interview with Paula Vogel, “Take people’s money away and give them back their
imagination.”60 Multivalent stage directions allow playwrights to encourage creative responses to
practical and aesthetic concerns of theatre production.
Ruhl’s question about the nature of the horse is slightly different from Williams’s thoughts
on animals in his expressionist-inspired Stairs to the Roof. He writes, “If it is feasible, there
should be a few pigeons.”61 This is tantamount to Williams saying that, to use Ruhl’s wording, “it
would be nice to have some real pigeons.” Yet the pigeons here are for effect, not important
members of the play, as in Ruhl’s example. The pigeons would add to the overall feeling of the
city roof, which is an important setting in the play. Williams’s description of this set is its own set
of scenic multivalent stage directions: “This is the roof of a city office building. But is it actually
the roof? Everything points upward like so many fingers that say ‘In that direction!’ We have the
60
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sky (as blue as you can make it), the tops of various white stone towers, a few little lamb’s wool
clouds.”62 This description of the set is almost entirely focused on affective means of describing
the space. Is it actually a roof? It is both a roof and a symbol. The immense, towering, upward
force of the buildings described around is emphasized over what those buildings actually look
like. A very blue sky and the signs of an industrialized, powerful city will make an acting
environment that affects the actors acting within it. There are many ways to interpret what the
visual representation of “Everything points upward like so many fingers that say ‘In that
direction!,’” for example. What does “everything” describe? Just the buildings? Or are there
more fingerlike structures? Are there signs of some kind that point upwards? The choices made
will influence an actor’s performance, even if only on a subconscious level, so felicitous
performativity from these stage directions relies on the transmission of their affect.
Sometimes a playwright will rely on the affective instruction to overwhelmingly determine
the physical object used in the production. In Jacobs-Jenkins’s Neighbors, “JIM reaches into the
box and pulls out a ceramic cookie jar fashioned into the shape of a black tramp biting into a
huge slice of watermelon or maybe stealing a chicken. I don’t know.”63 The now familiar refrain
of “I don’t know,” is, of course, not actually indicative of Jacobs-Jenkins’s not knowing. Instead,
he is volunteering some examples of the kind of stereotypically racialist kitsch he’s imagined for
this moment, but if the production has another idea for stereotypically racist kitsch, then that is
also valid. The importance of this object is not so much the object itself, but what the object
makes people feel, how the object performs. When I read this, for example, I have a very specific
image that comes to mind, partially a product of my encounters with the racist money banks that
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so often can be found in antique stores. A production of Neighbors can either go out and find one
of these cookie jars, which exist in the real world, or they can create their own. What are the
political ramifications of each of these paths? Does purchasing a racist cookie jar for this purpose
make selling such cookie jars profitable in a way that encourages their sale? Or does taking this
cookie jar off the shelf to be used as a subversion of its racism the best possible use for it? When
making a prop for this production, is it realistic, to remind the audience that these objects do
exist? Or is it an exaggeration, showing what these cookie jars might as well have been? The
particular affect of this prop makes a great difference not only to the actor playing Jim (Crow),
but also to the rest of the cast, who are inhabiting the world in which this prop exists.
Actors handle objects, and therefore have relationships with and to them, but there are
other kinds of design elements that affect actors’ bodies. Costumes, for example, shift how actors
can and cannot move onstage. In The Clean House, Lane is imagining her husband Charles and
his new lover. She speaks to the audience as she imagines her “ex-husband and his new wife.”64
Before Lane goes on to imagine Charles kissing Ana’s body in “a sacred ritual,”65 the stage
directions say,
He undoes her gown.
Is it a hospital gown or a ball gown?66
A hospital gown and a ball gown not only create very different feelings but also are made for
different kinds of movement. Hospital gowns are truly made for practically no movement, and
ball gowns, ostensibly made for the opposit purpose, are intended for glamorous walking and/or
dancing. The question mark, again, also leaves room for another possibility: is it both kinds of
64
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gown? Perhaps at moments it looks like a hospital gown, but then at other moments, it is a ball
gown. How might a costume designer approach this challenge? Is it a hospital gown on the
outside, with a ball gown interior, or is half of the entire gown a hospital gown and the other half
a ball gown—either split top and bottom or side to side? Whatever this garment ends up being
will naturally have an affect on the actors playing Charles and Ana, encouraging and allowing for
various aspects of their movements while discouraging others.
The same could be said of sound. The music for Dancing at Lughnasa, or for almost all of
the choreographic stage directions will allow for or encourage particular kinds of bodily
expressions, while obscuring others from view. Yet this does not only occur in descriptions of
music, but also for other portions of the soundscape. In D’Amour’s Detroit, the ongoing genesis
of the “neighborhood” noises becomes a barometer for the psychic state of the characters.
Towards the middle of the play, the sounds are described as, “Ambient sounds of the
neighborhood. Are they the same as usual or have they changed? A moment. Another moment.
Another doorbell.”67 Later on in the play, D’Amour writes, “What are the sounds? Is it the
neighborhood sounds, only processed? Or is it construction sounds because they are knocking
down the house a few blocks over?”68 Even the way that D’Amour has framed her questions has
changed over the fifteen pages between this first sound direction and the second. At first there is
a question about whether or not the sounds are “usual,” but the open question of “What are the
sounds?” gives a hint that the sounds, if they were usual before, are likely not by now. The
second set of stage directions brings to mind the concept of something like “neighborhood
sounds: redux.” Things in the play are shifting, and the sounds precede the action to situate
actors and audience alike not only in terms of location, but also genre. Realistic neighborhood
67
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sounds remind everyone that this is a realistic play, yet, if the psychological states of the
characters affect the soundscape, there are hints of naturalism creeping into the world. Just like a
movie score, a distorted soundscape alerts everyone involved that something sinister is lurking in
this pleasant suburban landscape. The sounds have the power to change the affect of not only
individual scenes, but the whole world of the play.
Of course, lighting is also an important member of the design concept of a play, and can
equally be said to affect individual moments and the whole world of a play. Jacobs-Jenkins
begins Neighbors with this set of multivalent scenic stage directions:
A barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely,
barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely,
barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely,
barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely,
barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely,
barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely, barely lit stage. Almost black.
Almost.
And totally silent. (You can’t even hear me.)69
The word “barely” is repeated sixty eight times above, and the word “Almost” is repeated twice,
both to describe the blackness of the stage. What does a stage lit to that specification actually
look like? The lighting designer would probably have gotten the point with five or six repetitions
of “barely,” but Jacobs-Jenkins has made effective, and affective, use of repetition here. The
feeling of the sheer amount of repetition in these stage directions has a performative force that
jumps off of the page and ensures that a design team would take notice. This lighting instruction
is accompanied by a sound note as well, or a note that there should be no sound. As Jacobs69
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Jenkins notes, “You can’t even hear me.” The joke here is both that Jacobs-Jenkins is not likely in
the room with subsequent reader and production teams producing this play, and also that reading
and following these stage directions is another way of “hearing” the playwright, especially after
such an unusual and impressive set of stage directions directly preceding that statement. It is now
up to the production team to be moved by these stage directions to their own interpretation of
these words.
A Conclusion. Or Not
Whether they present a pair of staging options, or encourage a range of performance
possibilities vis-à-vis the actor’s body and its surrounding world, multivalent stage directions use
affective performativity to allow playwrights and actors to collaborate across the written pages of
a play text. The choices present in these stage directions reorient the actors, encouraging them to
take this path, or that one, or perhaps even another path not mentioned. Following the lines of
these stage directions often means following the affect in the lines past the written lines of the
plays, empowering actors and their directors to embrace potentiality. This is not to say that
multivalent stage directions can never be infelicitous, but the ways in which these stage
directions are written means that there are so many different kinds of felicitous performance that
it might actually be more difficult to create a performance of infelicity. If an actor truly considers
these words, some version of these stage directions is likely to be present in performance, but the
personalization required by each actor means that these moments in the plays will be interpreted
very differently by each actor who embodies them. In this way, multivalent stage directions
reveal just how many possibilities exist in the lines between the lines, and keep us coming back
to see these plays again and again to see how each new actor and production will bring
themselves into these plays.
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Chapter 5
“Sucked into a Cosmic Pipeline Attached to His Mother’s Hell”:1
Impossible Stage Directions
Gordon disappears.
He is sucked into a cosmic pipeline
attached to his mother’s hell.2
Sarah Ruhl’s brief stage directions from Dead Man’s Cell Phone, describing one of several
exits for the eponymous “dead man,” are simultaneously descriptive and vague. How does
Gordon “disappear”? What does a “cosmic pipeline” look like, and how does it attach to “his
mother’s hell”? Within these example, the word “disappear” has a clearer referent than phrases
such as “cosmic pipeline” or “his mother’s hell.” This is not to say that everyone’s conception of
disappearing is the same, but rather that there is an agreed upon definition of “disappear,”
whereas the other two phrases are slightly playful in their matter-of-fact tone. Ruhl writes the
sentence “He is sucked into a cosmic pipeline attached to his mother’s hell” as if she had written
“He exits stage right,” with no further information describing what she means. In order to
decipher what a cosmic pipeline means in Dead Man’s Cell Phone, one has to look to the rest of
the play for an understanding of the tone and mood of the piece. Ruhl has created a world that
includes the eponymous dead man comes back to life to narrate his own death. This play also
features a “cell phone ballet”3 and a scene in which
Embossed stationery moves through the air slowly
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Like a snow parade.4
How do these affective stage directions differ from the stage directions at the beginning of this
chapter? The answer lies in the ways in which the metaphors are formed and used. An actor,
reader, and director are likely to have a referent for a ballet, cell phone or not, and snow moving
through the air. A cosmic pipeline is another matter. When I think of a cosmic pipeline, the image
that comes to mind is a mix between a wormhole and a sewer system. The words conjure
something magical and also practical, sometimes at the expense of the natural world, something
simultaneously otherworldly and subterranean.5 How does that attach to Gordon’s mother’s hell?
What is Mrs. Gottlieb’s hell? Throughout the play, Mrs. Gottlieb is a character associated with
visceral descriptions of meat and a clear favoritism of her dead son, despite his job as an organ
trafficker on the black market. Gordon and his mother belong together, this stage direction says.
They will spend eternity together. In hell. However the two characters exit the stage, the actors
playing Gordon and Mrs. Gottlieb are clearly meant to know that they end up in sharing a hell.
How might this influence their performances? What does this mean for a production of Dead
Man’s Cell Phone? Indeed, the biggest question a production would have to answer about the
stage directions that begin this chapter is “how do we perform this?” Is there any way to depict
Gordon’s journey that accurately performs these stage directions? The answer is twofold:
because there is no one way to perform these words, there are therefore numerous possible
performances of them. Ruhl has written a set of technically impossible stage directions, although,
with a bit of imagination, they become not only possible, but also full of potential.
As the past several chapters have discussed, there are several other ways Ruhl could have
approached this moment via her stage directions. Ruhl does not affectively explain the feelings
4
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of that hell, as in some affective stage directions, nor does she concentrate on the actor playing
Gordon’s physical journey to hell onstage, as would a choreographic stage direction. These stage
directions do not read, “He is sucked into a cosmic pipeline attached to his mother’s hell. Or
not,” as Ruhl’s multivalent stage directions would. Rather, this is a variation on “Gordon dies.”
“He is sucked into a cosmic pipeline attached to his mother’s hell” is performative utterance
disguised as a constative utterance. It imparts information to the actors and the production team,
but the information is not only technically impossible to perform, but also does not have a clear
referent in popular culture. Gordon, the character, goes through these experiences, but it is up to
the actor playing Gordon, and the director of any given production of Dead Man’s Cell Phone, to
decide how this is accomplished. In this particular case, Gordon is the dead man of Dead Man’s
Cell Phone, so these stage directions actually describe how “Gordon dies. Again.” The context of
each set of impossible stage directions gives the productions information about how they might
choose to translate them into performance, similar to the processes for spoken stage directions in
Chapter One and multivalent stage directions in Chapter Four. Therefore, the meaning of these
stage directions once again springs from the collaboration between the playwright’s words and
the actor’s performing body, as each actor playing Gordon will embody these stage directions in
a different way with the same likelihood of creating a felicitious performance.
Though not every playwright encourages as much collaboration as Eugene O’Neill,
Tennessee Williams, Brian Friel, Sarah Ruhl, Lisa D’Amour, and Branden Jacobs-Jenkins, there
are certainly others who do. This chapter’s focus on Impossible Stage Directions is somewhat
different than the previous chapters in that there are far fewer examples of this type than there
have been of any of the other categories. It is also notable that the length and specificity of
certain stage directions have led to scholars assuming the impossibility of their performance.
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Marvin Carlson’s important 1993 article “The Status of Stage Directions” discusses several kinds
of stage directions that he implies are impossible to perform. Carlson writes of Shaw’s Candida,
The play ends with the famous stage direction clearly communicable only to the reader:
“They embrace. But they do not know the secret in the poet’s heart” (79). Even more
extreme are the parody stage directions, as in Ionesco’s The Bald Prima Donna where at
one point “The clock strikes no times,” and at another “The clock strikes two and a half
times” (88.94), on in the parody playlets of Ring Lardner, where one may encounter such
locative directions as “The outskirts of a Parchesi board” or such technical directions as
“The curtain is lowered for seven days to denote the lapse of a week” (Three Plays 551,
554).6
I have discussed the affective possibilities of Shaw’s Candida stage directions in chapter two, but
I feel it is important to take Carlson’s bundling of that stage direction with the more technically
impossible stage directions he mentions next. Just as Shaw’s stage directions regarding the secret
in the poet’s heart can be considered from an acting perspective, other stage directions that seem
at first designed for a reader can also be moments of performance potential. I do not disagree that
the stage directions of this sort can be seen as parodic, but I seek to interrogate what becomes
possible if scholars and productions take these kinds of impossible stage directions as seriously
meant for some kind of staging.
I will therefore take that assessment seriously in this chapter by adopting an extremely
literal understanding of “possible,” in order to once again interrogate content and style over
subject and volume. Outside of the playwrights covered here, there are some writers known for
their impossible stage directions; one need only to read the plays of Lardner, as Carlson mentions
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above, to find a great many examples of them. Whereas the examples in this chapter therefore
range broadly, as there are fewer examples of this kind of stage direction to be found in the
works of these playwrights. Therefore, the category of impossible stage directions provides an
excellent conduit to a discussion of further applications of this project.
To begin with a definition, impossible stage directions are stage directions that are, when
taken literally, unperformable due to constraints of time, space, science, and human physicality.
The scientific boundaries of my definition are meant to seem overtly literal, as it is my goal to
prove that impossible stage directions can either be read as a call to defy the scientific laws of the
known universe, or, as I will argue, as affective challenges to the actor, director, and production
teams of the plays in which they appear. Just as Ruhl surely understands that the actor playing
Gordon will not actually be “sucked into a cosmic pipeline attached to his mother’s hell,”7 when
she writes a stage direction such as, “Time slows down,”8 she most likely does not expect her
play to distort the actual passage of time. These are more complex examples, but there are some
basic impossible stage directions that occur quite frequently in plays of all kinds. When a
character dies, for example, the stage direction often has some variation of the word “dies.”9 It is
again unlikely that an actor would mistake what the playwright is attempting to convey. Dying is
technically as impossible as disappearing down a cosmic pipeline on stage, not in the sense that
people cannot die, but rather that asking an actor to die onstage is beyond the logical boundary of
what a playwright could possibly be asking of an actor. The actor is not expected to truly die on
7
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stage, but rather to allow the concept of dying to performatively affect them enough to mimic
dying. In other words, an actor would perform “dies” in a different way than one would perform
“eats,” whereas an actor could simulate both of these actions, the latter also has the possibility of
being truly performed; the actor can eat what their character eats, but cannot (or should not) die
when their character dies. Ignore this kind of stage direction and an actor and director will have
radically altered the course of most any play.
What happens, then, in the logical jump between simulating dying onstage and simulating
being sucked into a cosmic pipeline to hell onstage? Although both are technically impossible,
one is conventionally accepted and performed without assumptions of a writerly intention, while
the other falls into a category of impossible stage directions that are generally dismissed as being
unperformable. Yet these are both technically impossible stage directions, conveying affective
information more than literal instructions for how actors must perform these feats. Impossible
stage directions are a collaborative way for a playwright to integrate the imagination and
creativity of future productions. As in the case of multivalent stage directions, impossible stage
directions allow for a wide range of possible felicitous interpretations of their words, leaving the
actor and director to orient themselves in a particular direction to perform one version of these
stage directions. This is queer in the same way the approach to multivalent stage directions is
queer: the information provided cannot be performed normatively, and therefore required a
reorientation, a creative turning slantwise, for other performance possibilities to come into view.
Far from being prescriptive and exacting, the “impossibility” of these stage directions relieves
the director and actor of any illusion of being able to follow stage directions literally. Instead,
choices must be made, both on the acting and design sides of production.
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Because of this, certain styles and genres of plays have a greater propensity for this kind of
writing. Plays that feature science fiction, such as Qui Nguyen’s She Kills Monsters (2012);
filmic styles, such as Ruhl’s Film Noir-influenced Dead Man’s Cell Phone; expressionism, such
as O’Neill’s The Emperor Jones (1920); and satire, such as the plays of Kanstanty Idefons
Gałcyzński’s The Little Theatre of the Green Goose, tend to feature impossible stage directions
in much higher concentrations than realism. Theorists still dismiss these plays as impossible, as
Daniel Gerould writes of The Little Theatre of the Green Goose, which he deems “intended only
for reading, and not even stageable.”10 This is a sentiment often repeated about plays with
complex stage directions, as evidenced by Martin Puchner’s contention that “the stage directions
in Four Saints are both the proof that this text is not geared toward the theater and also the
technique through which this text constructs its own, utterly broken and fragmentary stage.”11
And yet, this makes logical sense: if a style suspends disbelief more greatly than realism and
naturalism, why not extend this willful suspension of disbelief into the stage directions as well?
In other words, when the style of the play dictates that the world of the play is very different
from a realistic historical or contemporary cultural moment, unrealistic aspects of the stage
directions are more readily understood to be describing an ideal staging scenario, or the
situations as it would occur in the world of the play. For example, in a play about monsters, a
stage direction such as “turns into a werewolf” would be understood as the genre-specific
approximation that a particular cultural understanding of “werewolf” would produce. Likewise,
in a play about cosplayers or costume characters at theme parks, a stage direction reading “she
puts on the mask and turns into a werewolf” is also understood as something other than the
request for a “real” werewolf transformation. Although we have referents for dying and
10
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werewolves, the same process applies to less concrete metaphors, such as the cosmic pipeline.
Dying and becoming a werewolf onstage are as impossible as disappearing down a cosmic
pipeline, and therefore all of these kinds of requests contained within stage directions are freed
from the realities of their own staging. This is not to say that an actor can’t perform dying
infelicitously, but who among us has not seen an actor “die” and then continue to breathe from
exertion while onstage “dead”? By undertaking a performance of a seemingly impossible action,
the actor is collaborating with the playwright to create a performance of something that expands
the boundaries of the quotidian, lived, human experience. These examples are taken to an
extreme, but they are also constructed in a similar way to a great many other stage directions
that, when taken literally, are “impossible.”
“DANCE of the Gentleman Who Falls from a Funnel in the Ceiling onto the Table:”12
Impossible Texts
Given the affinity between impossible stage directions and antirealist theatre, it should
come as no surprise that they can be found in avant-garde plays. One of the few articles
dedicated to such a stage direction is Sarah Bay-Cheng’s article “Translation, Typography, and
the Avant-Garde’s Impossible Texts,” which describes artist Tristan Tzara’s seemingly
impossible stage direction in his 1923 play Le Coeur à Gaz. The stage direction is visually
rendered with white space and a series of unusually oriented letters, forming an abstract image
with the typographic characters. As Bay-Cheng explains,
In the middle of act 3, at the conclusion of a soliloquy by the character of Mouth, Tzara
demarcates a section of the text with the title ‘DANSE’ and describes it in a parenthetical
note: ‘(du monsieur qui tombe de l’entonnoir du plafond sur la table)’ (DANCE of the
12
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gentleman who falls from a funnel in the ceiling onto the table). Following this
description, Tzara places a series of letters that recreate the dance described in the stage
direction.13
Bay-Cheng argues that Tzara’s pictorial stage direction is an extension of the dadaist rejection of
bodies, and that this impossible stage direction is impossible because “Tzara’s typographical
experiment in Le Coeur à Gaz and its resistant translation to the theatrical stage as embodied
action challenge the relation between the written text and the spoken word and, as such,
articulate a dimension to the avant-garde as not only antitextual, but also anti-body.”14 Although I
do not dispute this understanding of the dadaists in general, and Tzara in particular, Bay-Cheng
fails to articulate how the information about this particular stage direction also applies to others.
There is no doubt that the form of this stage direction is somewhat unusual, yet the text of the
drawing reads much like that of other impossible stage directions. Take, for example, Lardner’s
stage directions from his 1924 play I. Gaspiri (The Upholsterers) in which, “A man named
Newburn comes out of the faucet which has been left running. He exits through the exhaust.”15
Despite the absence of an accompanying illustration, the unconventional, and scientifically
unlikely, means of bodily movements are similar. This stage direction is also similar to Ruhl’s
cosmic pipeline example, as neither is technically possible to perform. The productions are left to
find a simulation or approximation of a faucet and an exhaust, or a cosmic pipeline to Mrs.
Gottlieb’s hell, that are safe and suitable for actors to transverse. Yet for those who attempt the
“impossible” and stage these plays, dismissing these stage directions as unperformable is not the
most theatrical solution. What if these theatre makers used the anti-body aspects of these
13
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impossible stage directions to free themselves from the constraints of realism? In other words: if
there are no realistic ways for bodies to perform these stage directions literally, what possibilities
does that open for the actors being asked to perform them?
In this sense, impossible stage directions provide a possibility and opportunity for immense
creativity, much in the way I have argued that multivalent stage directions do. Because the lines
of embodiment do not point to singular means of performance, or, to extend this metaphor,
perhaps they draw lines to the sky that are impossible to follow, then the actor and director are
empowered to follow these lines queerly, to allow these seemingly constative utterances to act
performatively. Although it is an important formal distinction that Tzara’s impossible stage
directions are accompanied by an illustration, the function of the text accompanying that
illustration, and even the illustration itself, is not actually unique. Although Tzara is not included
in this study, and did not write in English, his stage direction has inspired one of the few articles
written by a performance scholar about stage directions of any kind. Impossible stage directions
provide some excellent examples of how the various functions of stage directions I have
discussed also apply to playwrights and plays outside of that scope. As this example shows, the
affective performativity of these kinds of stage directions can reorient actors’ bodies in languages
other than English.
“Marco Polo Himself”:16 Physically Impossible Stage Directions
In order to explain this further, I shall return to the six playwrights included in this study
and begin with the most traditionally understood impossible stage directions: those that are
physically impossible or require physically impossible objects, beings, or spaces. Eugene
O’Neill’s experimental 1920 play, The Emperor Jones, contains a series of impossible pieces of
16
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staging included matter-of-factly in the stage directions. When Brutus Jones is running through
the forest, haunted by distant drum beats and his own ruthless past, he is also pursued by
something else. O’Neill writes, “While his back is turned, the Little Formless Fears creep out
from the deeper blackness of the forest. They are black, shapeless, only their glittering little eyes
can be seen. If they have any describable form at all it is that of a grub worm about the size of a
creeping child.”17 Who, or what, should play the Little Formless Fears? In a recent production in
the spring of 2017, Irish Repertory Theatre used actors cloaked head to toe in black clothes and
covered faces wielding puppet grub worms with lighted eyes to do an excellent performance of
these stage directions.18 Their approach was technically, and affectively, correct, yet the
impossibility of getting “actual” Little Formless Fears to perform means that a number of other
theatrical approaches could also have been just as successful.
By means of comparison, there is another set of O’Neill stage directions that, when taken
literally, provides an example of physically impossible stage directions. In O’Neill’s Marco
Millions, his 1927 satire of the relationship between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan in which Polo
is portrayed as a 1920’s business tycoon, there is an epilogue comprised entirely of stage
directions. It reads as follows:
The play is over. The lights come up brilliantly in the theatre. In an aisle seat in the first
row a man rises, conceals a yawn in his palm, stretches his legs as if they had become
cramped by too long an evening, takes his hat from under the seat and starts to go out
slowly with the others in the audience. But although there is nothing out of the ordinary
in his actions, his appearance excites general comment and surprise for he is dressed as
a Venetian merchant of the later Thirteenth Century. In fact, it is none other than Marco
17
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Polo himself, looking a bit sleepy, a trifle puzzled, and not a little irritated as his
thoughts, in spite of himself, cling for a passing moment to the play just ended. He
appears quite unaware of being unusual and walks in the crowd without selfconsciousness, very much as one of them. Arrived in the lobby his face begins to clear of
all disturbing memories of what had happened on the stage. The noise, the lights of the
streets, recall him at once to himself. Impatiently he waits for his car, casting a glance
here and there at faces in the groups around him, his eyes impersonally speculative, his
bearing stolid with the dignity of one who is sure of his place in the world. His car, a
luxurious limousine, draws up at the curb. He gets in briskly, the door is slammed, the
car edges away into traffic and Marco Polo, with a satisfied sigh at the sheer comfort of
it all, resumes his life.19
Taken literally, the paradox of these stage directions begins at the first sentence. The play is not
over, as the stage directions are in the process of describing another scene. As the epilogue
continues, another problem presents itself. Marco Polo is dead. Although O’Neill was a very
powerful dramatist in many ways, it is unlikely that even he believed a production could secure
the long-deceased Marco Polo to sit in the audience of this play for the purposes scripted by this
Epilogue. It is, of course, absurd to think that O’Neill ever believed bringing Marco Polo back to
life was an actual option, which means that this set of stage directions from Marco Millions is
not written so that productions will follow them to the letter. These stage directions refer to
Marco Polo as being “none other than Marco Polo himself,” which is clearly a different actor
from the actor portraying the character of Marco Polo who has been onstage throughout the play,
as the former has apparently been sitting in the audience during the action. This “Marco Polo
19
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himself ” also “excites general comment and surprise,” from, one can assume, his fellow
audience members. After “Polo himself” exits, this figure gets into a limousine before he, “with a
satisfied sigh at the sheer comfort of it all, resumes his life.”
Not only has O’Neill set up an interesting production challenge in subtly hiding a character
dressed as a Marco Polo in the audience until the proper moment, but he has also written stage
directions that seem to motivate a series of actions in “actors” (the rest of the audience) who are
not aware they are acting, and therefore not responding directly to these stage directions. How
can the fellow audience members know that they are meant to comment on Marco Polo’s
appearance at the end of the performance? If that is scripted as part of the performance, then is
the play really over? What if they comment beforehand? The best way to ensure that this
moment would happen as written would be to plant actors in the audience to draw attention to
this unusual character. Yet, even if a production team planned for this, there is still a seemingly
unperformable portion of these stage directions. How does an actor perform Marco Polo
“resum[ing] his life”? This would imply that the person embodying “Marco Polo himself ” will,
in fact, be performing this stage direction for the rest of his life. This stage direction does not
end, but rather extends, unbelievably, into the future, through a performer’s body which should,
according to the previous stage direction, be driving in a car away from the theatre. In this sense,
that stage direction is not over until the actor playing Polo himself dies, and yet, as the character
of Marco Polo himself shows, death is rarely an end in the theatre.
I have taken these stage directions literally to reveal the logical fallacies so often put upon
stage directions in general, and upon impossible stage directions in particular. O’Neill is writing
both the stage directions for The Emperor Jones and Marco Millions from the point of view of
someone inside the world of those plays. The formless fears are real to Jones, and therefore to the
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production; Marco Polo has come to watch his story be told in Marco Millions, and so he is
sitting there in the audience. Regardless of O’Neill’s performance intentions for these stage
directions, one can safely assume that he did not expect Marco Polo to be brought back from the
dead nor for large slugs to be grown for the purposes of his plays. Yet he included these words.
This is tantamount to saying “in a perfect world, this is what you would see,” with the
understanding that, in the real world, somehow these portions will be performed with the spirit of
those realities if not a perfect approximation.
In the impossible stage directions from Marco Millions and The Emperor Jones, O’Neill
has written lines between the lines that continue the fiction of the dialogue. Unlike the
multivalent stage directions discussed in chapter four, impossible stage directions are
unconcerned with the methods of theatrical production. Impossible stage directions do not ask
the actor and director to consider how to achieve these effects. In this way, they can seem to be
the opposite of affective stage directions, which are concerned with the how and why over the
what of performance. However, impossible stage directions present queer whats, as they present
a what that does not have a clear, singular answer. O’Neill’s stage directions describe the Little
Formless Fears and their actions quite clearly, yet those words do not hold the same kind of
semiotic meaning as words with clear referents would have. If Emperor Jones himself were to
creep out of the forest, then these stage directions would not be noteworthy; it is the impossible
figures described that turn this stage direction into another kind of challenge. The same logic
applies to the Marco Millions epilogue, although their extended temporal scope would be
noteworthy even if the stage directions did not introduce another Marco Polo.
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O’Neill’s “real” Marco Polo is also reminiscent of the Nijinsky figure in Williams’s short
play A Cavalier for Milady, in which, “The statue becomes the apparition of Vaslav Nijinsky.”20
Here Nijinsky is real for the character of Nance, who imagines the “true” form of Nijinsky into
being as an escape from her repressed living situation. Again, this stage direction is literally
impossible to perform, but it is easily understood as shorthand for what is theatrically occurring.
The statue was perhaps always the actor playing Nijinsky, or he might have been hidden inside
of it, or perhaps there is both a statue and an actor both “playing” the part. The theatrical
possibilities for this stage direction are quite vast, as is the case in a great many of the most
explicitly physically impossible stage directions. Take, for example, D’Amour’s 16 Spells to
Charm a Beast, where, “As LILLIAN recites the following spell in a calm and straight forward
fashion, she saws off her two hands and her two feet and leaves them in the crate.”21 Far less
ornate than O’Neill’s lengthy stage directions, D’Amour’s example reads similarly to Ruhl’s and
Williams’s in its simplicity. It is matter-of-fact in its description of a very violent and traumatic
self-mutilation. D’Amour also does not provide any hints as to how to operate a saw without a
hand. This means that perhaps the act is very much in keeping with a Grimm’s fairytale aesthetic
and contains grotesque violence without much fanfare: maybe Lillian has a great deal of stage
blood and some realistic severed hands and feet. Or the violence could be more along the lines of
Disney fairytales: sanitized, metaphorical, and beautiful. Or it could be a mix of those styles, or a
different style completely. For example, in the Kneehigh Theatre production of The Wild Bride,
directed by Emma Rice, the act of cutting the Bride’s hands off consisted of the actress dipping
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her arms gracefully into buckets of red paint, and allowing them to drip across the stage.22 The
eventual method chosen depends on the style of the rest of a particular production, and it
depends on what kind of affective information the director, actors, and design team has gleaned
from the entire rest of the script, both the dialogue and the stage directions.
Just as is the case for Tzara’s impossible dance, Lardner’s faucet and exhaust entrances and
exits, and Ruhl’s cosmic pipeline, physically impossible stage directions are both a sign of the
kind of play at hand – in terms of genre and style – as well as an opportunity for directors, actors,
and designers to collaborate with the playwright’s words to create theatrical magic. These
theatrical collaborators should be moved by the affective performativity of these impossible
stage directions to make a production choice about their staging that is felicitous. As in previous
chapters, the most likely cause of infelicity here is the lack of any kind of attempt to perform said
stage directions at all.
“I Don’t Know What a Real Slave Sounded Like:”23 Infeasible Impossible Stage Directions
Unlike the physical limitations present in some impossible stage directions, other
impossible stage directions script internal thoughts or explicit actions that, although scientifically
possible to perform, are practically infeasible. This means that most productions will perform a
portion of them, but the likelihood of seeing one of these stage directions performed felicitiously
as written is very unlikely, for a variety of reasons. Sometimes this infeasibility comes from the
seeming impossibility of external expressions of stage directions scripting very specific internal
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thoughts, while others request technically possible actions that would simply be too expensive or
difficult to stage safely for them to be performed repeatedly in the course of a play’s run.
For example, Jacobs-Jenkins writes in An Octoroon, “(I’m just going to say this right now
so we can get it over with: I don’t know what a real slave sounded like. And neither do you.)”24
How do actors perform these stage directions? The paradoxical answer is that, if they have read
the stage directions, they both do not perform them and are already performing them. What
Jacobs-Jenkins is stating explicitly in this instance is the assumption of authorial omniscience.
He is admitting his own limitations, and therefore liberating both himself and the actors from any
illusion of a singular truth. This is not to say that the actors playing the slaves in the play cannot
make an incorrect choice about how their characters sound. If the actors seem uncomfortable
with their lines, or if they otherwise do not appear to be capable actors making an acting choice,
for example, then this would be a poor interpretation of this stage direction (and, quite frankly,
the play). So, paradoxically, this impossible stage direction is “impossible” to follow, and, with
the assumption that it is performed by actors in something that could be deemed an actual
performance, “impossible” not to follow.
It is unlikely that any audience member will see a production of An Octoroon and think the
words of those stage directions verbatim. Though the sentences do not necessarily describe the
affect of a particular moment, they are pieces of affective information about how Jacobs-Jenkins
positions himself to this work. O’Neill’s play Hughie provides another insight into these kinds of
stage directions. The Clerk in this two-character play has very few lines, and yet the stage
directions that accompany his daydreams while the other character, Erie, drones on, are
sprawling and detailed. In one example,
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The garbage men have gone their predestined way. Tim is that much older. The Clerk’s
mind remains in the street to greet the noise of a far-off El train. Its approach is
pleasantly like a memory of hope; then it roars and rocks and rattles past the nearby
corner, and the noise pleasantly deafens memory; then it recedes and dies; and there is
something melancholy about that. But there is hope. Only so many El trains pass in one
night, and each one passing leaves one less to pass, so the night recedes, too, until at last
it must die and join all the other long nights in Nirvana, the Big Night of Nights. And
that’s life. ‘What I always tell Jess when she nags me to worry about something: “That’s
life, isn’t it? What can you do about it?”’ Erie sighs again—then turns to the Clerk, his
foolishly wary, wise-guy eye defenseless, his poker face as self-betraying as a hurt
dog’s—appealingly.25
The Clerk’s passing thoughts occur beneath a quiet exterior. O’Neill has not given the actor any
lines of dialogue to imbue with meaning. Instead, the actor playing the Clerk is presented with a
challenge: can he internalize the lines of the stage directions as his internal monologue? What
happens if he truly goes on the thought-journey that the Clerk has on the page? Again, any actor
who tries will have succeeded in some measure, but it is doubtful that the actor will be able to
think only the thoughts of the character for the entirety of the play. These stage directions are
impossible, and yet they also provide so much affective information for the actor, that it is likely
that they are still performed in some sense. For even if the actor playing the Clerk does not have
all of the Clerk’s thoughts at the exact times specified in the script, he is still aware of the kinds
of thoughts the Clerk has, and this information will be fuel for the studied actor’s craft. This
same actor might also look at the lines in the stage directions as his lines, which is a reorientation
25
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from the way that actors are taught to study their parts. There are lines of dialogue within these
passages, some even including characters, such as Jess and the garbage men, who never appear
on stage.
The affective performativity of O’Neill’s Hughie stage directions is reminiscent of another
set of stage directions, partially discussed in chapter two. In Appropriate, Jacobs-Jenkins ends
his play with the following stage directions, which are worth noting at length:
And the cicadas? They just go on singing – singing loudly, singing incessantly – a long,
enormously complicated, deeply-layered, entirely improvised, ancient song, which is
mostly about the morning, but also about the evening and the day but also the night and
the sun but also the moon and about waking up and flying around and what it is like to fly
around and about loving each other and hating each other and fucking each other and
hurting each other but also about trying to find each other in order to hurt and/or fuck
each other but also about falling asleep and then waking up again and the quiet and the
noise that accompany each day and the sounds of each other's voices and the occasional
music but mostly about the noise and the grass and the sky and the air and the water but
also the water in the air and the heat in the air and the dry in the air and the birds in the
sky and the birds on the grass and the birds on the branches and always birds - birds
always - but also the sap in the branches and the sweetness of the sap in the branches of
the trees but also the trees themselves on the grass and the grass on the dirt but also the
dirt itself and how they miss the dirt and how they miss their homes in the dirt, the places
where they came from, and the feeling of missing the thing you can never go back to and
the mystery of the way one moves away from it and through the present and the mystery
of the present and the mystery of the movement itself and the leaves on the branches and
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the birds in the leaves on the branches and the branches on the trees and the trees on the
grass and the grass on the dirt and dying.
But we can’t understand a word of it.
Meanwhile, lights immediately come up on the living room, some day - any day. A
knocking is heard at the front door. Someone says, “Hello?” Beat. Then more knocking.
But no one answers.
Sudden BLACKOUT and lights immediately come up on the living room, some day any day. A bookshelf collapses.
Sudden BLACKOUT and lights immediately come up on the living room, some day any day - just as a part of floor collapses beneath the sofa.
Sudden BLACKOUT and lights immediately come up on the living room, some day any day. Somewhere outside, giggles are heard. Someone is egging someone on. A rock
comes flying through the window and shatters it.
Sudden BLACKOUT and lights immediately come up on the living room. It's some day any day. A rodent of some sort darts across the space quickly.
Sudden BLACKOUT and lights immediately come up on the living room, some day any day. A part of the ceiling collapses, bringing the dead chandelier down with it, but
just before it can crash to the floor, the chandelier is caught by some sort of cord and
swings like a pendulum.
Sudden BLACKOUT and lights immediately come up on the living room and it is some
day – any day – tomorrow – thirteen years from now – twenty-six years from now. It is
the future. It is the present. It is any present. It is the past - any past - now. A STRANGER
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opens the front door. In the dusk, he is just a silhouette, carrying a flashlight and a
clipboard. He inspects the living, takes notes and snaps a picture or two of the damage.
“Look at this place,” he thinks.
BLACKOUT, silence.26
I have reproduced these stage directions in their entirety to show the stylistic nuances within the
text. After the first section describing the cicadas, which I analyzed more fully in chapter two,
there comes a portion which reads very much like a Lardner play. In Abend di Anni Nouveau, for
example, Lardner writes, “The curtain is lowered and partially destroyed to denote the passage
of four days,”27 while in another part of I, Gaspiri, “The curtain is lowered for seven days to
denote the lapse of a week.”28 Although Jacobs-Jenkins does not insist that the audience remain
in the theatre for the years of time that pass in the world of the play, the passage of time and the
destruction of physical materials on stage are both real and theatrical simultaneously. It is as
impossible to bring the lights down and up on a different day in a single evening of performance
as it is to speed up the natural decay of the stage house, or to ensure that a rodent will run across
the floor at the right moment. This logically means both time and decay must be handled
stylistically.
The theatrical logic used to approach these stage directions is similar to that of Hughie.
Although the amount of the stage directions is impressive in both plays, this alone is not what
signifies these stage directions as “impossible.” The first matter is that the cicadas are as unlikely
to learn the subject of their song as the actor playing the Clerk is to think only the Clerk’s
thoughts while performing. Both plays include a great deal of lines and pieces of information that
26
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are not likely to translate perfectly intact to the staged production of the play, and, by extension,
to an audience who has not read the play. Both plays include characters mentioned only in the
stage directions, who never appear on stage, and both include lines of dialogue that are meant to
be said inside the head of one silent character onstage. Both also indicate the passage of time,
although Hughie does so more quickly, and in the experience of only on character, while
Appropriate takes us through the house’s “life” over time. Although neither of these sets of stage
directions will appear verbatim in any version of the plays in which they appear, both of these
sections of impossible stage directions provide invaluable information for the mood, tone, and
affect of the overall plays. If the playwrights have taken the time to write out these words, should
the production teams performing them not stop to consider them seriously? The ways in which
production teams collaborate with these words is very much open to interpretation, meaning the
only way to fail to perform these moments felicitously is to not attempt to perform them at all.
“Impossible Things Are Happening Every Day:”29 The Boundaries of Impossibility
As the affective aspects of impossible stage directions are explored, one glaring problem
presents itself: they are not impossible. Indeed, this is one of two reasons that this chapter has
been saved for the end of this project, the other being that impossible stage directions share more
of their structure with the other categories mentioned in previous chapters than has been the case
thus far. I do not think it is a problem that impossible stage directions can sometimes be read as
affective stage directions, choreographic stage directions, or multivalent stage directions, as the
concept of impossible stage directions ought to overlap entirely with affective stage directions in
general. In other words, I contend that all impossible stage directions should be read no
differently than any affective stage direction: once again, the only way for them to be infelicitous
29
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is for an actor to not read them at all. I have culled several examples of impossible stage
directions that also align with every other kind of stage direction covered in the previous
chapters, creating a series of hybrid stage directions. I will discuss one example of each type to
reveal how allowing the performative potential of these stage directions to act on actors’ bodies
can create possible performances where seemingly impossible feats were requested.
When characters speak stage directions that describe impossible things, the actors are
performatively moved to associate the meaning of their actions to the words being spoken, as are
the audience. For example, there is a moment Lisa D’Amour’s Frostbite where the character of
The Kid screams the following lines:
There he is!
Cracking
Melting
Into nothingness.
Right before my eyes.
(SHEILA, with the help of ATTENDANTS, enacts this. […])30
The spoken and then performed melting into nothingness is reminiscent of Ruhl’s disappearing
down a cosmic pipeline. Having been told that they are to enact this seemingly impossible act,
the actors understand that they must perform something that suggests the words being spoken.
The audience will then associate whatever movements are performed with the company’s
understanding of someone cracking and melting into nothingness in front of them. The stage
directions here would be multivalent, tantamount to “SHEILA, with the help of ATTENDANTS,
enacts something,” without the presence of the spoken text, which structurally ghosts the
dialogue into stage directions. In other words, the stage directions’ reference to “this” is as clear
30
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as if D’Amour had actually rewritten the text of the dialogue into the stage directions. Instead,
she’s created a symbiotic system, where actors need to be aware of both the spoken text and
stage directions to know what they are all doing on stage in this moment. The actors must catch
the affect of what The Kid is saying and seeing in this moment, which also reveals the sort of
mystical qualities of the genre and style of D’Amour’s play.
Affective stage directions, as I discussed in chapter two, are by far the most prevalent form
of performative stage directions. There are a great many affective stage directions that also seem
impossible, such as the Ruhl stage directions at the start of this chapter. Another example comes
from Williams’s The Mutilated where, “She makes a sound like a hooked fish would make if it
could make a sound.”31 Is this an impossible stage direction or an affective stage direction? As
the stage direction itself admits, a hooked fish does not make a sound – or does not vocally make
a sound, as the thrashing and other noises that might accompany that situation are not addressed.
Therefore, this stage direction is technically impossible: the actor cannot sound like a fish, and,
by extension, cannot sound like a fish that does not make a sound. Yet the construction of this
stage direction follows the affective stage direction’s favorite implicit “as if.” Williams is noting
that the character makes a noise is as if she were a hooked fish. The most important aspect of the
relationship between the actors and these stage directions is the performativity inherent in it. In
other words, by virtue of considering this stage direction, the actor and director have already
allowed the stage direction to perform its duty. Even keeping the notion of a struggling, hooked
fish will affect the actor’s mood and embodiment during the performance, yet the resulting
performance is going to be different depending on a particular actor’s embodiment and affective
understanding of this feeling. The impossibility of the stage direction simply provides a greater
31
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range of what is felicitous: if there is no noise that a hooked fish can make, then the sound(s) it
would make is completely up to the imagination.
A lengthier example of this, and one that more directly speaks to the categorization
difficulties in the stage directions from Hughie and Appropriate mentioned above, comes from
D’Amour’s play Hide Town, where the characters take, “A Texas pause, meaning they sit at the
bar, and maybe twirl the glass in front of them, meaning they turn their eyes inward to think
about what the farm used to look like, meaning there is no real hurry to start talking again,
meaning someone could potentially walk in and start something new. But they don’t.”32 The
affective specificity of this description means that, even if the actors do not “turn their eyes
inward to think about what the farm used to look like,” the performativity of these stage
directions will hopefully permeate their performances as they sit in silence. It is technically
possible, but likely infeasible, to sit in a silence that implies that someone might walk in and start
a new conversation, but they do not. However, as should be clear by now, this is a very
performable affective stage direction, with a touch of multivalent stage direction influence.
Multivalent and choreographic stage directions both make an appearance in this impossible
stage direction from Jacobs-Jenkins’s Neighbors in which the character of Topsy is on stage with
a harp when music comes up:
What follows is the most insane and brilliant spectacle anyone can dream up, during
which she doesn’t play the harp once but crams the history of African Americans onstage
into three minutes. Music, video projections everywhere, dance, lasers, disco balls, fog,
backup dancers, whatever might be totally unexpected, and it is absolutely nothing less
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than utter, utter TRANSCENDENCE. And maybe it ends with her masturbating with a
banana. In front of a strobe light.33
What is “the most insane and brilliant spectacle anyone can dream up”? How does someone
perform “the history of African Americans onstage into three minutes”? What will the performer
and production add to ensure “utter, utter TRANSCENDENCE?” If the piece does not end “with
her masturbating with a banana. In front of a strobe light,” how might it end? This set of stage
directions is both impossible to reproduce and also full of performance possibilities. The
particulars are both important and incidental, as the capitalized word points to the true purpose of
these stage directions: transcendence. The affect must be achieved, whatever the means, and the
result will likely seem like the impossible has been accomplished. Especially as it calls for
“whatever might be totally unexpected.”
Topsy previously performs dances in the play and has been a part of other stage directions
with seemingly impossible portions of them, such as when she “flash[es] the crowd with her
pubescent goodies.”34 Yet the impossibility of Topsy as a character, one borrowed, updated, and
remixed from Uncle Tom’s Cabin is precisely what enables the actor playing Topsy to affectively
expand the boundaries of that stock character’s agency and abilities, with the help of JacobsJenkins’s writing, of course. This is the power of theatre: to script new embodied possibilities, or
to script characters in such a way that there is room for new embodied possibilities.
Impossible stage directions are in many ways the ultimate culmination of this project’s
argument. They reveal how approaching stage directions queerly, from a new point of view,
allows for actors and directors to enact agency while still collaborating with the playwright’s
words, and, in doing so, bring new performance potentialities into play. Theatrical production
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depends upon the willful suspension of disbelief, and yet the ways in which seeingly impossible
stage directions have been addressed, when addressed at all, show that this spirit does not always
extend into the reading of plays by either scholars or practitioners. As William B. Worthen writes
in Print and the Poetics of Modern Drama,
It’s striking to note a parallel in the history of modern performance, the bafflement not of
audiences (they were baffled) but of actors and directors over what to do with plays like
The Master Builder or The Seagull or Waiting for Godot. We don’t often take this to be a
reading problem, but it is. How can we read this text as theatrically producible? What is it
telling us to do? How can we apply what we know how to do to it, in order to make it into
a recognizably, effectively theatrical event?35
The concept of impossible stage directions confronts this problem of not only reading, but also
realizing theatrical scripts. Human embodiment does have physical limitations, but it also has
ideological boundaries that be stretched and altered. What new possibilities could exist in
theatrical production if there was a systemic shift in how stage directions were interpreted?
Impossible stage directions provide a challenge to the limits of artistic medium as well, as they
have long been pointed to as signs of dramatic literature intended for reading as opposed to
performance. What happens when, regardless of authorial intention, which is a murky line of
inquiry from the start, we take the medium of a piece of art at its word? The impossibility that
accompanies these stage directions only applies if looked at through a very specific
understanding of theatrical reality. However, shifting our viewpoints, and allowing ourselves to
be moved by queerness, as defined by both non-normative desire and form, allows for an
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exciting range of performances that have the potential for greater theatricality and creativity than
some would allow.
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Conclusion

“The End. The Beginning. The End. The Beginning. The End.”1

The final stage directions from Sarah Ruhl’s The Oldest Boy seem like an appropriate place
to end, and begin, the work of this project. The play is about teaching, faith, and rebirth, and the
ultimate expression of the cyclical nature of the action is revealed by these stage directions,
which serve as the last lines of the play. After spending the past five chapters looking at various
ways in which stage directions can performatively affect the bodies of actors involved in
interpreting them, we understand that not all stage directions exist to simply impart prescriptive
information about how to perform the play in the same way each time. Unlike constative
utterances, which use language to share information, many stage directions have a performative
effect, meaning they do or create something new, rather than simply inform. In Chapter One, I
explored how spoken stage directions introduce the concept of “how to do things with stage
directions,” to borrow from J. L. Austin’s construction. Spoken stage directions’ dual
performativity comes from the performative utterance’s mirroring of the performative stage
directions, drawing the actor’s—and audience’s—attention to the unspoken portions of a
performance text by speaking them aloud. Spoken stage directions are the most outwardly
obvious stage directions in production, as the dialogue of a play is less likely to be ignored by
production teams, and so those stage directions begin a process by which actors are reoriented
towards the stage directions as sources of their characters’ performed personas. The duality of
spoken and embodied performativity inherent in spoken stage directions highlights not only how
stage directions function within the overall structure of plays, but also that not all stage directions
are used in the same way.
1

Sarah Ruhl, The Oldest Boy: a play in three ceremonies (New York: Macmillan Press, 2016),
135.
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Chapter Two set out my overarching category of stage directions that do not simply
prescribe movements or emotions, but rather require the fully embodied engagement of the actor
in order to create one meaning or another. These affective stage directions are therefore a
fundamental part of the actor’s “lines” in the play, although they appear in between the lines of
spoken dialogue. The collaborative nature that the performance of affective stage directions
requires again provides an example of how stage directions can reorient the actors involved in
performing them by shifting not only how actors approach the stage directions in plays (or fail
to), but also how the directions are seen to approach, or encroach, on the actors’ work. Again, my
use of “queer” follows Sara Ahmed’s concepts from Queer Phenomenology, which discuss the
difference in orientation that occurs when differently oriented individuals approach the same
physical space. Queerness turns objects slantwise, therefore bringing other objects into view.
Although my use of queer might seem metaphorical, I also address specific instances where
queer desire and orientations exist in the subtext, often making stage directions the main location
for evidence of the love that dare not speak (its name). Affective stage directions subvert the
stereotype of stage directions as tools of ruthless authorial control, instead establishing
themselves as bridges of communication between the written words on the pages of a script and
the live, cultured, and laboring bodies of the actors who will inhabit them.
This concept of stage directions using affective means to catalyze collaborative
relationships with future actors applies to the following two chapters as well. Chapters Three,
Four, and Five provide closer analysis of a few specialized kinds of affective stage directions that
serve additional functions. These chapters exist to show the range of what affective stage
directions are capable of creating on stage, which a single category regarding one overall use of
stage directions does not seem to satisfactorily explain. Chapter Three introduces the concept of
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choreographic stage directions, which affectively engage the actors’ bodies in the manner in
which affective stage directions seek to engage actors’ internal emotional lives. Whereas
affective stage directions exist in contrast the multitudinous adverbs and adjectives that litter
many English-language play scripts of the nineteenth and twentieth-century, choreographic stage
directions are the antithesis to the lines of blocking transcribed from the stage managers’
promptbooks into the printed versions of plays. Choreographic stage directions do not specify
what the visual representations of movements on stage ought to look like, but rather how they
should feel. Though all affective stage directions are necessarily embodied, choreographic stage
directions create a more visible means of embodied collaboration from the actor, which results in
a greater likelihood that these stage directions will be engaged with in an actual production. As
actors engage with choreographic stage directions, their understanding of these lines between the
lines performatively shifts, as the playwrights’ words are translated into physicalized movements
that communicate the affective state of the character, scene, or overall play. Audience members
might also see these nonverbal portions of a play and wonder what the written text asks the
actors to do. For example, the audience might wonder if a danced moment is improvised, or
individuals could notice that a particular danced moment is different in two different productions
of the same play.
The progression of affective stage directions and their subtypes reaches their most
expanded form in Chapter Four, where multivalent stage directions are introduced. These stage
directions take the actor’s ability to affectively collaborate with the playwright’s words to the
extreme, forming stage directions that are questions, or lists of possibilities. Whereas the stage
directions in all of these chapters have queered the actor’s understanding of the stereotype of
stage directions as playwrights’ tools of control, multivalent stage directions are even “queerer,”
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as they reorient actors around their own texts. In other words, instead of encouraging actors to
approach a seemingly normative situation in another way, multivalent stage directions invite
actors to reorient themselves around a situation that is not written out, and therefore exists in the
imaginations of the actors and directors. Multivalent stage directions ensure that each production
of the plays in which they exist will have radically different versions of specific moments and/or
scenes every time they are performed, while still technically adhering to the letter of the scripts.
This is because multivalent stage directions extend the concept of “to the letter” outside of the
very letters on the page with their immense realm of potential performances. These stage
directions leave room for other interpretations in their very form, which means that an actor’s
interaction with them will be a unique experience.
Finally, in Chapter Five, I address the category of Impossible Stage Directions, which do
not appear as frequently as the other kinds of stage directions in this project in the oeuvres of the
six playwrights covered. By analyzing how these kinds of stage directions either seem to state
physically impossible, or equally infeasible, tasks, I have attempted to reconfigure these stage
directions as invitations to the broadest kinds of theatrical imagination. It is my contention that
playwrights who write such stage directions do so not only for the enjoyment of readers, whose
imagined productions do not have the boundaries of space, time, and capital that actual
productions face, but specifically for directors and actors who are willing to be creative in an
attempt to perform the spirit of those stage directions, if not the letter. It is this aspect of
Impossible Stage Directions that designates them as a part of the continuum of affective stage
directions.
Each of these chapters illustrate how various kinds of stage directions can reorient actors
around their own embodied experience of a play, as these are in fact another series of lines
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written by playwrights for the actors to interpret. This reasoning is a counterargument to many of
the traditionally held views of stage directions, perhaps best exemplified in Martin Puchner’s
book Stage Fright. Puchner writes, “Stage directions offer a mode of speech that is not tied to
embodied actors and can therefore be turned against them.”2 Approaching certain stage
directions as if they are tools through which the actor can craft a character’s embodiment enabled
a form of agency that resists this supposed threat, diffusing it by framing this interaction as a
collaboration rather than a power struggle. Furthermore, Puchner states, “All stage directions are
descriptions or prescriptions of the mimetic space on the stage, but traditionally the doubling
inherent in this projection disappears because stage directions are considered dispensable
technical appendixes that do not appear in the end product, the performance.”3 Although I concur
with the latter portion of this quote, I disagree with the former; focusing on these plays as
reading drama in order to alleviate stage directions of the “problems” associated with live bodies
of actors assumes that all stage directions prescribe specific performances on stage that actors
might fail to repeat precisely. The examples provided in this project all challenge that assumption
in various ways. Puchner admits that “we can no longer take modernist stage directions to be
prescriptive intrusions of a dramatic author on the turf of a stage manager, a direct and therefore
paratextual communication of a technical nature,”4 and yet he continues with the notion that,
“[i]nstead they are addressed to the general reader.”5 Although Puchner argues for the inclusion
of stage directions into spaces generally reserved for the spoken dialogue, he does so by claiming
both portions of the text for a purely literary exercise. In contrast, this project’s foundational

2

Martin Puchner, Stage Fright (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 2002), 66.
Ibid., 26.
4
Ibid., 85.
5
Ibid.
3
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premise is that stage directions are valid topics for explicitly theatrical study, as pieces of writing
capable of being performed written in a form that not only implies this possibility, but invites it.
If stage directions, or certain stage directions, could be relieved of the theatrical world’s
general expectations of their literal specificity, and instead could be thought of in terms of their
potential felicitously, a great range of performance possibilities already extant in an immense
number of plays could be revealed. Stage directions have often been relegated to the textual and
readerly aspects of theatrical discussions, whereas they are instead the very conduit to
embodiment and performance that keep most plays from being radio dramas, or, keep radio
dramas from being read by computers instead of human beings. Unfortunately, a great deal of the
discussion of stage directions in popular culture and news sources has stemmed from authorial
disputes in which playwrights, or their estates, have complained that a production is not
following the stage directions properly, often arguing for authorial intention over the actual
words on the page. Perhaps one of the most famous example of this situation in the United States
is JoAnne Akalaitis’s production of Endgame at American Repertory Theatre, which prompted a
response from Beckett as to the inappropriateness of the subway as a setting for his play in 1984.
Beckett’s stage directions describing the set were repeatedly referenced, as the subway set lacked
a window, which, he argued, was necessary for the play.6 More recently, a production of Edward
Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? in Portland attempted to cast an African-American actor
in the role of Nick, and was denied the rights by Albee’s Estate because of Albee’s character
description of Nick as blond.7 Again, this assumes a person of color would not, or could not,

6

The literal nature of this objection also provided the basis for Beckett’s own notorious casting
objection to women playing Vladimir in Waiting for Godot, as he said women do not have
prostates.
7
Diep Tran, “When a Writer’s Rights Aren’t Right: The ‘Virginia Woolf’ Casting Fight” in
American Theatre, May 22, 2017, no pagination.
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have blond hair, and that this casting is therefore impossible. As Mark Harris writes in New York
Magazine,
But in the hands of [Albee’s] estate, what was fluid becomes rigid; desire becomes fiat.
[…] It is the job of the Albee estate to protect his property. But barring an AfricanAmerican actor from playing Nick inevitably leads to the question: Protect it from what?
Misinterpretation? Changing and times and mores? The future? It’s hard to imagine a
playwright’s work long surviving him if it’s shackled to the unexamined enforcement of
questionable decisions from another era, or constrained by the terror that it might be
mishandled. Who’s afraid of a new idea? Nobody who truly believes in their work, and
wants it to last.8
I agree that blind adherence to presumed authorial intentions is not a cause worth defending, and
I personally think that color-conscious casting can add some very interesting and important
dimensions to older plays clearly written for all white casts.9
I do not pretend to know what the intentions of the playwrights writing these stage
directions were, or are, but I can say that a reorientation towards what “doing the stage directions
in a play” means is in order. Adhering to literal descriptions of characters and sets is
not what I am promoting or arguing in this project. I instead propose that we turn our discussions
of stage directions slantwise and look at them from an embodied perspective. What can different
kinds of bodies do within these stage directions? What are their limits? I would be remiss if I did
not mention a particular instance of different embodiment that illustrates my point for an
8

Mark Harris, “Who’s Afraid of a Black Virginia Woolf?” in New York, May 29-June 11, 2017,
24.
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I have written about this very issue in an article about Southern Repertory’s decision to have an
African-American actor play Chance in Tennessee Williams’s Sweet Bird of Youth. Bess Rowen,
“Two from Tenn: Sweet Bird of Youth and At Liberty” in The Huffington Post, April 5, 2017,
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/two-from-tenn-sweet-bird-of-youth-and-atliberty_us_58e44753e4b02ef7e0e6e1e7>.
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informed decision regarding the following of stage directions. Much has been made of Sam
Gold’s production of The Glass Menagerie, which cast actress Madison Ferris, a wheelchair user
in real life due to muscular dystrophy, as Laura.10 I do not object to the casting and inclusion of
disabled actors in any play, although I do think that this casting must be made with an
understanding of what aspects of the play these choices bring out in production. In a play such as
The Glass Menagerie, Laura’s character description includes the sentences: “A childhood illness
has left her crippled, one leg slightly shorter than the other, and held in a brace. This defect need
not be more than suggested on the stage.”11 This final sentence is the most important: as a
memory play, Tom’s memory dictates how much of Laura’s actual disability appears on stage in
this play. Tom does not remember her as disabled. Even if Laura’s memory sticks on the noise
her brace made on the stairs of the auditorium, Tom’s love has erased any physical limitations in
this embodied version of his memories. Disability is therefore revealed as constructed, and
experienced differently by the person with the disability than it is by those around her.
Because this play is making this specific point about disability, casting an actress that
disagrees with both the physical description of the brace (a minor issue), and the attitude towards
that disability (a major issue), changes the core issues of The Glass Menagerie in a way that
directly contradicts one of the points of the play. If the play had not been about disability at all,
this choice could have been motivated, but to force a play about seeing past disability to being
entirely about disability seems like an adaptation to me. Why not cast Tom as a wheelchair

10

Rex Reed’s review is a notable example of the critical response. Rex Reed, “Sam Gold Goes
Gross with ‘The Glass Menagerie’” in The Observer, March 16, 2017, no pagination. <
http://observer.com/2017/03/the-glass-menagerie-review-sam-gold-sally-field/>
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Williams, The Glass Menagerie, in the Theatre of Tennessee Williams, Vol. 1, 129.
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user, disabled in the war, now thinking back on Laura in a different way? Or why not have an
entirely disabled cast, which would make everyone’s insistence that Laura does not have a
disability even more complex?
Stage directions work together with the dialogue of a play to set the mood, tone, and affect
of a performance, and cutting stage directions while leaving the dialogue intact is a subversive
way of adapting a play without calling a given production an adaptation. There is certainly
nothing wrong with adaptation, but it is important to note that, even with so many different
performance possibilities, it is still possible to infelicitously perform a play by not allowing the
performative stage directions to affect the actors. John Tiffany’s cutting of Laura’s blowing out
her candles in his 2013 production of The Glass Menagerie cuts a portion of the performed text
the same way that Gold’s casting of Ferris did.12 And yet the banner for Gold’s Broadway
production proclaimed, “Tennessee Williams’s The Glass Menagerie,” although it was, in truth,
Sam Gold’s The Glass Menagerie. Ignoring stage directions changes a play, and yet following
stage directions can result in a vast number of variations of the same play. Either choice is worth
making, but directors should be honest about which path they are taking.13 It is my hope that
directors and actors will reconsider making a textually unmotivated choice when producing a
play if they realize that there are so many textually motivated choices yet to make. In this way,
playwrights can be thought of as collaborators in, rather than impediments to, the artistic process
of mounting a theatrical production.

12

The Glass Menagerie, by Tennessee Williams, directed by John Tiffany, New York, NY, Booth
Theatre, October 9, 2013; The Glass Menagerie, by Tennessee Williams, directed by Sam Gold,
New York, NY, Belasco Theater, March 29, 2017. Gold’s production also cut Laura’s blowing
out of the candles.
13
Indeed, neither of these Broadway productions used Williams’s requested projected titles,
which could have been a radical way of doing The Glass Menagerie.
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Gold’s production could very well be considered an adaptation of The Glass Menagerie,
and regardless of what the marquis read during its run on Broadway, I believe that this
designation better accounts for Gold’s contributions to the story told by his production. I do not
mean to imply that adaptations are inferior in any way, and so a description of what I mean by
adaptation is necessary. In her work Theatre and Adaptation: Return, Rewrite, Repeat,
Margherita Laera makes a case for the wide variety of uses for the word “adaptation.” Most
notably, Laera writes that “the term adaptation primarily refers to a kind of interpretative
intervention – much like Steiner’s intertextual practices – which involves transposing a source or
stimulus into a different language, medium, or culture, seeking ‘matches’ for certain feature of
the source and proposing ‘mismatches’ for others.”14 In many ways, this sounds like another
approach to the concepts of performative felicity expressed in this project, wherein the actor
attempts to perform the stage directions in any number of felicitous ways. A similar metaphor for
the process of performance that I have used in this project is that of translation, in a broad sense.
This kind of adaptation occurs in all works, and is yet another explanation for why no two
productions of the same play are truly the same. However, my suggestion of this moniker for
Gold’s production follows Linda Hutcheon’s definition of “an acknowledged transposition of a
recognizable other work or works; a creative and an interpretive act of appropriation/salvaging;
an extended intertextual engagement with the adapted work.”15
David Greenspan’s performance of Eugene O’Neill’s Strange Interlude, produced by The
Transport Group, was also a good example of an adaptation that was not listed as such, but also
had a complex relationship with O’Neill’s (in)famous stage directions.16 The production’s
14

Margherita Laera, ed. Theatre and Adaptation: Return, Rewrite, Repeat (New York:
Bloomsbury, 2014), 4.
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Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation (New York: Routledge, 2006), 8.
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Eugene O’Neill, Strange Interlude, directed by Jack Cummings III, Brooklyn, New York,
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website, and much of the marketing material, describe how this “radical revival reunites David
Greenspan, dramaturg Kristina Corcoran Williams, and director Jack Cummings III in an almost
preposterous feat, as these three artist conceive Eugene O’Neill’s Pulitzer Prize-winning nine act,
six-hour play Strange Interlude into a solo performance.”17 Greenspan’s impressive command of
the (spoken) text of the play is obvious, but the assumption that Greenspan is performing all of
the text once again shows the general ignorance of the stage directions as a consideration in the
play text. What has been cut for Greenspan to perform all of the roles at the same time is a large
portion of the stage directions, as Greenspan’s body cannot perform several bodies
simultaneously. And yet Strange Interlude is a play with copious spoken stage directions
embedded in the overall structure of the play, which had the effect in performance of bringing
some of those stage directions back on stage through Greenspan’s body, performatively creating
the performances Greenspan’s body could not always perform, given the limitations of having
only one body. I have provided these two examples to show that adaptations, like all other kinds
of theatre, have a variety of relationships with stage directions.
Indeed, there are many positive examples of contemporary theatrical productions and
adaptations interpreting and exploring stage directions in new and interesting ways. The first
example that comes to mind, and one that I encountered early in my research for this project was
the New York Neo-Futurists’ The Complete and Condensed Stage Directions of Eugene O’Neill:
Volume 1 (Early Play/Lost Plays)18 and its sequel, The Complete and Condensed Stage

Irondale Theater Center, November 1, 2017.
17
“Strange Interlude,” The Transport Group, accessed November 1, 2017,
http://transportgroup.org/strange-interlude.
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My review of this play appeared alongside my review of New York City Players’ Early Plays,
which also performed O’Neill’s early works. “The Complete & Condensed Stage Directions of
Eugene O’Neill: Vol. 1 Early Plays/Lost Plays and Early Plays,” Theatre Journal 64 (2012): 409412.
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Directions of Eugene O’Neill: Volume 2.19 Although these two pieces delved into the exaggerated
nature of O’Neill’s stage directions, they also revealed several important aspects of my
argument: that there are multitudinous ways of performing affective stage directions, that even
comedic interpretations can be seen as felicitous versions of those stage directions, and that no
two bodies can possibly perform the same stage direction in precisely the same way. These
pieces also provided a window into which lay audience members could watch actors accrue stage
directions, as their neutral bodies would then react as the narrator read the stage directions onto
them, in a transparent version of how spoken stage directions function.
Another version of this transparent impact of stage directions appeared in the Vineyard
Theatre and Cort Theatre productions of Paula Vogel’s Indecent, in which projected titles on the
back wall of the stage highlighted several stage directions from the script.20 This device not only
performatively affected how the audience read those particular moments on stage, in a silent
version of a spoken stage direction, but also necessarily affected how the actors performed at
these moments. The projected titles appeared on three screens on the upstage sides of the space,
which makes it likely that the actors could always see them if necessary. Even if the actors are
not reading the titles while on stage, the heightened awareness of the text of those moments
influenced the performativity of those words and their performances.
Aside from reorienting actors and directors, this work makes an intervention in
Performance Studies theory that serves to bring performativity back into the realm of theatre
scholarship. The theoretical implications of performativity theory, in the traditions of J. L. Austin
and Judith Butler, have been far-reaching and long-lasting. However, Austin’s writings dismissed
19

Eugene O’Neill, The Complete & Condensed Stage Directions of Eugene O’Neill: Volume 2,
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theatre as a realm of possibility for performativity in his initial lectures, and though Butler’s
work brought performativity into an important discussion about embodiment, no one has
previously connected these two kinds of performativity to the pieces of text written explicitly for
embodiment in play scripts. The theoretical implications of focusing on this process of
transmission are manifold, as this work seeks to interrogate the liminal nature of stage directions
as kinds of texts that bridge the gap between the study of dramatic literature and live
performance, creating a repository of performance potentials that are worth examining. These
points mean that scholars, for instance, ought to consider the reality of stage directions as
potential performances in suspension when quoting them alongside dialogue. Neither kind of text
is perfectly stable, but taking into consideration the range of performances allowed by stage
directions would do a great deal to challenge the assumption of authorial singularity and control
that stereotypically accompany these italicized texts.
As I have maintained throughout these pages, not all playwrights use stage directions in
this manner, but it is worth examining all play texts as if they could contain such stage directions,
as nothing is lost in the process, and there is much to be gained. If actors grow accustomed to
looking at the stage directions in a play as a place for information about their character and the
play, then these lines between the lines could become the integral part of artistic interpretation
that they have the potential to be. Actors performing spoken stage directions, affective stage
directions, choreographic stage directions, multivalent stage directions, or impossible stage
directions have been reoriented to the scripts in which they are contained. These stage directions
all act as performatives, affecting the actor’s body as the actor allows the stage directions to
perform on and through them, both from the internal, emotional direction and also from an
external, physical direction. As stage directions need the actor’s body to be “completed,” they are
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always moments of collaboration between the actor, director, design team, and playwright,
whose own interpretations of those lines of text all come together in a production.
My aim here has been to reveal a portion of the amount of agency truly allowed for the
actor and the director in the case of affective stage directions, while still respecting the agency of
the playwright whose words are being embodied. By revealing the collaborative nature of this
relationship, which recognizes both the work of the playwright, as well as that of the production
team that completes the play by embodying it, I hope to have some small influence on how both
production teams and scholars think about the roles of stage directions within plays. I am aware
of the loftiness of my goal, as I am asking for production teams to read plays differently, and yet
I think that this entire project might act performatively itself. Even if these thoughts change one
actor’s approach to a role, or one director’s approach to a play, new aspects of the play script will
unfold and reveal themselves. Perhaps directors will come to understand that they need not fight
against these italicized words to make an important contribution to the theatre at large. For this
reason, I will continue to insist upon the importance of the lines between the lines, which are not
only affective, performative, and queer, but also fluid, physical collaborations between
playwrights and actors, directors, choreographers, and designers.
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